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learning

the

photo-

seemed

glad to be “back home”. He told
his Ellsworth friends that they need not
be surprised to see him back, bag and
baggage, in the spring.

art in

Frank
S.
Call, Alphonso Frazier,
Everett S. Means and Lewis Flood left for
Portland Monday.
Messrs.
Call
and
Frazier will serve as grand jurors, and
Messrs Means and
Flood as traverse
jurors at the United States district court,
which convened Tuesday.

M. S. Smith has been confined to the
house for several days by a slight illness.

Lejok lodge, I. O. O. F., will hold a sociable Friday evening. Many invitations
A

large congregation was present at the
vesper service in the Unitarian church
Sunday afternoon.

Gilman P. Smith, of t his city, is ill with
pneumonia at Mi diia-. At last reports
be was somewhat improved.

RYRX,

STREET,.ELLSWORTH.
I

STICK PINS.

Gerry

Lillian

heavy

I

the

i

occupy has been
sold and must be vacated. I therefore offer my entire stock of

job

At

a

has been

be

West.

when
it.

pole

the

The

of

a

base of the

t

iius

begun.

j

meeting of the hoard uf

taken

educa-

through

one

of t he most beau-

historically interesting
parts of “Merrie England”, made dear to
them from childhood by the grand old
tiful

rascal

and

most

“Robin

stereopticon

Ellsworth is glad to see City Marshal
Thomas J. Holmes back on duty again,
after u vacation of thirty-nine days, made
necessary by illness.

now

struck

will be a
prelude on the “White
The lecture will he given
Hood”.

There

Mountains”.
regardless of the weat her.
Miss Mae

Friend

returned

to

Boston

Monday evening after a visit of several
days with her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Miss Friend
David Friend, in this city.

.Judge A. P. Wiswell, Clerk of Courts
John F. Knowlton, A. W. King and O. F.
Fellows, of Bucksport, leave to-day for a
fishing trip to All'gator lake.

is

associated

now

with

Miss

Jeanette
manicure

in a hair-dressing and
establishment at 596Tremont street, BosGeer

George Wyman, who has been spendseveral weeks with his parents, City

ing

ton.
Miss Geer accompanied heron her
wife, left last visit home.
On Sunday Mr. and Mrs.
Thursday to return to Berlin, N. H.
| Friend, Miss Friend, Miss Geer, Abie
Dr. George A. Phillips entertained a J Friend and Miss Leah Friend drove to
They speak in high praise of
party of fourteen gentlemen of this and Bluehill.
neighboring towns at his hospitable j the entertainment afforded them by Mr.
home on Main street last Friday evening.
Martin, the new proprietor of the PenClerk

AT
Stick pins are relatively small affairs, but you
know how dreadfully bothersome It Is to want
one to fasten jour collar, and to be unable to
tind It.

ARE

THEY

an

FINE

A

HA\K

Everything marked

iirst will get the henetit of the best
lections.

come

E.
Did you

ever

Well,

isn’t cheese; it’s

CHOICK

like

cuts

it

and

I

REDMAN,
Ellsworth.

If you hear

cheese, but it

a

|MMI

have

of Low Prices
in Shoes,
investigate;

IMI,

twice

one

bh

good

for

you will find it is

at.

twice the money—
20 rents a

pound.

WALSHS.

per Hi.
Salted Peanuts, 20 e. per 11).

Bangor Tally,

20

e.

FRUIT and NUTS.
Assortment fine.

E. G.
Main

pond.
Sunday.

on

are

at

it

on

Pat-

against ttie law to fish
There’s a game warden in
“A word to the wise is sufficient.”

ten’s

town.

George A. Joy, of this city, who is now
Hass Harbor, will shortly open an “old
folks” class in dancing at Bar Harbor.

at

Mr.

Joy

is well

Known as a

competent in-

Prices low.

SMITH,

St..

UNDE TAKING

Lygonia lodge, F. and A. M., worked the
degree on two candidates last Wednesday evening, and on Thursday evening Esoteric lodge worked the same de-

We h ave endeavored to

fully
substantiate our claims by
selling the people only such
shoes as would uphold our
reputation for selling reliable
Footwear at the lowest possible
priees.

on

gree

candidates.

Misses Belle Reeves, Clara Murch, Josie
Phillips and Grace Gerry, who have been
employed in the B. E. Cole & Co. factory,
have gone to Lewiston, where they artemployed in a shoe factory.
E. F. Redman, who recently sold the
building on Water street at present occupied by himself, will probably move his
business to the building, on the same
street, which he lias used as a storehouse.
Lygonia lodge, F. and A. M., is plannign
to be given at some early
proposed to have Pullen’s
orchestra and the Apollo male quartette
of Bangor. The sociable will be given in
for

a

is

Fellows hall.

Odd

The game of basket ball between

a

team

racing team and a
team from the Bangor high school, at
Hancock hall Tuesday evening, resulted
from

the

Dirigo

hose

StoUrrtisnnnits.

r1

vAhlVI'j 1

^

Delivered in any part
of Hancock County.

ALMANACS

1

—AND—
New Hearse in connection with the business.

A. W. OUSHMAN & SON,
So. 1 Kuan KLIN Street,

FOR 1897
FOR

SALE

AT

FOR SALE BY 0. R. BURNHAM.
'holesalc

Boots. Shoes.

ai

d

F. A. COOMBS’,

Retail Dealer in

Rubbers

and

Felts.

Main Street,

lor

the

W. L. Douglas Shoes.

ELLSWORTH,

MAINE.

nopes

mat

he

iio.s-

My Mamma gives me
|| CROWN’S INSTANT RELIEF,
For Coughs, Colds, Colic, Cholera
I Morbus, Cysentery, Croup, Sore
Dlnhtherla, eto.
Throat,
;
I THr.'K IT IS REAL NICE TO TAKE,
b-, Nokwat Mumcncg

*

pieces. The men clung
wreckage and the rocks of
night and one whole day.
to

cumbed to the cold and the
schooner and cargo
insured for £8,537.

Co., Norway.

Mb.

were

suicide, t he
j a neighbor.
ill, and his

]

Craig

to
the

Two
waves.

suc-

The

£12,000;
Cole, for-

was one

B.

of the

crew’

of

There have been shipped from the
Craig brook fish hatchery at Orland recently 242,000 salmon eggs. Fulton, N. Y.,
received 2,000; Carry, Penn., 90,000, and
Caribou, Maine, 150,000.
COMING KYFNTS.
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minutes later Mrs.
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Frost went to bis

body
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married

found

and

room

an
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floor.

his

15*

inquest

Frost

was

was

unnecessary.
a
native of

Mariaville,

and

of his age.
He
brother of Jacob Frost, of Ells-
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in the
a

year

wort h.
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These
Cold Nights
You

will sleep the sleep of the

just

and

look in

not

the

with you

to bed

that

wear

morning

weary

if you take
of

one

all

our

rubber

HOT WATER BOTTLES
If you

have

in the

back

stiff neck,

a

side,

or

bottle—if it bursts
a

you

new

lie

we

or

pain
the

on

will give

one.

(AKO.

general

The

MOUTH OK THK KIVKU.
Mrs. George Alley is visiting Bangor.
Mrs. Adelbert Garland is in poor health.

Betts, of Boston, is at home,
by the serious I ness of her
father, Isaac Smith, who is v ry low.
Belle

Mrs.

called

here

Jennie Smith,

Mrs.
been

keeping

Williams, for

next
With

of

house for Inr
a

Franklin, has
father, Josiah

short time.

William Jones is visiting her sister. Mrs. A.
Martin, in Franklin.
Capt. E. Fullerton, a bro1 her, of SomerMrs.

is

visiting tin

also.

Victor.

topic for the Epworth
meeting for February is
Isaiah’’. The subject for

league prayer
“The Christ of

1* All (HER.

A.

Feb. 1.

METHODIST.

atdbcrtiscmrnis.

Tuesday evening “Immanuel—God
Us”. Mary A. Bounty, leader.
is

CONCi REG AT IONA L.

Young people’*- meeting, vestry parlor
at 7 o’clock this (Wednesday) evening.
Subject for mid-week meeting at 7.30
this (Wednesday) evening:
“Growth by
Consecration.”

Sunday morning the
the last in the

Person and
“The

Work

King,or

All ladies

course

the

pastor will preach
of sermons on “The

of

Jesus.”

Regal Powers

Subject:
of

Jesus.”

interested in benevolent work

requested to meet in the vestry parlor
next Wednesday afternoon at 2 o’clock.

are

UNITARIAN.

Sunday, Feb. 7—Morning service with
by pastor at 10.30. Subject: “The
Duty of Belief.” Sunday school in the
vestry at the close of the morning service.
Regular evening service at 7

have taken the
we

have been

place of those
selling at 20

per cent, discount, but purchasers will find

Heavy-weight
at

Goods

remarkably LOW PRICES.

sermon

o’clock.

She—1

_

don’t

anxious to hear
—Indeed I was.
before.

think
me

1

you were
really
He (earnestly)
never heard you

sing.

had

Killed by Klectric* Car.
the

bwi

an u;

Frost complain

ville, Mass.,

Brow n, of South Brewer,
death under the wheels of

lie

—

( lU Kni

man

-h

sifter had gone to t he house

floor.

second

Fish Hatchery.

I trunk

—

Hartford
at home a

tin*

it!.

He went to liis bed-room

down.

dead

incurable

times very cl spondent,
of
iie
*ide ap-

unmarried,

pieces of
ledge all

Ilopkins, Line lull, ueorgia u. Hastings,
Thursday. Feb. ll.fi p. m., at the ConGrace E. Smith, Maud Prtsby, Georgia
I gregational vestry -Supper and sociable.
Frazier.
Tickets 25 cents.
Mesdames Dora Hopkins, Flora !
Altos
Lewis, Misses S. Alice Moor. Georgia P.
Monday. I'eb. 22, at Hancock hall -ConTripp, Blanche Reeves, Grace Lord.
cert and ball of Eagle hook and ladder
Tenors— E. E. Parker, E. F. Redman,
company.
H. C. Dodge, G. S. Foster, A. F. Reeves,
Alex. Hagerthy.
Thursday, Feb. 25, with Excelsior lodge
at East Surry
Annual meeting of HanBasses E. Iv. Hopkins, F.W. Rollins. A
K. Cushman, E. D. Carr, L. M. Moore, A
cock district lodge of Good Templars;
P. Royal, G. I. Grant.
! election of officers.
There will he a rehearsal at the I'nitarian vestry this (Wednesday) evening.

Frank,

j

was

lived wit h him.

Thursday, Feb. 4, 7.30 p. m., at the Congregational church People’s t ravel course
I of lectures. Subject: “The Dukeries—
formers :
I Sherwood Forest.” Stereopticon prelude,
Sopranos- Mesdames J. A. Peters, jr., “The White Mountains.”
Tickets, 10
A. P. Royal, C. I. Welch, Misses Mary F. I cents.

and w hite (lowers.
“The hri le wa-attired In white embroidered
chiflo nette over w hite pearl silk. There waMr. ami Mrs. Hasting*
no attending couple.
received, assisted by Mrs. A. P. Harden am.
Kdward II. Harden. A wedding luncheon fol

ing

of feel

Frost

believed

and

an

afternoon

Mrs. Polly Frost, and

valued Rt

Stephen

merly of Deer Isle,
the “Yosemite”.

The date has not yet been fixed, but it
will be shortly after the middle of this
month.
Following is a list of the per-

ij
j
j

plained

was
owned
storm,
by Capt. J. W.
McFarland, of Gloucester, Mass., formerly of Lamoiiie.
Two men lost their lives in the wreck.
The schooner was scudding twelve miles
an hour when she struck, and soon went

event.

home of Mr. and Mrs. Charles G
Hastings, at No. .'>*1 Lake avenue, was tin
-erne, last »-v ning, of one of the prettiest homt
we -dings within recolleethdi. The contracting
parties were the daughter of Mrs. Hastings
Miss Jennie Maud Thompson, one of Munches,
tor’s mo-t highly-regarded daughters, and Leor

time,

with

iog partially
deaf, she had not heard the report of the
rifle with which he shot bin.self.
Dr. L. W. Hodgkins and Coroner D. L.
Fields, of Ellsworth, were summoned.
The body was found where it had fallen.
Frost had evidently placed t lie muzzle of
the rifle close against his forehead.
The
The
schooner
fishing
“Yosemite”, entire top of his head was blown off and
wrecked on a ledge near Ram island, N. S., the body and blood-stained room made a
on Thursday, Jan. 21, in a blinding snowsickening sight. Coroner Fields deemed

Tickets 15 cents.

Thompson-Harden.
The follow ing is from the Manchestei
(N. 11.) (rnion, of Jan. 28:

at

was

the

on

Reed’s

Frost had been in

peared in good spirits,

this

Wednesday, Feb. 3, at the Unitarian
vestry—Circle supper by the Unity club.

Mrs
Harden will reside in
where, after March 1, they will be
No. 233 Sigourney street.”

j!

Overshoes of all kinds.
Agent

wisworm iivt-s in

receive

they

as

“Ebony Swells”.
a
grand aggregation of local talent, w hich is to present in
Ellsworth the latest styles in minstrelsy,
is hard at work rehearsing for the great

ami

MAINE.

ELL.8WORTII,

know, hs soon
stock, make it up.”

“Ebony Swells”,

lowed the ceremony.
“Among those present were Mrs. V P. liar
den and Kdward H. Ha-den, of Ellsworth, Me.
Mr. and Mrs. J. II. Ayer, of Lowell; Mrs
Charles II. K< rmtld, of Boston, ami the Missei
Rideout, Dum-klee and Patch, of Boston. Mi-

DIARIES

but

his home at

some

suffering

was

disease. He

The

The

Dale Harden, of the Pope manufacturing com
puny at Hartford, Conn.
“The ceremony was performed by the Rev
\V. C. WcAllester, pastor of the Kir-t Ihiptis
church. There were fifty guests, including onl}
The houst
relatives and very near friends.
was d« corat* il with palms and terns and pink

EMBALMING
IN ALL ITS BRANCHES.

dleton house.

“The rosy

-ELLSWORTH.

,

he

we

health for

poor

Now the material lias been forwarded to
a concern at Elmira, N. Y., and the Boston company writes:
“These people w ill,

sociable
It

date.

E. J. WALSH,

-AND-

two

!

It’s

third

( AM>Y

(I

and

structor.

I
you can’t get along without.
I have a mixture for
have other grades.
III.'

F.

No. 2 Water Street,

that

<

se-

hear of

ALAKUMA?
NO!

down, but those who

ASSORTMENT.

ROBINSON.

F.

E.

Wyman

The winter fishermen

ample sup

ply.
I

moving to another location.

LITTLE

SO

should have

woman

before

PRETTY,

SO

COST

AND
that every

Greatly Betai Prices

L. B.

Sunday afternoon at
Brook, by shooting.

Last Thursday the Springfield company
failed, and then the Boston company, so
it alleges, discovered that practically
nothing had been done on the bridge.

fountain
had been cracked
by many
blows due to careless driving, and it did
not require a very heavy blow to finish j

Charles O. Wormell, Ellsworth’s obliging freight truckman, was married at
West Franklin on Saturday to Miss
Esther West.

store

sled

Loren Frost, Sick an<l I) sponclent,
Finis Ills Life.
Charles Loren Frost committed suicide

C.

Ellsworth.

notified

appointed | lion Monday, Supt. Wnarff reported that j ton bridge people are not again deceived,
postmistress at Ellsworth Falls, in place about one-third of the pupils registered j and that no misfortune will overtake the
of Miss Abide Gerry, resigned.
It is not likely
in the city schools were absent, owing ! Klmira manufacturers.
The ladies of the Congregational society large'y to the prevalence of measles. Tne that t lie bridge will be here inside of two
will give a supper and sociable in the ves- schools at the Morrison district and months, under the most favorable eotiShore road have been closed on account (lit ions.
try next Thursday evening, Feb. 11.
At the city meeting Monday evening,
of the small attendance, and it is probWivurna encampment, I. (). O. F., will
the clerk was instructed to write to the
able that other schools will close soon.
work the Patriarchal degree next MonBoston bridge works that the city had
A large
is
attendance
There will be another of the people’s
day evening.
been put to considerable expense by the
desired.
the
travel lectures at
Congregational
and would hold the company reThe subject delay,
F. E. Chase and wife left Friday for church this evening at 7 30.
sponsible.
Forest
will
be
“Sherwood
of
the
lecture
fora
visit
to
Mr.
Chase’s
Elkhardt, Ind.,
parents. They may decide to remain in and the Dukeries”, and the travelers will
Wreck of tin* “Yosemite”.
the

The

morning

yesterday

SUICIDK AT HERDS BROOK.

bridge manufacturing concern in
Springfield, Mass., to build the Ellsworth
bridge. From time to time the Boston
bridge works received word from the
Springfield manufacturers that the work
was progressing.
Twice they wrote that
the bridge would be shipped in “a week
or ten days”, and the Boston concern so
a

great attention.—Jiangor Commercial.
The drinking fountain on State street
opposite The American office was broken

The Unity club will give a circle supper
Unitarian vestry this (Wednesday)
evening at G o’clock.
at the

Absolutely Pure.
Celebrated for its great lea veiling strength
and heathfulness.
Assures tin* food against
alum and all forms of adulteration common to
the cheap brands, royal baking powder
CO., NEW YORK.

burned.
The company made arrangements with

E. H. Greely, of Ellsworth, drove a tandem to this city Sunday from Ellsworth,
and at 11 o’clock Monday left for his
stock farm in Pittsfield. The tandem was
made up of two finely-bred animals.
Mr.
Greely handled the ribbons in his usual
fine manner, and the turnout attracted

have been issued.

B. ('. lb Arnolds, of Bar Harbor, has
been visiting her mother, Mrs. Call, and
ot tier relatives in town.

Underwear.

-roMFoirr

is

will remain several weeks longer.
Homer II. Emerson was in town from
Bucksport a few days last week. He was
warmly welcomed by his old friends, and

in

was

The board of assessors will hold a specsession at its room this afternoon.

Miss

SOMKT£r,oN^-t.,e

Hopkins

Thought The American said it was to
or ten days”?
No, we
didn’t; we said that was what the bridge
folks wrote. But they li-er, that is,
they were mistaken. Here’s the story as
told by a letter received by City Clerk
Wyman from the Boston bridge works
Monday:
As was told at the time, a short while
after the bridge contract was awarded to
the Boston bridge works, and while the
abutments here were being built, the
company’s works near Boston were
be here in “a week

ham

Mrs.

FROM 85 UP.

It will also make you feel the need of

Heavy

in Brockton, and at other places
in Massachusetts.
Mr. Burnham will be
away three or four weeks; Mrs. Burn-

B. F. Joy’s studio,
The Literature club will meet Friday
evening with Mrs. John A. Peters, jr.

graphic

it.

Brown,

weekly News.

ial

Franklin St.. Ellsworth. Me.

Workshop.

see if he had lost the
“sticking type”. He hadn’t.
A. F. Burnham and wife left yesterday
for a visit with their daughter, Mrs. D. E.

The W. C. T. U. will meet with Mrs. I.
M. Grant this afternoon, at 2 o’clock.

It is but a short time before all will have to change from runners to wheels,
and I take this method of calling the attention of the public to the fact that I
have on hand, of my own make, Light and Heavy Express and Road Wagons,
Top Buggies, Surreys, etc., which will be sold at a low figure for cash.
1 am making light Punt Road Wagons and single-seat Buckboard Wagons
of satinswood, finely mottled, finished natural wood. For a fancy, light carriage
these camnot be excelled.
What few Sleighs, Pungs, Fur Robes and Blankets I have in stock will be
closed out at cost lor cash.
Now is the proper time to overhaul your carriages and put them in order
I have every facility for repairing and
for tlu* coming spring and summer.
painin g. Skilled workmen in every department. \ our patronage solicited.

Repository. Salesrooms

Co—Send

Dr. I). W. Bunker, of Bluehill,
Ellsworth Tuesday.

E.

MANUFACTURER.

American office to

Miscellaneous:
N K Falrbank Co—Gold dust.

DAVIS.
BUCKBOARD, CARRIAGE and

y.

Bangor Publishing

T.S’octttsnntnis.

DO!

Main
.Slrrct
Hrklge TNI
Spring, and PerhapsBut there! What’s t tie use of worrying?
The bridge will be here some day—perhaps -and when that day arrives we’ll all
feel better pleased with the bridge for
having waited so long. And then, too,
W'e have so much longer to experience the
delights of anticipation.
What’s the trouble with the bridge?
Simply this: they’ve just begun to build

art of

Tkemont:
Ada E Parker—Notice of foreclosure.
Bangor:

IIOVVDY

New

No

Stratton, Flynn, Stuart, Brown and
Chapman.
Rev. G. H. Hefflon, of Southwest HarMr.
bor, was in the city Tuesday,
Hefflon has served an apprenticeship in a
printing office, and he dropped in The

Henry

insurance

STREET, ELLSWORTH, ME.

HENRY

WKKK,

THIS

W .1 Knowlton —Legislative notice.
Geo M < urrier Legislative notice.
F s Walls— Legislative notice.
Adrnr notice Esc Zena \V Brewer.
Statement—Metropo linn Plate class Ins Co.
Statement—Traders & Mechanics Ins Co.
L F Hooper—Sheriff's sale.
Lewis Friend & Co—Clothing.
Smith’ll—Dry and fancy goods.
F. Davis—Carriage repository.
E J Walsh—Shoe store.

First-class Investment Securities.
STATE

KNTS

IIKKK’S A

were

ELLSWORTH, MAINE.

terms before insuring elsewhere.
t^gTOet
at our exjiense.
our

ADVKKTISKM

••

(J. 0, BUBBILL & SOS,

.1,

in a victory for the Dirigos by a score ol
12 to 5.
The team was captained bj
Harry Stratton. The Ellsworth player*

LOCAL AFFAIRS.

Number 5.

}\

WALSH’S
SCHOOL

SHOES.

Our Custom Department
is always open to those who

prefer

custom to

ready-made

goods.

FRIENT)

LEWIS
THE
Manning

&

CO.,

CLOTHIERS,

Block,

Ellsworth.

CHRISTIAN FNBF.AYOR.
T-' ufc* for the YVeek Beginning Ff t>
T t on nient by Rev. 5*. H. Hoyl*.
Top:
ern. -*.:h

—

V
i's-

oesett

I

it.

Tne Fi:teer.m Psalm is supposed try
ritren by David a:
tome to have t- -n
f
mumz of tne ark to
the tin
Jerusa. m, tu: :t was probably wrr* n
later, as tne expression “holy h...
wou.a

i.

ite.

vi as

X

tn*i

THE WOMAN WHO

u
Zion me
ly hiiL*’
It opens with rue question, ‘‘Who
iba.i a: .de in thy mi -rnacie ; who shall
dwell in :uy hoiy 1_? And in answering the qu^e-; n it raws a picture of
the perfe- : man. irmiing h:s perfection
to consist in ms p- re nal integrity and
sincerity and a «.m lar relation to others. In r la*; at. nimself. the man who
holds com mum n w;:b God is: < 1 > He
mas walks
r.ghtly his whole life is
righthe *...»; *•• rketh righteousness
the will of God
—that d
in his heart.
me truth
that speak
Truth, sin rity, dwells in his heart,
and he spit there first. The singerr
in h-art. If the heart is
man is s...
deceitful an i hy*"'critical, though th<=
words and u*•*;•'us : a man may seem
re. S
r
3 not s
to be s
ity. tru:b, true no--, begins in the h-art
laract rist
heart
It is
Sineer: *p ;u :_-ml? will n^^-ssariiy
The man
indue
r:*y to ethers.
m rs is not true to himwho is f_.re
In
fer it includes that.
self or to G
rs mere are several negtroeness
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.mire

Warkmg In Common.
Christian::.? a-? tiering in casta
wim apatry. It c es not traBsfcna men
We may admire me cl:
into Stoic?.
1 u •ears ever calamity
Bcrrarv„
and Lore
in
?:.;l:d tmccncern, be:
marc,
msecs.'7 is not akin to either
namre cr ;.
g.?pe.. Tre Christian re...

manly, hearty
ligion recognizes
sympathy. I; evokes, erioirs and honors ceccming emotion.
I: says, “Weep
witr tacse mat weep,” Gnr Lord wept
tree,

the grave
Lazarrs as tre bereaved
fr.erd and ov-r Jimsalem as tre sclicitens
wro saw me appr.acnirg
deaolanan : ...- 0 loved city. Sorely .1
is no: rr.no...> m weep
nensit.vecess
everfin.se. —..a for tender and reat

spcniive exp:

-soon.—Pressyteriac.
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The just b.

of t-:.i. enternot cy toning down
prise is p:- -a.
one, oat by bn., ring up the outer.
TTe
one is too *-_'- rpnsing, no one is loo
thrifty, but r_ -t of us are deficient m
one or me f met and need to cultivate
that one w.m special care.
Whenever
tTa.I La
Lid WlthlD Us L'.6.» Hi 016
abundant ex :
by which tj grow
and strength
—Lutheran.
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Christian
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young

Endear irtr of Berlin,
IT years o,d, vis-

woman

its the aim-..case every Sunday, carrying goo l:t.nature. The poor o.d folks
ana.ousiy ;•.<.» for her, and her visit is
to them the brightest spot in me week.
Hundrtcsrf < ar:st:an Endeavor societies are engag d in similar work.
Politic* axul Moral Character.

The miiii who enters po.iLics poor
and after a few years retires with a
competency is not likely to havr much,
if any, morai. character left.—Lutneiun
Observer.
Lovely Selfishness.
The habit cf love is to put the best
possible contraction on men's actions,
while the bar it cf selfishness is j_st the
opposite.—Cnri-tiun standard
Applic* to Religious Sentiment.
u of the charth
lie? in
The foun.
Che religion*
riment, and to :nis *.»itiment it* at -ais must p-ersiait-ntiy btmade.—Chn- *u Register.
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pay their :*.*urd at the
:.
ivileg ; ass sting in th
work. Much A this con-i-ts in vis.ting,
for they g > about to dlu -rent parts f the
city, wherever an Engl; ~h speaking girl is
in distress. Many of those thus rescued
are servants who have been taken abroad
by their Engk-h mistre-^es and then capriciously discharged. When th* Ir small
savings have teen spent and th .- fewpossessions partea with, m cbr-peruth-n they
sell their hair. Th- n. were it n-t for these
homes, many w .old find a resting place in
the .'-♦•in*-. Through the fro:- regi-rry and
various other means of aid they are helj-ed
As has been
to procure orh* r situations.
said, however, this is not the only class

good family.
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»
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to.

r

the mis*:-

Truly
If we truly love Christ, we *•-!»’ 1 err
Ta
for t: use wl,. are ved by Hi:.
Ham will be d- at to us.
who are dear
—Episc pal Ree rdex.
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peculiarly

The richest and the p» >rost can
find comfort and protection in these English hom^. O: course. as so many ranks of
society are r. presented, the exp nse of
maintaining tne h*jmes is com-iderably
increased.
During the last y^ar 775 young worn* n
have been receiv-d as board ro. and reliable positions have been f- und for 5<j0.
three-fifths of whom w- re from the United
states.
Altogether, through the various
classes and other means of benefit, 3,000
have been helped.
Those from The United States are chiefly
the daughters of po-»r pro: clonal men
and are either studying art or are seeking
positions as English governesses while acquiring a knowledge of French.—Buffalo
wide
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The Woman Wbo Wbhes

Marry.
man who is

to

No scorn is a mc-hud to a
known as ••wishing to marry.'
Why.
then, in the name of all that is log. .1.
should such a d sire on the part of a w
be treated w h c nt umeiy and ridan
»n*.~t for ourselves and
icule? Let us ':>•
for our daughu rs and confess that, anyway. 91* out of lod of us want to marry and
are conscious of a certain blank in our
lives if we do not. Nature implanted in
r a ho:....
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a-ku'A.
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act- » mt. but 1 d > say that the tirvd anc
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giri

class
and he? girt of 1 franc f n:.-d the nucleus
of a fund which provided !r
v*:ds f r
friend!ess English speaking girl- in Paris.
rteadilv the w rk grew until a home
: -i—th Mot
r H
9 it is
was f
now cal. d—at 7 7 Avenue Waaram.
H-re
Lave v»>-n ch.Iterd and befr.- nded over
jM»1 girl- of all classes. :r.
u. r. a governesses, maid-. sh 'girls and students.
Toth-r
an
three inst:*uti ns of this
day
kind .i.- well as two bran ehes.
Washington House, the home of the art students,
is the gift of a wealthy American w man.
subject, however, to a mortgage, which
now prsss heavily, while the Children's
.: N- lillr is
h.. the beaatif '.
the beqne-*t cf a r* n-‘-h Roman Catholic.
The w rk is v.nd-nominat. nul and is
supported er.ur > by voluntary contribu: the lacL -s in charge? the
tions.
>
home ree>
any-salary As Mrs. Travers
Lewis the f u:.c-r divides her time between KingsOr.* th- see
*y of h-r
husband s diocese. and Paris, where she
still -> nds a
n-.u-rabl- pur-; -n -A each
:

7
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xx:v, 44-" 1 : John v.n, 44; Ac:? v. 1-11:
Gal. v;, T, ■>; Eph. iv, .3; Pn:_
i-li;
iv, S; I P ;. :. I. 0 : Rev. xxi, 5.
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A
a

a nurse-

is that she b»? amiable, patient and
kindly. If ?h- is a very energetic giri. she
is hu-ly to find too Lttle to do r iling a
ba> y carriage in the punk and walking
about with children, and she will become

dissatisfied and unhappy.
A y.-ung giri is to be preferred as a
nursemaid. provided she is kind and trustworthy. rhe will b* a mu h pi ;.-an:-r
companion for little or.-s and will win
th- ir urf tions as an elderly woman seldom d«-.
•*It is essential that she b- tr:;>:v rthy.
No careful m *h- r will leave her nurs*znaid to d-pndon brown judgment in
essent
mg girl is lik rt be
than an eld- riv w .man
znore tract.-.’ 1with fixed id: a-. —New Y r.-: 1 re une.
.-

a

art

says

:

r

and Childhood.

Infancy
child should literally b- ir.-- 11 rtt’y
It should n--t be ha: : 1--*1. or
let alone.
1
r rocked
u
s
held
dd its
attention 1*? attracted in any way.
F r
the first five or six months it should li*'
be regularly
quietly in it- ht! er ba-k
fed and as regularly en •• ,-u.rag d to
p.
It w.il
t course p t tired.
Tlvref re it
needs occasional turning, with change of
position and a gentle rubbing of the limbs
or back. A good rule is to srr -ko the little
body for a f- vr minutes and to change its
position every time the baby no*ds to be
made dry. 1
natural ru: id growth of infar -v makes the fiesh tingle and the limits
ache, and frv; ant rubbing with the p»ajm
of the hand promotes future health as well
as present comfort.
In ord- r to preserve fra young babe
the pT"-r*-r conditions of light, warmth
and air. and yet to lift and carry it as little as po—i' 1 it is necessary to have for
its fir.-- nest a movable bed. Any basket
with the sides and bottom carefully protected and padded will serve. but the most
convenient is the regular dog basket, with
a hood on one side.
This, when properly
draped, serves to exclude drafts, while
v easily U• r adj u st« d to vary
the drapery :
the degree of light. If a child occupies a
it must be moved from its
crib,
stationary
bed whenever its room is aired or cleaned
or is needed for other purposes. But wh°n
such a basket is used, the child and bed
together may le changed from one room
to another, or from one part of the room
to a darker or lighter corn r. .r to a cool r
or warmer one. as conwni- nee
r comfort
Most important of all. a
may suggest.
mother, without confining herself to the
nursery, can keep the infant under her
own eye while engaged in h-.r ordinary
daily occupations. Even though she does
not personally ieed and care for h r baby,
she can thus superintend and criticise the
nurse's efforts.
By this method she may also experience
the greatest of all maternal enjoyment—
that d rivtd f~»m was hing the daily development of her child. Also she can at
sa::.--. cl:
1
without int rrup-tion >.r fa.cm
ly sew or read, write or
i«
visits or dir : her house•
•
afiairs.—Harper’s Bazar.
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NIP THE EVIL IN THE BI D.

People often sing. -Where is My Wan.
Bering Boy Tonight?" but t h- trurr> >s
w hen the j>arent* went to church or
tern,
perance meeting thi«
wandering buy*
also left home and joined his
a***or;at*ee
on the street corner.
The parents are
singing this song and shouting “Down
w hilt*
w tin the saloon!”
they are
giving

their oy full liberty to do a* he
and ne generally I ves up to his
privileges
This i- one phase of a large subject,
and
it is a phase which should
be looked
squarely in the face. However ardent
parents may be in supporting the cause
of temperance, they may by their neglect
by the r shotroming* in
help to foster the liquor traffic. Their
plain and manifest duty is to nip the evil
m the bud by wise and careful
training
of their boys in all that is excellent and
lovely and of good report. In the work
of
temperance reform, every one must
build over against his own house.— Mid-
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puppy love."
nice puppy!"
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Magazine

s

century “Vick's Floral
Guide" has come as reguiar'y as spring
time.
Here it is again to remind us that
it’s time to think about gardens.
Thi*
dozen

a

illustrations of

tone

flowers,

carnations

seems

full

of

either

amateur or

full-page

half-

asters,

gold

rose*,

and
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Send

“bome-culture”clubs,which
so widely known of late.
With the exception of an occasional ap
pearance on t be lecture p’at form. he has
little

imaginative w riling, and will take
sp>et:a! charge in Current Literature
department in which it is Li- pur-

for bis

a

familiar

pose to chat in a
the readers upon
other

manner
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made his name so familiar to all.
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made, he will have a portion of his time
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George W. Cable, author of “The Grandis-imes". “Old Creole Days' .“Dr. S-\ier".
etc., has become the editor of Current Literature.
Mr. Cable has been living in
Northampton, Mass., for several veer*.
find has been absorbed in the starting and

more
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ELLSWORTH. ME.

And that iyou will get
if you sub-cribe for

It

to James Vick's Sons, Rochester. N.
Y.. for a packet of either Vick’s branching aster. New Japan morning glory or
extra choice pansy and a copy of “Vick's
Floral Guide".
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truest friend.”
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JOHN
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classes’of
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for all

E
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BUNKER, JR.,
AT LAW.

ATTORNEY

omens

at

BAR HARBOR AND
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Ellswokth,

England*.? DR

rrcr.i:; S6 per year.

pro-erutlng

dentist.

Graduate of the
Philadelphia Dental College,

class of ’73

**-Officb

IS

Giles’ Block. Ellswokth
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COUNTY NEWS.
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Rational Ilnimrnork Dn-ss,

ON

i:OAI> MAI\!N(i

KUvSWOIM H

Mrs. Annie .Tenues* Miller says that she
-a la «
pages.
One of Hie
Dry and Soli,I
believes that the lion* dr* s «»L the future
i'niimiati< n.
ISn»« llarlior.
will be short enough; “that the w nan
The importance of drainage in the
Charles Stanley is home oh light-house who got s up s'..irs, or who goes around
with all kind* of lions- hold implements, I cons true t ion of roan! eds is nut suffifurlough.
ciently understood by amateur roadwill he able 1 > go upst »i»\s naturally, three
Lute Sawyer was in town last week, off
step* at a Lime if she want* to. and get all j builders, farmers, path tna tersaud road
from light-house duty.
the lieneiit she can out of that exercise.
tax workers in general. Dry roads, as a
..irs is the best cxFreeman Gott has laid the keel for Going up and down
rule, are good roads, and the good roads
treise in the world. And yet you can find problem will bo near solution when this
President Eliot’s new yacht.
learned doctors who will warn women
is generally known and appreciated.
Captain Martin arrived in the harbor against going up and down stairs. They tact
An esseutial fur any kind of a roadbed
Friday from lobster cruising to eastward. I do it justly, too, because the learned doctor
is a solid foundation. This can never he
Stanley Heath, class of ’97, Maine State knows that a woman who has a lot of attained so
long as water is allowed to
who
lifts
herself
ikirts
down,
up
pressing
Mr.
college, was in town last week.
remain in the road or under it.
and down stairs on levers, so to speak,
Heath is pleasantly remembered as a forchurns all the vital organs and does herIn road drainage provision must be
mer teacher of the Westside school.
self infinite harm.
made for both surface and under drain“I have invented a houseworker’s dress age.
There was an entertainment in the
The roadbed should be graded,
church Wednesday evening of last week which any woman can carry out for herrounded am kept smooth, so that water
Mrs.
Miller
went
on to say.
“It
self,”
for the benefit of the church fund.
it may readily ran to the
does not require a pattern. All you have falling upon
There were singing by a select choir, Mrs.
surface drains at the sides of the road.
to do is to make the skirt come half way
some
These side ditches should be graded so
George Billings organist,
very between the knees and the ankle, and
pretty exercises by the children, a finely make the waist and skirt all in one piece.
rendered duet by Misses Pray and Stan- Then you can have a little Eton jacket
ley, excellent reading by Misses Lunt and hanging over a chair, and when a caller
Kittridge, and a cake sale. Something comes in all you have to do is to slip off
your apron and slip on your jacket, and
like fll was netted.
you cun entertain your friends in the parFeb. 1.
O.
lor.
That is utility in dress.”
For additional
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CAMPBELL & TRUE

•1

formerly owned by Campbell
True, and leased their store, we ore
prepared to furnish all who wish with
goods usually found at a first-class

accounts
&

meat-market.
We own our own slaughter-house; our
stock is mostly native, and inspected
before slaughtering, consequently we
can guarantee it healthy and sound.
Orders for Slaughtering may lb©
left at the Store.

By giving prompt
ness, and making

Prices

as

to busi-

attention
our

Low

Possible,

as

hope to continue the business relations with all who have patronized
the old stand in the ;>ast, with as many
more new ones as see fit to give us a
trial.

We

OLD

ALL

TLED

AT

BE

MUST

ACCOUNTS

SET-

ONCE.

THE CAMPBELL & TRUE MARKET.
East End Union River Bridge.

You Need
(iroceries, Provisions,
Canned (ioods, &e

these

WHY

all]

sell

things
NOT

AND

Kettim.

for.

SWAP?

Freeman’s

“Superlative"
Pillslmry's

the best.

are

Peas:

Improved, per bu (seed).2.5ft
Itutter.

Creamery per lb.25
Dairy .18 a .20
Cheese.
Best factory (new) per tb.I2g.l5
Best dairy (new).15
Dutch (imported).1.10

D, H. EPPES & SON,
Main

St.,

Ellsworth.

...

New Machine
HAVING
pared

put in
to

new

do

ALL

Shop.

machinery, I |am pro
OF

KINDS

Machine Work
IN

FIRST

ORDER.

CLASS

Bicycle Repairing
J. H.

HOl'KIXS,

Bouncy Bulldi ng,
Water

Done.

Hull’s Mill,

...

Street, Ellsworth, Maine.

YOUR HORSE_—.
like your-t If, must eat ami sleep. We
do not deal
in grain, hut when it
comes to

HAY

and STRAW,

“in it.” The following
TO-DAY’S PRICES:

we are

arc

815
8Id to 8IK
810 to 81”

Hay, loose,
baled,
Straw, bailed,

....

We are agents for the FertilTo Farmers
It
izers of the Cumberland Hone Phosphate Co
is none too early to begin to think about next
‘•pring’s work. Call and get descriptive catalogue and prices.

B. F. GRAY
Street,

&

SON,

laid, per doz.18

Best loose, per ton.13 gl5
Baled.16 g 18
Straw.

Loose.7g8

According
ready wit of

New Blacksmith

inquired

••

I have taken the simp formerly occupied liv
A. K. Woodward, and am ready to do all kinds
of blacksinlthing. 1 learned the best methods of

HORSESHOEING
of .1. E.
teacher.

Anderson, well known
I make a specialty of

as

acompet

nt

rino Carriage ’Worlt.
SMITH
II(formerly with 11. E. Davis),

W.

Water Street,

....

put in a stock of
CIGARS and TOBACCO.
We offer as line a line as can be found
in the city.
_

BICYCLE CO.,
Ellsworth.

ETjXjSWORTII
ANI>
NO

LAUNDRY
BATH BOOMS.

P A Y

NO

W

ASH K

if he hadn’t

the other side

now,”

“I

be

am

the

was

were

changed
quite near
quick reply,

better

the other side.

and those words

his last.

sank.

soon

being in the
picked

After

ten hours the

small boat

up by the
Davidson”
and

crew was

“Susie
11.
Jackson ville, Fla., last Thurs-

schooner
landed at

day.
Wnliam 11. Manson, of Rockland, a
of the civil war, died last Thursday aged sixty-live years. Mr. Manson’s
life in the navy was an interesting one,
veteran

and he

iigurt d

ploits.

lie

Aiin;i:a!

Farragut

in

many remarkable exthe sailor who carried

was

ashore

his

on

back

at

New Orleans at the time the Union lleet

fought
issippi.
land'’

its way past the forts on the MissHe was also on the “Cumber-

w m

.i

she

was

sunk

in

Hampton

Roads.
Elisha Uesse, of Bridgewater, is
the

few

men

that

draws

one

of

pensions

two

United States government—one
two years
in the Mexican
war, from nineteen to twenty-one years
of age, and one for serving one year and
from tl.e
for

serving

ten months in

I

the

war

of the

rebellion.

He entered the Union army when thirtysix years old, and
rendered important
service by being an old soldier in an army
with so many undrilled and inexperienced
troops. He is now seventy-two, and has
suffered nearly all his life from a wound
received in the Mexican army.
An old Maine paper, of 1832, contains
notices of the following marriages, all of
which took place at Saco on the same
day:
Theophilus Hutcheson to Miss
Martha Wells;
Richard Hutceson to
Miss Eliza Wells; Thomas Hutcheson to
Miss Sarah Ann Wells; Titus Hutcheson
to Miss Mary Wells; Jonathan Hutcheson
to Miss Judith
Wells; Ebenezer
Hutcheson to Miss Virginia Wells; John
Hutcheson to Miss Peggy Wells.
The
editor adds—“The

god of love

have made

family

quite

a

seems

affair

of

to

it in

His bow instead of discharging
single darts must have been constructed
Saco.
like

Perkins’s steam gun that

balls in

a

fires

fifty

minute.”

The annual report of the State railroad
commissioners just issued, shows that
there

constructed and put in operaMaine during the year 1896, about
ninety-two miles of steam railroad.
The two longest sections were the Ashland branch of the Bangor & Aroostook,
forty-three miles, and the Rumford Falls
and Rangeley Lakes road, 31 miles. There
are now in operation in the State 1,719
miles of steam railways.
The report

tion

were

in

shows

large

a

increase

in

number

of

freight carried.
increase of thirty-seven

passengers and amount of

There

was

an

miles of electric

railways during the year.
There were but nine fatal accidents on
the steam railroads of the State during
the year, and only three of those killed
w ere passengers.
The electric roads have
a clean record.
The

soothing, lung-healing virtues of the
*wly cut pine are all embodied in I>r. Wood’s
Norway Pine Syrup, the sovereign remedy for
coughs and colds, and lung troubles of all
n

sorts.—Advt
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are

ways

of

making bicycles

way Columbias are made.
But tbe result is not Columbia quality.
t‘lan

XZwsiW

jj£j
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Orloff.
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Orange Pekoe.

Formosa

j
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T'TTfor
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Counter.
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V
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Koh-i-noor.
j

English
I rcakf.i.''t.

;no:nic.'.\ 1

One Pound makes

.‘cause

over

Sea! Brand.
Japan.

;

|
Pr.ivst and Best.

eoo

Cups.
1

th
barrels of old muskets.
They are about seven feet long, and
When used a couple of hundred years
ago were carried by two men aud fired
by a third.
w

Kj
S

Beautiful Art Catalogue of Columbia and Hartford Bicycles is free if you call upon any
Columbia Agent; by mail from us for two 2-cent stamps.

K|

in quality and
construction are in class by themselves

Bayard Taylor in one of bis books of
trayi 1 ti 11- of a highway in China
which for ver 1,000 yards is corduroyed

TO ALL
ALIKE.

Columbias, you know,

Paved With Musket Barrels.

ith

POPE
Branch Stores and

I

MFG.

j

The
Joss
is reported of the Bath
schooner “Henry Milliken”, Capt. ICimball.
The schooner sailed from New
York Jan. 12 for Wilmington, N. C.
On
Jan. 20 a gale caused the vessel to leak
and she was abandoned.
The schooner

—

jr»Ml

Republic.

PACKAGE TEAS

F.

All kinds of laundry worK done nt short no
tlce. Goods called for and delivered.
H. It. ESTEY & CO..
West End Bridge,
Ellsworth, Me.

late

by the People.
The turnpike riots in Kentucky offer
a valuable lesson on tbe subject of bow
Tbe outcome
not to builu good reads.
of all private pike building lias been
popular dissatisfaction with tolls. Subsequently comes the purchase of the
pikes by the state, sometimes at high
The roads should be built by tlio
cost.
people uuder good road laws.—St. Louis

NEW CIGAR STORE.
bicycle season :s over; we have not
closed up our store, however, but have

STEAM

the

the

Iloads Should 1»«* Owned

Ellsworth.

The

ELLSWORTH
Franklin St.,

to

over

to

Drop-Forged Durability |

Keep the Itnads In Order.
To keep a macadamized road in good
order the dust should be removed from
tbe surface in dry weather and the mud
when it is wet, so as to keep the surface
clean, and the drains and gutters kept
clear, so that no water may lie on the
surface. In England the drainage of the
roads is considered of so much importance that property owners, through
whose lands any drain or ditch which
carries off the water may run, are required by law to keep tlie drain or ditch
in good order.—Exchange.

Shop.

were

Machias Union, the
Barney McGouldrick did not desert him on his death-bed.
His daughter, sitting by his bedside,

CHURCH DISTURBANCE.

Ellsworth.

Franklin

windows

and

The annual
winter meeting of the
Maine State Pomological society will be
held in Winthrop, Feb. 18 and 19. The
programme will consist of papers, addresses and discussions by prominent
fruit growers and others. Tickets will be
sold at ail stations of the M. C. R. R. for
one fare for the round triD.

Hay.

1

Stoves

Houlton is to have a canning factory.
This is one big step toward encouraging
diversified farming in Aroostook.
The
factory will put up vegetables and fruits
of various kinds. The stock is being subscribed to largely by farmers.
The factory will employ many hands.

—

Our Teas and Coffees

Week’s

minute.
shaken.

Improved Yellow Eye, per bush.2.5ft
Pea, hand picked, per bu.2.00

Baled.10 gl2
Larins Not Good Form.
Vegetables.
There was much disturbance in the
.60
.50
Beets, per bu
To bo “laced” is now considered the
Potatoes,
church here last Sunday evening.
.02 Turnips,
The
.50
Cabbage,
height of vulgarity. Fashion, frivolous
.03 Parsnips,
.03
Onions,
of
this
need
some
young people
comunity
ns she is, does once in a decade strike
.03 Celery, bunch
.J5
Squashes, per !t>
instructions on the common decencies of something sensible, and this is certainly
.08
Cranberries, qt
bu 1.50 § 2.00
one of the times.
It is the mark of a man
life, we fear.
Fancy the human figure
Groceries,
to behave himself in church, even though
being expected to show the neck and waist
Coffee—per lb
Rice, per lb
.06§.08
he does not agree with all that is said, of the same proportion. Those who are
Rio,
.25y.30 Pickles, per gal .40 y .60
trying to live up to this false ideal must
.40 Olives, per qt
.35 y 75
Mocha,
even if he takes no stock whatever in
have grown into deformity. It is quite
.37 Vinegar—per gal—
Java,
current religious belief.
Pure cider,
.25
Tea—per lb—
natural the waist should be smaller than
Cracked wheat,
.05
Japan,
.40y.60
The parents of t lie boys and girls under the bust or
but
need
lie
it
not
stranhips,
.25 y.60 Oatmeal, per ll>
.05
Oolong,
twelve years of age should either keep gled.
Few of us are constructed on the
Sugar—per tb—
Quaker rolled oats, .05
JUST OUT OF THE MUD.
.05 Buckwheat,
X?
Granulated,
their children at home on Sunday even- lines of the ideal woman, so that much of
Coffee—A A B, .04 ‘i Graham,
.04
that water will not stand in them and
ing or should come to church with them, our beauty of form depends on good cor.04 live meal,
.04
Yellow, C
saturate the roadbed by capillary attrac- Molasses—per gal—
set*.
These are of primary importance.
oil -per gal—
or send them in company with older peo.40
Havana,
Linseed,
All modistes declare this, although few of tion.
.00y.65
1UU9C
»>
UU
IIMIIV
IU
tlllU
lit!
JMf.
Porto
.50 Kerosene, per gal
.14
them have any preference, provided tho
But the work is only half done by the Syrup, Rico,
.60
Astral oil,
.16
Hilly, to whisper and make disturbances, corset is suited to the limire
wear in cr it.
of the surface water. Morn dun- Maple syrup, qt .25 $.30
removal
j
should, after fair warning, be severely What is notch’d is a corset allowing plenty
Lumber and Building Materials.
porous and injurious to the lifo of the !
If two or three examples of room at the bust and on the
dealt
with.
hips, inter- road aro the wet places in the road Lumber—per M—
Clapboards—per M
were made the results would be salutary,
Kxtra spruce,
24 §26
Hemlock,
lOyll
fering in no way with the breathing and
foundation.
most
reHemlock
lo y 11
bo
hoards,
Uuderdrainago
Spiuce, No. 1, 17 « IS
we believe.
j catching on-* in just helow tho ribs. The 1
12 n 16
Clear pine,
spruce,
35y60
sorted
to
to
remove this foo of good
trouble
cursis
is
with
in general
Most of our young people behave as
they aro
Spruce lloor,
15y20 Kxtra pine,
35y60
too long and press upon the ribs.
Tho reads.
IMne,
I2yl5 Latlis— per M—
well as any anywhere; but here as els(
Mulched pine,
2.00
15yl8 Spruce,
Underdrains should bo made by laylining e .t is the correct mode. In
where we have some few we wish might j glove
Nails, per lb
Shingles per M
.01y.o6
Paris the s!mr;
sort of corsets are worn. ! ing a lino of
tile on each side between
2 75 Cement, per cask
160
Cedar, extra
learn some things or else migrate to
2 25 Lime, per cask
clear,
Every curs r should have at least two laces j the roadbed and tin* side ditches. These
2d clear,
I 75
1 05yl 10
Africa, or some heathen land where their so then* will be no straining at any point. tile drains should bo at least three feet
extra one,
150 Brick, per M
I
7yll
make no
comment and
ways would
—Philadelphia Times.
No. I,
1 25 W Idle lead, pr tb .05 y .08
! deep, carefully graded and have a good,
.75
scoots,
require no correction.
Wee places in springy or
char outlet.
1 25
Spruce,
Ornaments Iu the Hair.
A Friend of Order.
Feb. 1.
1 25
“seepy” hillsides can be remedied by Hemlock,
The fashion of wearing ornaments in
Provisions.
line
of tile across the road
laying a
the hair invariably commends itself. An
Surry.
.08
heef,tb .12*4 y.25 Tripe, per lb
some distance above the wet place.
This Steak,
Fresh pork,
.loy.15 Honeycomb tripe,!t> .lo
Henry Milliken and Joseph Westeott admirable dignity and grace is frequently will
catch and remove the water before Spring lamb,
!
lb
3Hy.l5
Ham,
to
the
Ini
nest
face
per
.I3y.l4
the
addition
i
given
by
| are hauling their wood out.
Veal, per iti
.oSy.16 Mutton, perlt>
.06y.l0
of some* tiara, star or other arrangement, ! it can come near the surface.
Roa-ts,
.08y.lt Poultry—per Iti—
The smelters are busy.
I’p to date placed well forward, to obtain that smart,
Roadbnilders should bear in mind | Beef, corned, tb .tKiy.ns
.12 y .14
Fi>wi,
.15
Dyer Curtis is “high line”.
Spr. chickens, 15y.js
piquant appearance which every tint* agrees that, no matter how hard tlie surface, it Salt tongue, lb
.U8
pork,
.i5y.20
Turkeys,
Rev. and Mrs. Day and daughter I la is so desirable, and then* is no part icular 1 will not stand the weight of traffic if it Lard, per li>per
.0s Bologna,
.10
bo
that
shall
for
real,
anything
.10 Sausage,
.12
be laid on wet soil, as the foundation I Pigs feet, per lt>
expect to go to Bangor on a short visit necessity
lb
Cooked
.l»;
Is are one of the few t hings which esham,
jewt
this week.
! soon becomes saturated, and thodestrnc- 1
Pish.
cape the searching analysis of the day.
tiou
cf
the
road
follows.
quickly
Fresh—
Salt
Joseph (Jolt, who has been suffering That the glut- r is not always that of dia.10 §.12
Smelts,
.07 §.10
Dry cod,
extremely with a cancerous humor of the monds affects us not at all, the only imperMackerel,
.!2y.I5
Pollock,
.05y.06
we
ative
demand
that
shall
intlubi
GOOD HOADS KOH ALL.
being
12 y. 15
mouth, is better.
Bluetish,
Mackerel,
.12y.lo
not by real means, then
( od,
Halibut tins, .10y.l2
i
.04‘a
Rev. K. W. Belcher is a great walker. tably glitter—if
White halibut, .14 y.16
Halibut heads,
.05
sham. It is impossible to conceive a
They Arc Not Intended to Iteneflt Any
by
.05
Boneless con, .OSy.lO
Haddock,
He thinks nothing of taking an occa- more serviceable
One Clan*, but Everybody.
present for tho girl of so20
Flounders,doz
'longues and
sional walk of live or six miles.
: cial instincts than one of these most excel.15
Lobsters,
sounds,
.OSy.lO
Two or three years ago the farmers
lo Smoked—
Pickerel,
Miss Flora Frances Milliken will enter- lent imitation stars or bands, the which
allowed themselves to believe that the
.20 y 25
.12
Salmon,
Halibut,
as
she
will
in
her
tleserilx*d,
pin,
bonny
.35
A Irwives, string .15
tain her cousin, Miss F.ldridge, of GarScallops, qt
good roads agitation was wholly in the
brown hair anil d part to t!i<* fray, safe in
( lams, qt
.20
Salmon, stripped
of
the
and
that
the
diner, for the remainder of the winter.
interest
wheelmen,
.40
the thought that s<* far as her coiffure is
Oysters, qt
.18y.20
.25
Bloaters, doz
S. S. Scammon and Miss Eva Young concerned she is profoundly correct.—Phil- ! burden of providing tie m would fall
Game.
shoulders.
went to Franklin Friday afternoon and adelphia Ledger.
upon the farmers’
.25
Venison, steak
While
That idea has exploded.
Mr. Scam moil’s
spent Sunday with
Fuel.
A Novelty In Portieres.
farmers know that good roads mean inmother.
Coal—per ton—
An agreeable change in the conventioncreased comfort and pleasure for those Wood—per cord
0 00
3 00 5000
Miss Florence Anderson has returned to ;
Broken,
Dry hard,
al portiere is to have for a door that is not
who ride the wheel, they have come to
2 00 a3 50
0 00
j
soft,
Stove,
Dry
Her
Bar Harbor.
many friends here constantly used a set of hangings consist0 00
Egg,
Roundings per load
understand that good roads mean more
j
1 00 a 1 25
0 00
Nut,
regret that she cannot remain at home ing of two side curtains and a deep valthan that for them; that they not only
0 00
Blacksmith's
during the winter months to participate ance, the former hung upon rods, so that mean
and comfort for them,
Flour, Crain and Feed.
pleasure
in the church work and social gathering-*, | they may be opened, if need be, but which
but a high degree of profit—profit in Flour— per bb
.57
Shorts—bag—
art* for the most part kept closed.
These
as she is talented and helps out by sing5 50q6 00 Mixed feed, hag
.>o
Straights,
I should be of some heavy material, of time saved, profit in vastly larger loads
St. Louis oiler,
.80 :*0
Middlings,
hag
in
which
itself.
or
presents
ing
any way
5 50 50 00
which there is a wide choice, running up while marketing their products, profit
Patents—
The cottage prayer meetings, which have and down the scale of cost.
Among the in saved horseflesh, profit in a large inWinter wheat,
0 50
been held weekly in Fast Surry homes,
more expensive fabrics velvet or some one
crease in value of their farms.
0 25
Spring wheat,
Corn meal, per hag .85
have been very interesting and helpful to of the thick, j lain surfaced goods of the
come
to
realize
that
have
good Corn, full weight per
They
broadcloth order may be satisfactorily roads are
all who attended. Next Wednesday evencheap roads, the cheapest that New corn, lull weight,
used.
.80
per hag
have
the farmer can have.
ing the meeting is to he in the home of
They
only
.90
hag
Amasa Young. Mr. Young’s mother, an
to point to here and there patches of Oats, Western, per
Calling; etiquette.
bu
.33
is
an
of
that
no
that
have
needed
attenhome,
intelligent
occupant
good road
A line line of courtesy leads the visitor
Oats,native,pr bu 25 530
conversationalist in her ninety-first year. not to offer her card to the servant, but to
tion, in some instances, for a quarter of
Hides and Tallow.
had
the
of
an
The correspondent
pleasure
inquire if Mrs. Plank is receiving. If an- a century.
Hides—per tb—
Tallow—per tb—
Good roads are a logical, happy neces.04 >,
.01
Ox,
Rough,
evening with her and will always remem- swered in tho affirmative, she asks if she
.03
Cow,
S-.
If
in
.04Tried,
will
see
Mrs.
the
negative, sity for all—not a luxury for the few.
ber it as one of the brightest spots in life.
.03 >,
Bull,
is
left
as
evidence
of
the
then
tho
card
call.
She is remarkably young for one so old.
Calf skins, green
Cards are in a measure falling into disuse,
.25 5.50
A Wasteful II«• pair System.
She is looking forward to her birthday
.30a.35
Pelts,
the English method of announcing guests
It is u curious fact that farmers, who
Lamb skins,
.20y.30
party next July, and lias already some being very generally accepted in the best
most
benefited
Seeds.
are
the
class
invitations out to her friends.
by
good
circles of society, a pasteboard only being
2 50 Clover—per lb—
Rae.
Feb. 1.
roads, are usually the last ones to move IIerdsgrass.hu
left when the lady is out and not receiving.
tt»
.18
.12
Red,
Redtop,
per
toward tln ir improvement. They go on, Lawn seed,
.18
.13
Alsike,
per tb
South Surry.
in many communities, year after year
Put an end to misery. Doan’s Ointment will
Fresli Fruit.
W. 1*. Stewart and family, who have cure the worst case of Itching Piles tiiere ever
work
in
mad
the
out
tax,
doz
.30
5.35
doz.
.80
5.45
doing
Lemons,
working
Oranges,
been at Goshen, N. Y., since leaving “Ga- was, and do it almost instantly. Years of suf
.25 a 30
Bananas,
a
slipshod, half way fashion, drawing Apples,
.10(1.20
pk
ble Villa”, have gone South where they ferlng relieved In a single night. Get Doan’s soft earth
the
to
the
from
roadsides
up
Dried Fruit.
will spend the remainder of the winter. ointment from your dealer.—Advt.
middle of the highway, making a thick Figs,
.10
.12 5.20 Tamarinds,
.lo Currants,
which
and
Dates,
teams
.08^.12
cushion over
wagons
.08 5.15 Apples, string
.08
xltjocrtiscmrnts.
Raisins,
is
mass
struggle until the yielding
.12
Prunes,
.10&.14 Apples, sliced
ground and cut and crumbled back again
to the ditches from which it came. This
People who advertise only occasionally
performance is the regular order, and overlook the fact that most persons have
the results are just what otic might nat
short memories.
orally expect—almost impassable mud
and deep cuts, dangerous alike to v
j
hides and the faithful beasts that draw
them.—New York Ledger.
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Win no wings of News,
Novelty and Nonsense.
| The five-year-old son of Charles Clark,
of Portland, was burned to death Friday.
Tiie child’s clothing caught fire from a
stove about which he was playing.
Machias reports an earthquake shock
on Tuesday of last week.
There was a
heavy rumbling sound that lasted half a

1

Eggs.
Fresh

IvIl IKKY
On**

MKASI KM»

Country Produce.

—

that

money

February

WEIGHTS

bus|u*l of Liverpool -;111. shall weigh on
pouinl.-, jiikI a bushel of Turks Island sail -hall
weigh To pounds.
The -tundurd weight of a nushel of potatoes,
in goo* I or-'erand lit for shipping, is 60 pounds
The -tundurd weight of a bushel of beans in
good order und lit for shipping, is 62 pounds
**f wheat, fleets, ruta-baga
turnips and peas, tin
pounds; of corn, 56 pounds; of onions, 52
pounds; of carrots, English turnips, rye and
Indian meal, 50 pounds; of barley ami buckwheat, 48 pounds; of oats, 32 pounds, or even
measure as by agreement.

—

...
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CO., Hartford, Conn.

Agencies in almost every city and town. If Columbias
properly represented in your vicinity, let us know.
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EVERY THURSDAY MORNING
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ELLSWORTH, MAINE,
BY THE

11A NO K K COUNTY PUBLISHING CO.
v \v
p.»t tns, Editor and Manager.

Subscription Price— #1.50 a year; 75 cents for
six month!*, 37** cents for three months. If
paid -tricti} il! advance. All arrearages are
reckoned at the rate of #2 per year.
Adverti<*imr Kates—Are reasonable, and will
be made known on application.

Business communications should be addressed
to and ...i mo. ev orders made payable to The
Publishing Co., Ells
Hancock countt
worth. Maine.
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Cheap Newspapers.
The newspaper which has no uniform
rate for adrertising space, and is satisfUd to take what if can get for it, is a
vheap adrertising medium, and the advertiser need expect nothing but cheap
results.—Lawrenceburg tlnd.) Press.

Lyman .). Cage for the Treasury.
While there are few republicans in
Congress who would have named
Lyman J. Gage, had they been asked
to sel t President McKinley's secretary of the treasury, all of them agree
in commending the choice, now that
it has been made.

Many republican senators and representatives are personally acquainted with Mr. Gage, and those
who have nor that honor are familiar
through others with his splendid business career in Chicago, where he has
resided for more than forty years.
From a business standpoint there is
not a flaw in the record of Mr. Gage:
from
one

when
the

there

political standpoint,

a

flaw:

voted for

He

he

elected

was

first

President

The

time.

is

Cleveland
best

proof

that Mr. Gage regretted his action in
ease is found in the fact
that he

that

did not vote for Cleveland the second
and third time that he was

date.

and

active

he

that

was

in the support of

Hobart and honest money,
late campaign.
Mr.

candi-

a

especially
McKinley.
during the

Gage's administration of

treasury d-partment

likely

is

the
be

to

and some-

very strong in business,
what indifferent in partizan

Under

may be the best

administration

politics.

circumstances, this

existing

possible
of

sort

of

an

important

that

branch of the government, not only
for the country, but also for the re-

publican party.

AUGUSTA GOSSIP.
STATE SOLON’S.
assiduously its columns, strive to
|
approach, if we cannot reach,the per“Lobby” Writes Interestingly of Legis- Doings of the Law-Makers -Gossip
fection of literary style, grammar and
lative Topics.
About the State House.
typography there so masterfully disSenate Chamber.
)
In t he Senate last Wednesday, Senator
a
hard
but
will
be
task,
Augusta, Jan. J4,1897. f
played. It
Grindle presented a bill to authorize the
To the Editor of tht American:
we will not get “dwpondent".
Infusorial earth company to lower the

country at any international monetary conference that may be called by
any other country or that he in his
may deem advisable to call,
but when it came up to the scratch,
only four votes were cast against the
bill in the Senate.
No trouble is ex-

judgment

in

pected
House.

getting
A

the bill

notable

through

feature

of

less

Swan's Island wants to be

speech

made

by

Will

West

pressed

the

ternational bimetallism was bound to
in time.

come
time

ne

said: "It not

in

then

As to the

three

in

length

tnree

It

years.

of

months,
will be

stronger twelve months hence than it
is to-day, and it is stronger to-day
than it was twelve months

ago.'!

Sir.

Hoar quoted original letters in his
possession to show why he believed
that four great nations, the United
States, England, France and Germany,

steadily advancing

were

towards bi-

metallism.
For r\ High School Library.
The work of providing a suitable li-

for the use of the

brary
this

city
Principal

has
Moore

high

school of

been undertaken
and his

by

assistants,

Sir. Walker and Miss Chilcott.

roads.

that

get

17*3

steam

ferry?
Bucksport. it is said, will

have

soon

r

Aroostook

why

have

can

canning factory,

a

Hancock?

not

presented.

Good luck

to

Stonington!

The “Deer Isle water company”. The
Deer Die fire company will n<*»t be far behind.
Surry reports twenty-two births during
t be year 1396. of which sixteen were boys
and six girls. This evens matters up wi?h
1S95, when there were fifteen girl babies
and seven boy babies.
The opponents of the Shore Line railroad. it is said, have not been cooled by
reflection or by winter weather. There is
no hint of compromise, and the verdict

anxiously

of the supreme court is
towns

of Hancock ask

establish

hatcheries

along

two

the

or

the

legis-

lobster

more

Maine.

of

coast

awaited.

Of

Hancock county, which leads in
the fishing interests, would want one of

course

them.

appeal for
with hearty

financial aid will

meet
response from all
who have ever been connected with

the school.

advantages of a library as an
adjunct to the school are too obvious
Let the reto need setting forth.
The

sponse oe prompt and generous.
Mr. Moore wishes to say that if contributors will indicate what they intend to give, even if they do not accompany their response with the
money, it will be of great assistance
to him.
The money received is to expended
under the supervision of the board of
trustees of the Ellsworth city library,
composed of Dr. G. A. Phillips, A. W.
King, J. A. Peters, jr., and E. F.
Redman.
The American considers itself fortunate in having for a critic a paper
of such recognized ability as our hebcontemporary, the Enterthe massive intellects
That
prise.
which control the Enterprise editorial
shear* and paste-pot should deign to
the news columns of our undomadal

perus-

pretentious little paper, seems almost
beyond comprehension. We will endeavor to profit by the advice so condescendingly given, and by studying

and

will create

Lewiston„Journal finds in the drop

price

of 50 cents in the

lege

of cord

wood

at

West Sullivan, which The American last
week attributed to the beautiful

snow, an

argument in favor of good roads the year
round. The point is well taken.

be

has

since, and
more

a

new

to saw

been
of

in

well

mere 1-

miles

ttiree

mill

at

burned, many said: “How

was

nothing

mill

old

wucntbe

it

mill,

for

there will

a year or so.”
-tocked every

of

enough within
stock it nine \ears

at least.

tion of and
and

a

legitimate

such

as

Tne Bucksport and Verona salmon fishwill protest strenuously against

the passage of the bill which has been
introduced in the State legislature chang-

ing

relating to salmon fishing in
Penobscot. The law* now permits the
the law

in

iak..iig

'a.iiuii

irum

.April

1

hi Id of

c

be

must

t

he

A

MOKTEiACiK

li;s|

I

I’.ONIIS,

snd

for the benefit of

State will suffer.
ficit it

be

some

danger

On account of

our

by

one

1

u.'4ju;y

1.

daily

so

far, yet

a

a

of
dethe

mill.

pended

for the

Hardly
when

has

and

work

is

now

sus-

large number of

a

H.

winter.”

one

present their

steamboat bubble

another forms

to

take

its

burst,
place.

The

“New Brunswick” unseaworthv, and now
comes
a
brand-new story, and “from
semi-official sources,” it is said, to tbe
effect that the “Frank Jones” will run
between Portland and Bar Harbor next
summer.
Hancock county is still hopeful.
‘•Look

vere, suh,” said
Whitewash, “whut yo’ mean

Washington
by runnin’

away?”
way, black
man,” replied Jackson Chickcoop, “l’s
color-bliud, I is.”
inter

me

dat

crowded

sex

“Go

in

claims

squarely on the basis of a government of men, by men and for women.
A school bill providing for the division

of

iato classes under managers
general town superintendent, and
for county supervision, is shelved pending
reference to committee on education.
It
is a partial relapse into the district system
on the one hand, and a
reacuing after
State examination.
It is an attempt to
straddle all sides of this question at the

February 8,

at

a

risk of

splitting

We should

though composed

that

say

largely

of

the
new

Having

bers, is specially strong, and will be
likely to be conservative in its legislative
movements.
The
important coming
questions are being debated among

butting.
j I he

American

,*

DRU3I3IEY,

LORI)

NOTICE

Elocution

or

12

**

<>F

A:

CO.

NEW

Yl)UK

viz

comnd*.

*2,992 89

liabilities, except capital stock
net

-urolus.

Capital actually paid up in cash,
•>urplu- beyond capital,
Aggregate amount of liabilities, Ineluding net surplus,

*133 y» •»,

tV»

218,875 77

$452,467 98

C. C. Burrill & Son,
ELLSWORTH.

Dramatic Work

Both Elocution and Dramatic Work, Yoke
Culture, Pieces anti Plays
20 Lessons,
1

|

35c., for.

$6.50

4.50
to three lessons each week as convenient.
out
each
l»e
brought
month,
to
proceed
Plays
divided b-tween pupils and in-tructor equally,
enabling the pupil.-’ to get back their monev paid
for instruction
Leave names at one* at N MKRICAN office.
Private lessons in either Elocution, Voice Culture or Dramatic Work:
12
Two

{

OF
Incorporated and commenced
Levi Sprague, President.

...

Hour Lessons.75c.
Half'hour Lessons...50c.
C. GAB YIN GILM AIXE-

Loans

Agents,
ME.

buelness in 1S48.

Kuwakd M. Tucke,
Secretary.
ASSETS DECEMBER 31, 1896.
bond and mortgage (first

on

liens),

Stocks and bonds, market value,
Loans -ecured by collaterals ’and
per onal loans,
Ca-h in office and in bank,
Interest due and accrued.
Premiums in •lu*'course of collection,

amount

('KO' 11
Gl 5 W. M

of

liabilities,

I.v.,. .All,-

re

«•

r*l

«.-«J

III

a

1(1

dated. Aug. 17, a ,1 ’1**1, and recorded in said Registry, book iM,
page yO.
assigned all hi> interest in said mortgage to
A‘la E. Parker, of said Tremont, whereas the
condition* of
said
have been
mortgage
broken and remain so. i.-w Hurt-fore, the
s.tid Ada 1.
Parker, both personallv and a*
administratrix, bv reason of the breach «*f the
condition thereof, claims a foreclosure of
said mortgage ami gives this notice a* required by law.
Ai*\ K. Parker,
by her attoniev, tieo. K. Fuller.
Tremont. Me.. Jan is. 1897.
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Maine, Hancock

*>.

'KI.N I I'ON
\ N
i:xi. I Tlux which
issued on a judgment recovered at the
term of the Ellsworth
court holden
municipal
at l-lNwi rth, within and for
the county of
Hanoi, k state of
Maine, on the first Tuesday
of January, a. d.
1*.‘7, which sain judgment
bears date th* ninth duv of J.uiu.uv.
a. .1.
lft#,. and wherein J« siah H
Higgins, of said
Ellsworth, collector ot taxes for » tid Ellsworth. for the year
l*m. is creditor, and Eoen
"rr,'0?i. of _s.ua! Ellsworth. 1- dtiitor, the
following described lot or parcel ot real estate tin same
having been attached on the
original writ in the action in which the
judgment upon whieh said
execution issued was
rendered on the twenty-sixth
day of December, a. d. 1896;, to wit:
A certain lot or
parcel of land situated in
Ellsworth aforesaid, and bounded and described as follows, to wit:
Hounded northeriy by the road leading from Beech Hill to
the shore lots now or
formerly of Isaac t ook
and others:
easterly by the homestead now or
formerly of John (i. Jordan: southerly by
the Eben Smith and
Benjamin Miiliken homeand
steads,
vve*t by lots
conv-yoi on Joseph
Morrjson to Esaac Cook and
others, and containing one hundred acres. nee or less: >ehomestead farm f-.rmerlv of Joseph
‘"wlu ling the lour
acr«
'"l
purchased of
ri w
!,ralth, betnk the same premises
“S
c°uveyed iu the deed from
Kbe“ E. Morriscn, dated
»«.l recorded ill the
Weeds for Hancock
county, Maine,
in
Paffe 182; excepting and reserving
the lot 01 fund described
ln fhe deed from said
Eben E.
,he. inhabitants of school distrio, Vo
Ellsworth, dat.d June 21,
d
m
recorded iu said Registry of
also exce pt ink and
reserve ne
described as con*
°i ,romaud
veved
h
sa'd Eben E. MorriU. Smith, dated
Aug IS, a d.
R**“‘r.v Of Heeds,
1 sEall, to satisfy said
execution
Oiarge-. sell said

T
A

uf1’ .lh7e“S^ ,““'1
WiM.™
■'Vll,lk''"

Jnllnhv?
F^hr?,riS°",lU
la’?,.

thrr.fr^
L.c7l™? 'ch?"eoer'
u.,™''f-',ed
It?
I
V‘ld
n-la'*?•, *,“d
I.m

initial*

d?fd

,of

,4*4;

£?,3SdJ2?l2r,J“A*Vd
11 t43' Alld
r”f“,Ja IeHeJ|nSldeIltal
aforesaid.
frd?>
e
mi

auriinii

Hancock

Aggregate asset* at actual value,
$672,465 to
LIABILITIES DECEMBER 51, 18.6.
Amount required to safely re insure
all outstandi„j ri-ks
3371,069 03
All other demands, viz.: commission*, etc,
5,521 57
Total

!•.

assignment

23. 1874.
Eugene II. Winsi.ow, President.
Secretary, S. Wsi. Burton.
Capital paid up in cash, $ ilo.imu.
ASSETS DECEMBER 31, 1-96.
Real e-t.te owned by the corn
patiy. uidncumbered.
$15n,onnon
Mock.-and I*..mis., market value,
2,2l,7T:{ :■>>
Kent- accrued,
i,| iit)
< a-h in office and in liank,
48,5:1 mi
Intere-t due ami accrued,
3,,
Premium-iu <1ue cour-e of codec
lion, net,
09 jj -j
Plate g'a-s on hand,
22
Accounts due ou glass sold,
99

Ellsworth for

each.$5.00
for. 3.50

K»KK( I.081KK.

Ob

Registry, book 12>. page t>o. and whereas
Henry lar k, <>f *s.»«-1 1‘remoir.,
his deed of

METROPOLITAN PLATE
INSURANCE
COMPANY.

All other demands
6ious, etc.,

20 Lessons. 25c.

I>. F.

X1 ^Hb.Hb.XS Jacob W. Carn>ll. of Tremont,

Kllsworth.

Aggregate of admitted assets at
actual value,
452,467 98
LIABILITIES DECEMBER 31, 1896.
Net amount of unpaid losses and
Hr.
$ 2 ^^
| <‘l»dms,
Hein*urance fund,
l‘28 0y9

I would say 1 am desirous of doing so if a
large enough clai*s can be secured.
I will put my prices down to just one-half:

H

:

Great Bargains in

Elocution and Dramatic Wort, Traders 4 Bstlaiics Lu. Cl
LOWELL, MASS.

mem-

Spring,
of

give notice that
duly appointed adminisof the estate of /eini W. Brewer, late
of
the
Eden, in
of
county
Hancock,
deceased, and given bonds as the law directs.
All person- having demands .gainst the estate of said deceased are de*ir* d t.>
present
the same for settlement, arid all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment imFi.ok\
Pinko.
mediately.
Edo ah b. Hrkwkb.
January 13, a. d. 1897.

Incorporated and commenced business April

|

House,

L.

THE

SPECIAL NOTICE.
to return to

some

Fellows’ Block,

GLASS

Ellsworth, Me.

been asked

Inquire

iLrn.il ITctirrs.

Enauranrr Stattmrnta.

Total
and
Main Street,

give

s.

Telephone Connection.

into halves.

Attractive Women.
Why is one woman attractive and another
not? The most Admirable and attractive thing groups of members.
about an attractive woman is her womanliness. I
This morning Hutchins introduced a
Everybody admires a womanly woman. She bill to
change the January term of couuty
must have health, of coitr-e. because without
it'•he would lose the brightness of her eyes, commissioners’ court in Hancock.
the rullm-s- of her cheek- and her vivacity.
A petition for a close time of fortyHeal b.\;!th must itm.iu that a woman is really
a woman
That -he is strong and perfect in a
eight hours for catching salmon on the
s. xual way. as
well a- in
very other. That
river is before the committee
she i~ capable of performing perf etly the Pmobscot
dutie- of maternity
some are horn wuli what
on inland fisheries and game.
It should
i- called “constitutional weakness
Tho«e
nave beeii referred to the committee on
who do not enj »y perfect health, need only ta e
the proper pr cautious and the proper ren
It would seriously afy ; shore fisheries.
to
Income perfect v
well and -trong. l>r.
fect many Hancock county people, but
riercc’s -avorttc Prescription will cure any
F
not
derangement of the distinctly feminine or
likely to pass without some

in o e-cent stamps r.» World’s
ocialioii, buffalo. N V
I>i-pen-aiy M.-diral
and receive l*r Pierce’s l,
page ‘‘Commou
Sense Medical Adviser,” illustrated.

Ojmmi for business
Haines' office.

towns

with

Oak.

on

subscribers hereby
r|1HF
1
they have been

"li-524
*9^9

I)R. W. M. HAINES.

I.OJ
situated
and Mam St-.
Filsworth. Me.

v.

n

DOUGLASS,

selves

fioor.

mi ii cents

Swan’s Island, is in
interest of the bill to

of

SUCCESSOR TO THE LATE

Snpt.

an,

-.

2Sucrtiscinrnt3.
A. L.

tire

r-ii m

WHAT NEXT l

probably

down from Portland to oppose their
suffragists, and plant them-

Hyderabad agreed to give
Mr. Jacobs, the famous jeweler of Siraia,
for the imperial diamond, considered the
finest stone in the world.

S.

by Repre-

beard. They
were
the
late
James G. Blaine and Melville W. Fuller,
now chief justice of
the supreme court.
Blaine was on the Kennebec Journal, and
Fuller on the Age.
Tuey were mighty
fine boys,and active and sharp.
I -.at in
seat sixty-eight that winter, and they used
ink from ray ink-well all
the session.
You reporters will have to hustle to make
a name like theirs.”

earnest sister

Thus far fifteen minutes will cover all
discussion which has taken place on the

gaid-m

the

No 1
even-

f »
county of Hancock, state of Maine,
by hi- m-.rtgage died dated Jan. t. a. d. 1892,
and recorded in Hancock Registrv of Deeds,
book 2*0. page 132. conveyed to Ada bh Parker,
Of said 1 reinont. administratrix, of tne estate
of Will
Parker, of the late firm of dark
A Parker, of said Tremont. a certain lot or
parcel of land lying in Fremont aforesaid,
NVe have a large lot of second-hand Can Inge* it bring that
'«>. on a plan
part of lot N
drawn by Salem Town jr
in the year 1808,
cheap.
lying west of the road leading from SouthIf you need a special rig for a day or week.
west Harbor to somev village, on Mt. Desert,
25 cent* a day or #1.on a week 1* cheaper than t->
containing thirty acres more or le-s. being
the same
own one. We have them single or double.
premises conveyed to me bv deed
dated April 19, 1H«>*. and recorded in Hancock
Will make special rates on Sleigh* for the j
Registry of Deeds, book I2u. pag.- All; also
seasou or for a shorter period, if
you don't care another lot of land lying in -aid Fremont,
to buy.
containing Fifty a n s more or It---, and is lot
No. 51, on a pan taken by Sa.cn
Town, jr..
Have a Square I’iano to let to family with no \ a.
d. 1808, and recorded in -aid
county and
small children. Price ;?.*> per quarter.
being the -am. priini.-is convevedlo me by

Petitions

Major Dickey, the veteran of the Maine
legislature, was in reminiscent mood
Monday forenoon, as he sat at his desk.
“Right there," he said, pointing to the
reporters’ table used tosit two reporters,
some fifty years ago, of whom you have

nition. They were headed by Mrs. L. M.
N. Stevens, of Portland. In addition to
the old arguments, some bright,
fresh
things were said which brougnt out a
gentle wave of applause. A few ladies
came

Joyce,
in

ri

abundance and at

prices.

31. J.

island as
a
town.
incorporate swans
One of Hancock county's senators writes
that Mr. Joyce is making a favorable impression among the law-makers.

goodly numbers to
for political recog-

The largest sum ever offered or asked
for a single diamond was |2,150,000, which
the Nizam of

W.

can

Odd

part of the session.

Augusta

important, never stop wuen
thrown into the legislative hopper, unless

Hi

BOOTS. SHOES and RUBBERS.

Representative Saunders, of Ellsworth,
busy with committee work.
Mrs. R. P. Grindle, who is now in Bluehill, will soon join her hu-band. Senator
Grindle. at Augu-ta, and remain during

ures. uowever

fair

I

is very

petitions, resolves and bills has been
through the legislative mill. Tne speaker
is a ready man of considerable nervous
energy and executive ability, and meas-

'iu

h«.

Saturday

n

trators

PERSONAL MENTION.

one

<

Park
nOl’SK

CONFECTIONERY.

lowest

f

W

Jfor Salt.

the

I have them all in

Takers.
-worth Water <
iishnian A Son,

Whiter

th>

FRUIT, NUTS, RAISINS and

reported bill an act to amend sec6, of chapter 78, of the revised

purse or drag seines repealed.
to that effect were presented
sentative Merrill Tuesday.

arrested by some member.
For the last few days petitions have
been largely duplicates of those preThe report of the State railroad com- viously presented. A multitude of petimissioners in regard to the Washington tions for raising the age of consent for
county railroad is interesting because it girls from fourteen to eighteen years has
been presented, and petitions touching
is official. The commissioners say : “The
location of the road from the Mt. Desert female suffrage continue to come in.
branch of the Maine Central, through1
Wednesday afternoon th*» woman sufCberryfield, Machias, and other towns in fragists had their day. Representatives’
Washington county, to Calais and East- hall was opened for a public hearing
port, has been completed, some grading before the judiciary committee, and the

done,

changing

nci

Frank 1 in -1reet:, will hr op,
ing- until -.m until furthI. H t
Filsworth, ept. lu. l-.*e.

1

for services.
Bluebiil wants the law prohibiting the
taking of smelts in Bluehill bay with

change proposed is to make two days
of each week close time.

been

of

t

iwi'vrii.

Notire to

a

expediency

irSom it may

oflic- of
r|',HF.
store of A
I

Repre-entative Boynton, of Sullivan, on
Monday presented a bill to empower
towns to elect superintendent of schools
and pay superintending school committee

The

has

its ugliness wilt he lust in admirawhen you get across it and
view my stock of
tion

statutes, relating to the general term of
the county commissioners’court of Hancock county, and that the same ought to
pass.

House of Representatives, »
Augusta, Jan. 28,18^7.
j
To the Editor of The American:
This has been a busy week with tne
session

court,

tion

Hancock county is not asking any legislation this year.
Her delegation
is
Lobby.
quite independent.

The House has held but

the

to

Ferry

lto give notice that on the dates
r|^HIs
hen ill
stated the u Ilder- igm d
1
ceased to b** members of the Fast Hluehill
in
even wav, and
Orange More » ompanv
from those re«;»o live dat*
wennot entitled
to -bare in any of the profits of the company,
or liable for any of the debts of the company.
Jan. 1. IFrn 1 Can lage.
Jan 1. is—.
H
;rti-.
Fast Hluehill. J.»n. 27, 1897.

Tiling of llcaut.v.

general term of the court of county commissioners so rs to conform in time with
the general term of the supreme judicial

1 do not thiuk the

will be necessary to increase

A

reduction of tax on savings
bank- from all parts of
the State are presenting similar petitions.
The committee
of
Hancock county
members which was instructed to inquire
into

rport
are

NOTICE.
o. will petition the
amerni their charter
Fin;w A rwoon. Pres.

YTI \ I

K.hl

no

Ton!!

is not

Savings

banks.

hotels, stables, wardens and guides.
On the whole I see no evidence of prodimay
but

bridge

old

Little Tunk ponds.

asking for

few

gality. There
cheese-paring,

hun-

Representative Siunders has presented
a
petition from the trustees of Hancock
county
saving* bank, of Ellsworth,

each.

people heavily

the

I

W
r|1HK
U gi-iut
X

Deer Isle

the

'inur..

education will give a pubrooms
it the State
Feb. 9, 1897, at
2 o'clock p. m., on the resolve for a special
appr- pri iti *n in favor of Him hill acad. my.
I', s. Wui.s, Chairman.
C. N- Bus» (Iakd, Secretary.
on

at

,i

isn't in place yet, and the hoard
aldermen tell me that it won't
he here till spring.
Hut while the

county citizens in favor of

incorporate

to

r.

MlTTKi:

»M

b••
ii’g in itCv
House in Augu-ta. Tuesdav.

of

company was presented Thursday.
petition has b-en presented from W.
H. Lnvrence, of Sor rent o, and others, asking for t be repeal of private and special
laws relating to Flanders, Great Tunk

the

This appropriation will try the temper of representatives, and decide whether they propose to

$2.50

bill

liver Ills, biliousness, lndi
A plea-ant laxative. All

TMT NEW BRIDGE

A

for each and every deer in the State, when
even “Fly Rod” admits she can buy them
sometimes for

several

afternoon, upon
a reduction of tax on sav(iko. M. (.'t'RRiKK, Sec'y.

f«•

ing*

SSurrtisrmnits.

an

Thursday

on

10.1*97,

asking
petition
hank*.

on

water

State,

sustained

week

good roads.

and

only question being: “How much?”
A largely increased
appropriation is
a*ked for the protection of tish and game.
They want, say, fTO.OOO, or more than fo

committees.

ermen

the

resident

our
men

young

last

committee

Maine.

dred Hancock

without the
State's receiving any tuition; that, in
fact, it is antagonizing the o* her colleges,
and that, inasmuch as the college is not
really agricultural, the students should be
required to pay tuition; and that the college, with its large endowment from the
United States, should not be a h -avy
burden on the State.
It is generally
admitted, however, that it is an institunon-resident

the

Representative Saunders
presented a petition from

report claims that it is unwise
much money for the

appropriate so
higher education

to

instructing

losis in

The
year

lumber
to

got

eye** by the report of the
appointed by the gover-

rate of the State tax
Nine years ago,

sum

institution

introduced

was

agriculture to report, by bill or otherwise, on
the best means of exterminating tubercu-

the State col-

run

This

also the

There

cure

gestlon, headaches.
druirglsts.—Add.

incoporate the town of Stonington
presented last Wednesday.

order

“blHck

a

That

nor.

and

Orono.

at

rather

discussion;

some

repair

to

was

Hood’s Pills

of Eden.

bill to divide the town of Deer Isle

The

The appropriat ion asked for the Ea9t
Maine insane hospital, which is claimed
to be necessary, nearly half a million,

tax

_

The

Bangor-Portland line was unceremoThe work is in every way to be
niously knocked on the head by the
and
we
commended,
earnestly hope steamboat inspectors, who declared the
that the

ME.,

$30,000 5 PER CENT. 20 YEARS

Sold by Druuglst-. 7V.
Hall's Kamlly Tills are the best.

in favor of Castine normal

resolve

Representative Rodick,

fl

commissioners

Deer Isle division act has been

That

A

we

needed

creamery.

f >oli»h to build

that in-

positive opinion

Sullivan

Franklin

Senator Hoar, who,

town.

a

Hancock county wants better

the

when abroad last year, made it a point
to secure information on the growth
of bimetallism in Europe.
He ex-

of general interest to the State, uninclude appropriation bills.
This
i9
evident
from
the
fact
that
the
“third house” is not yet fully organlature

Now cut ice!

the

short debate which preceded the passage of the bill by the Senate was the

TOWN OF MACHIAS,

may prove it# deat h.
It will be remembered that the steamer
the
“New Brunswick”, formerly of
International line, had been secured for
I^ast Thursday the United
the new line.
States steamboat
inspectors examined

—

lature to

anti

WATER BONDS.

American all water of
Denomination #>.'»<HA each, due May 1, ItM6.
Noyes’ pond three feet, The
representatives object of this is to enable the company to
The l**ue 1* limited to $.V>,00o.
Mortgage
h»ve assembled at Augusta, and that
rovers a’ 1
pro|*er»y owned or acquired l»y tlic
more easily reach the deposit which it is
company.
have organized the legislature
element
of
the
in
the
old-soldier
they
a
cerpleased
t he steamer, and refused to grant
C ompany hi* a twenty year-’ contract with
excavating, drying and shipping.
strict conformity to
the
town which nearly pays the Interest on all
programme
Senator Grindle has also introduced a
party more than he has done by the
tificate, the reason being that the com- the
bond- l--ued
marked out and known before the date
resolve for an appropriation for Bluebill missioners found her unseaworthy.
selection of Gen. Russell A. Alger, of
This 1- a particularly choice bond. Price on
of the session.
The readers also know
The boat had been purchased on con- application.
academy of f500 for 1S97, and the same
Michigan, to be his secretary of war. the legislature has been in session
nearly amount for 1S9S; also a petition signed by dition that the inspectors declared her
also
with
the
is
Gen. Alger
popular
three weeks, but perhaps they may not
HUTSON B. SAUN DICKS,
Mrs. M. E. Mayo and fifty others of Blue- seaworthy. The “New Brunswick” will
party at large, and the Michigan dele- all know how much, or how little, rather, hill
Investment Securities,
that the age of protection to revert to her former owners.
asking
,11 1
gation in Congress is especially well the legislature ha9 accomplished in this girls be raised from fourteen to eighteen
Kfchangr Street, Portland, Me.
honor
bestowed
Hoard Lainulne Schooner.
upon time, unless they have read the official
pleased with the
Spaniards
a
also
Mrs.
R.
years;
petition signed by
him.
paper.
l&Untisnutnts.
Capt. I>orr. of the schooner “Jennie A.
I*. Grindle and fifty others of Bluebill in
Of course thi9 session cannot be acthat his
favor of municipal suffrage for women; Stubbs”, of Lamoine, reports
Gradually President McKinley’s cused of being a partisan body, the five also a bill to
vessel was boarded by Spanish officers in
incorporate the town of
// i/oii tlon't knot)' what ter
cabinet is being made up. During the democrats in the House, not having suffi- Swan’s Island.
the harbor of Porto Kico.
was
cient
cheek
to
of
It
have
start
A
American
si
ask i/onr m ujhbor—she
week
two
on
newspapers
any
opposition
package
appointments
past
The committee on inland fisheries and
been announced
Lyman J. Gage, political grounds. The Senate is like game, to which was referred the bill to seized. This was done, he states, to pre- truth s with as. Pa
roller’s.
Barnum's
family”; everything prohibit the killing of deer on Long Is- vent natives reading accounts of the war
president of a Chicago bank, secre- there is as “happy
quiet as a “May morn”. The land, in Bluehill bay, reported on Friday in Uuba.
and
Gen.
Russell
of
the
treasury,
tary
various petitions, orders and bills pass
*pmal XotictB.
that it ought not to pass.
A. Alger, of Michigan, secretary of
^
"
''Tate of Ohio, City <»f Toledo,
from the “hopper” in a steady, uninteron
Boynton
Friday
Representative
pre*
LEGISLATIVE NOTICE.
Lucas County,
war.
rupted stream, and the only sound heard sented a bill placing a bounty of f2 on
on
he
Is
the
committee
will
oath
that
Kkank .1. Cheney make-*
judiciary
give a
r|',IIK
is the president's “It is a vote”. It is
senior partner of the llrm of K. .1 Cheney A
1 public hearing in its room at the state
wild cats.
In the Senate of the United States
House in Augusta, a- follows:
Co., doing bu-lness In the City of Toledo. Coun
felt that this is not the be>»t
generally
been
the
Petitions
have
in
presented
Tuesday. Feb. 9, 1*97, at 2 o’clock, p. m an
last Friday the committee on comty and State aforesaid, ami that -aid firm will
state of things—that two parties with
House to permit the establishment of a pay the sum of ONK HUNDKKD l>ol.l.AKS act to provide for the appointment of a commerce reported favorably on the bill
missioner of highways.
for ea* h and every ca-e of Catakkh that can
their constant watch and criticism of each
steam ferry from West Sullivan to Han- not f»e cured
An order directing the committee to inquire
by the use of Hall's Catakkh
appropriating 612.000 for the pur- other in the passage of bills and appro- cock. A bill
KKANK d. CHKNKY.
into the necessity of amending the provisions
providing for the establish- CURE.
Sworn to before me and subscribed in my of chap. 179 of the public laws, relating to
chase of a quarantine station at Port- priations would have a natural tendency
ment of such a
ferry as petitioned for presence, this 6th dav of Decern her, a d 1 *>*'•.
preventing incompetent person* from eonland. and *6.000 for its maintenance to restrain lavishness in the use of means has been presented, also a bill to
A. VT. t» LK A SON,
ducting the business of apothecaries.
repeal
S * A l'
and
errors
in
the
enactment
of
laws.
This
for one year, and the bill was passed.
Xotary Public.
the special act of the last legislature
j
(
I H.IM VTIU: NOTIt'K.
is, of course, on the supposition that the granting exclusive ferry privileges beHall's Catarrh Cure is taken Internally, and
fT',HK committee on banks and banking will
acts
the
blood
ami
mucous sur
directly
upon
majority party is republican.
a public hearing in its
room at the
COUNTY tiOSSIP.
tween West Sullivan and Hancock
to faces of the sv*tem.
A
give
Send for testimonials
State Houst m Vugusta, on Wednesday, Ke.,.
There isasyet no bill before the legis- Ernest E. Abbott and Curtis E. Moon.
K. J. CHKNKY A CO.. Toledo, o.
free.
at 2 o'clock in the
Had President-elect McKinley tried
could not have
ever so hard, he

Shore

republican senators
made quite a bluff at opposing the
bill authorizing President McKinley to
appoint delegates to represent this
Several

The readers of The
know that the people’s

jFinancial.

Portland and Hangor float.
plan to run a steamboat from Portland to Bangor next summer 1ms received
a blow from ati unexpected quarter which
No

The

$338 5U060
333*875 08

GRANT, Agent, Ellsworth.
AL1STER, Agent, Bucksport.

me

as

-1,le, hh*riP's

at

public

office i„ Ellswoitu.
,h«
lW' at ltn ° clock

Sh«.
irwaJch !'d6, fS-W%d“*“d*?',I
iu the forenoon
Bated

February

j,

a. d.

__L.

1897.
F. Hooper, .Sneritf.

NOTICE.

>VH£!iEii?»

without

trusting

delta
date

„r

Hardison,
nife* Lulu Ldeserted
#a,ul
*
forbid all persons
rfn niyhereby
account, as I shall pay no
hflP.
b * contracted
her after this
me

cause
her

Ellsworth, Me.,

by

Jan.

»,

M' HABD‘aoK>

COURT.
IN

TERM

JANUARY

HANCOCK

COUNTY.
OF THE TERM WAS FINISHED

BUSINESS
MONDAY—CASES AGAINST THE CITY
ELLSWORTH CONTINUED-

OF

DECREED.

DIVORCES

THE COURT.

Presiding Justice—Andrew P. Wiswell.
Clerk—John F. Knowlton.
County Attorney—J. K. Bunker, Jr.
Sheriff—Lewis F. Hooper,
Crier—William B. Higgins, Bar Harbor.
Deputies—John M. Yogell, Castlue; Allard staples, Orland.
Stenographer—C. O. Barrows.
Messenger—Walter 8. Foster.

The business of the January term of
the supreme judicial court for Hancock
county was finished Monday. A large
number of cases on the gener ti trial list
was

of.

disposed

Officers Holmes and Silvy
against the city of Ellsworth, as foretold
in The American last week, were continued.
The case of Smallidge vs. Mears, which
was on trial when The American went
to press last Wednesday, was not finished
This was the case in
until .Saturday.
which the plaintiff, Jesse E. Smallidge, of I
Winter Harbor, sought to recover damThe

cases

of

ages for personal injuries
tlie fall of a scaffolding on

by

sustained

which he was
working while in the employ of E. IT
Mears, of Bar Harbor. Plaintiff alleged
defective construction of the scaffolding,
bet defendant showed that there
the

scaffolding.

The

verdict for defendant.

plaintiff, Deasy

for

was

suf-

properly to build
jury rendered a

ficient material at hand

Wood and Peters
defendant.

for

DIV O RC KS I) KC R K K l).

following divorces were decreed: i
Newell E. Burns, of Trenton, libellant,
Kedinan
vs. Ella M. Burns, for a<fullery.
j
for libellant.
AitnieG. Fulcher, of Ellsworth, libel- j
lant, vs. William II. Fulcher, for utter
desertion. Giles for libellant.
Burton Bunker, of Ellsworth, libellant,
Mason
vs. Mary E. Bunker, for adultery.
for libellant.
The

Republican State Committee.
The annual meeting of the republican
state committee was held in Augusta last
Thursday.
The old officers were re-elected as follows: Chairman, J. H. Manley, Augusta;
secretary, Byron Boyd, Augusta; treasurer, C. S. Hichhorn, Augusta.
11.
B. Saunders, the Hancock county
member, was appointed a member of the
Saunders is also
•xe utive committ'e. M
a member of a special committee to hear
and

report

the contest

on

over

I* Y.iiifjellnt Evarts iit Hlnchlll.
On Jmii. 2d Evangelist C. L. Evarts, of :
Boston, bewail a series of Union Gospel !
meetings in Bluebill. The attendance LONG SESSION BUT LITTLE BUSand interest have steadily grown up to
INESS.
date.
Mr. Evarts devoted the tirst week to
A SPICY PRELUDE TO THE BUSINESS
pi in, straight forward talk to Christian
MEETING—“MAYOR GERRV’S HIGHThe
Christian
people only.
professed
WAY BILL” FINALLY APPROVED
of
the
heard
some
town
people
very

town

com-

mittee in Kittery.

—HIGHWAY

wholesome truth.

ing

they

truth

up-to-date

notion of what it

means

to

Mayor Gerry
forded a spicy prelude
and

he

follower of Christ in a. d. 1897.
Three services were held Sunday, all
largely attended.
Evangelist Evarta
knows how to say plain things in a winsome way, making free use of telling illustrations.

a

Higgins
evening’s

af-

to the

The discussion

was about the
street, on which the
county commissioners were called on
complaint of D. M. Stuart. Alderman

business.

drain

of spirits; in the elder trees, the dwarf*.
Whenever the festivals of these god* were celebrated their trees were decorated with lights,
wreath* and quo-ton (t;i**els), and offerings
sort*

hung
plundered again when the festival wa*
the gods being supposed only to appro-

were

over,

f7

Tins

with the

does

Outlie
it to Martin Luther.
intrary, it seems rather to strengthen it
by affording an explanation why Luther,
following a custom of Teutonic ancestors,
should dedicate the tree to his God—

School,

want at the

moment, and

stands among your other
always ready, like any real
you at

a

High school,

deserts

never

never

you,
borrows
(.I

■.

it

is a

you,

real

If you do
and

you

good friends,
friend,to serve

friend,

way
because

changes,

goes
unless

back

is

not

on

somebody

the

Insane poor,

book’s

it

63
15
50

3 60

4
112
2
2
10

60
79
90
45
50

50 94
2 25
10 00
4 00
36 60
2 51
7 34
16 00
5 00
5 24

Eider Down,
doc.

grade;

now

25c. per vd.

Bed

Horses do not possess an equal degree
of endurance; u long road will teil harder
A little
on one than it would on another.

Spreads,
reduced in

price.

refreshment given the horse during
long d: ve or haul will keep its power up
wonderfully, and this is easily provided.
A pound or two of rye-flour stirred in
very
half a pail of water will make a

a

nutritious drink for the horse, and
be

given

perfect safety efen

with

can

when

the animal is heated. The stage horses in
Italy are given such a drink at regular
intervals during their long and tiresome

journeys

We

arc

offering

effect

the

oats

LATEST PATTERNS
AT

prices that

will

surprise von..

much

is

were

mountainous
more

roads;

the

immediate than if

given.

Children Should Sleep in Dark Rooms.
Children should be accustomed as soon
as possible to sleep in a dark room, says
Ladies* Home Journal.
in
writer
a
Unless they have learned to be afraid of it
the darkness is soothing to the nerves,
and the rest

freshing

»

over

is

more

than when

profound

there

is

the

and

re-

uncon-

stimulation of light. It is particuof a nervous
larly desirable for children
that light should be ex-

scious

Call and be Convinced.
&

temperament

the nervous,
cluded, yet it is most often
has
sensitive child whose imagination
the shapes the
been tilled with fears of

MAIN

ELLSWORTH,

STREET.
MAINE.

Next door to Manutu^ Block.
II

$617.01.

Tax Collector A. K. Woodward reported
that be did not have sufficient cash in
hand

to

meet

the road

rolls, and asked

city

to arrange if possible some way
which he could meet the bills within

the

by

present

the

year, which ends next
finance committee was or-

fiscal

The

week.

dered to advance to the collector

$1,000

or

might
necessary
the road rolls remaining unpaid.
The matter of a note held by the Hancock County savings bantc against school
district No
17 (Boggy
Brook) was
brought up and discussed. Aid. Brown,
who had at one time been school agent
for district No. 17, said lie knew there
was such a note in existence.
Aid. Campso

much

thereof

be

as

to meet

bell,

who

was

one

of the

assessors

when

city assumed control of the district
school, said the city took from district
No. 17, at that time, April, 1894, the
the

note, about $150.
Norris said the note with interest

imouiit of the
Aid.
now

amounted to

something

The finance committee
to ascertain if the

note

like

was

$270.

instructed

could be taken

He that despairs measures Providence
little contracted model.
own
his
by
—South.

up
for the amount laaeu from the district
[about $159) with interest added from
time city had title to the school property.
The highway, sidewalk and bridge rolls
a ere passed.
The hignway roll, includto
ing Mayor Gerry’s bill, amounted

Mind is tha great lever of all things;
which
thought is the process by
answered.
human cuds are ultimately

£697.93; bridges, $42.55; sidewalks, $22.80.
The matter of de ay
in building oi
Main street bridge, the particulars of

dark

SMITH’S,

innocent of any irregularity. They did
work to the amounts claimed, and were
anxious to be paid.
On motion of Aid. Norris the bill was
ordered added to the highway roll.
The
bill amounts to

may hide.

human

Miss

for t he

in Hood's

by

women

|

of IIoot1,3 Sarsaparilla in
curin" others warrants
a faithful use of Hood's
that
believing
Sarsaparilla will cure you if you suffer from
any trouble caused by impure blood.

QlirrGCfi
OUCLvSS
you in

HoodL
Sarsaparilla

II nnr’a unh.

evening a talk
home”. This is

on
an

“Re-

u

same

til

cook.

SCHOOL SUPPLIES
OF kvkry kind.

they could read their obituaries
while they are alive?” “No; they would
if

liinnk Bonks,

Stationery,
Fancy Articles, &c.

couldn’t live

During the winter months

affirmative,

GRAY—EARNII \M —At Gasline, Jan 24. b>
Rev Ulysses G L ons, Miss Lutie L Gray, of
Penobscot, to William C Earn haul.
NF.WM \N-SPURLING-.\t Mu- set, Jan 30, by
Rev II J \ inal, Miss Alma A Newtnan, of
Tremont, to Henry E Spurting, of Cranberry

Isles.
THOM PSON-H ARDEN-At Manchester, N II,
Jan 27, l>v Rev »V C Me \Hester, Miss Jennie
Maud Thompson, of Munches er, t<» Leon
Dale Harden, son of A P Harden, of Ellsworth.

move

of

more

eontemnlnted
fire

WEST-WORM ELL-At West Franklin, Jan
bv Rev D B Smith, MNs K-ther West to
Charles O vVurmell, both of Ellsworth.

is
I >1 Kl >.

in
from

wardens

15AI.L

better protection
forest fires. The commissioners propose
to appoint at least six wardens in different parts of the county.
Heretofore
there have been only two 'wardens.
The
wardens will probably be appointed at
the next meeting of the commissioners.
The commissioners are also working
some reforms in the affairs of the office,
one of the most important of which is the
to

secure

Hancock Point, Feb 3, Frank Ball,
aged about
years.
l>ANlro—\t Ell-worth Falls, dan 31, Mrs Lillian A Dame.., aged 2'i year-,it days.
FI FIELD
\t Deer I-It*. .Ian 25, Mi-s Lillie Fllie'd, aged 24 years, 2 months, it days.
At Ellsworth (Reed’s Brook), .Tan 31,
FROST
Charles
Loren Frost, aged 41
||
years,
At

II

\ Molt— At I lull’s Cove, .Ian 25, Mrs
Sally 1)
lliiniiir, aged s5 years.
•I< il(D \ V
\t Mariavilie, F»d» 1, Mrs Hannah
L -Iordan, aged >s ears, 5 months, 21 days.
MOORE At E -worth, dan 27. Airs Alma
Moore, aged »;*.» year-. !• months, 15 da vs.
s\V \ ZEV -At Buck-port, dan 25, William D
Swa/.ey, aged tin years, n mouths, 20 days.

_

Zfti&crtisnncnts.

Blunt's Pond Saw >1111.
mill at Blunt’s

new saw

pond, Laday. The

moine, is running night and
mill
is
turning out long lumber and
shingles, and when this business grows
slack, expects to fill in the time sawing

more

elaborate

improvements.

Edward U. Burnham, son of Orrin R.
Burn ham, of Eliswort h. is the proprietor
of the mill.
He is now employing about
fifteen hands.
Tuberculosis Near Bangor.
commissioners last Friday
ordered killed sixteen cows belonging to
a
milkman near Bangor, which were
infected with tuberculosis.
Commissioner Beal thinks that about 100 head of
cattle in the vicinity of Bangor will have
to be killed.
Bangor milkmen have generally recognized the fact that their customers will
demand that they have certificates from
The cattle

the cattle

nissioners

showing that
diseased, and a great
majority have applied for examination of
their herds.
The importance of havii g
Ibis
disease
exterminated
is
being
realized.
their cattle

JOHN A.- HALE.
Elailroatis anti

com

are

not

WALSHS
SCHOOL

SHOES.

j

Steamboats.

Maine Central Railroad.
LQCtil Time Table—Oft. 4, 1896.
BAR HARBOR TO BANGOR.
A. M.
M. p. II.
bar harbor. 10 30.
3 30
Sorrento.
4 05
Sullivan.
4 40
Mt. Desert Ferry.
11 20
] 00
5 15
Waukoag, Sul. Fy. +11 25 fl 10 f5 21
Hancock..'. ’ll 28
15
5 24
Franklin Road. Ml 30
1 30
5 3°
1150
KI.I.SWORTH.
1 V,
,» 47
Fl Is worth Falls. +11 54
2 05
5 52
Mc.olin. +12 00 f2 25 tS 05
Green Fake. +12 14 +2 45 t(i 14
Fake House. +12 22 |3 00 f(j 22
Fgery’s Mill. +12 25 +3 05 f6 25
Holden
+12 28
3 15
(5 28
Penobscot Junction.
12 47
3 50
« 47
Bangor, Fx. St. 12 55 4 05 0 55
1 00, 4 10
7 00
BANGOR, M. C.
,

j

Portland...

5 35
9

Boston.

1 40
5 56

.;

20j.

BANGOR TO BAR HARBOR.
P

Boston.

M.

A.

7 00

Portland.

11 00
A.

m.

a.

t.tioji

on

signal

If

9 00
12 50
M. p.

a.

Vi 45
BANGOR.
8 15
8 25
0 50
Bangor, Fx. St.
Penobscot Junction.
H 57
8 3>
Holden.
7 17
9 10
FgervVs Mill. t7 20 +9 15
Fake lion e. 17 23
30
<ireet Fake.
+7 3.3
9 35
Mc.olin
17 42 + 9 50
Fllsworth Falls.
7 55 10 10
FFFSWt/RTb.
8 00 10 35
Franklin Road.1 8 14 11 00
Hancock.
8 22 1128
Waukeag, Sul. Fy. +8 25 fll 35
Mt. Desert Ferry.! 8 30 11 45
Sullivan.j 8 50
Sorrento.
9 20
BAR HARBOR.
9 55 12 45
M. P.

m

m.

45
50
57
17
20
23
31
39
5 52
5 57
0 12
H 22
fG 25
0 30
4

4
4
5
|5
Lr>
15
fft

7 15
P.

M

or nonce to conductor.

These trains connect at Bangor, with through
trains on Main Line to ami from Portland, Boston and St,. John.
Passengers are requested to procure tickets
before entering the train, and especially Ellsworth to Falls and Falls to Ellsworth.
Tickets for All Points South and West
on sale at the M
C. R R. ticket office,
Ellsworth, C. F. GREENE, Agent.
GEORGE F. EVANS,
Gen’l Manager.
F. E. BOOTH BY, Gen’l Pass, and Ticket Ag’t.

BLUEHILL LINE.

1896.

staves.

The mill has started a veritable building boom in Lamoine, and the farmers
who have timber land are hauling logs
up to the mill to be sawed, and there is a
great patching-up time on farm-houses
and buildings, while some are planning

just the tiling to while
long evening hours.

away the

months.

arrangement of a system of indexing
papers and documents which will greatly
facilitate the handling of business.

The

are

MAItIMEB.

appointment

order

GDVMES

by

One imnortant

same

side o5‘ ilie street).

“Don’t you think it would encourage

we

ta1<0< °as7
25cents.

Giles block, <;ji

swallow if she lives to grow up.

get so conceited that
with them.”

oas>’ to

operate.

I have removed to the B.
]'. Joy store on Main street
the
block above
f next

Mother—Dear me! the baby has swallowed that piece of worsted.
Father—
That’s nothing to the yarns she’ll have to

men

to

REMOVAL!

under! Six months
are supposed to elapse between the first
and second act. He—Well? She—They
have the

arP

ay

rlOOU S rlllS

im-

_

a

druggists. $1*
Lowell, Mass.

Is the One True Blood Purifier. All
Prepared only by C. I. Hood & Co.,

portant one in the course, and something
parent should be extremely interin.

Eldridge, of Ellsworth, complete what
promises to be a working board, and a
board, too, that will work with good
judgment.
t he

over (,iseas"
purifying, enriching and invigorating the
but life
which
not
health
blood, upon
only
itself depends. The great

Pnwri*
vl
■

every
ested

She—There’s

(ireat

proved l»y the votyntary stateme n ts of thousands of men and
show that Hood's Sarsaparilla ac-

tually does possess
NOTES.

the

the

Sarsaparilla,

vUlvb

“What meanest Thou, O,
Ail nre cordially invited to be
In

the statements of lead-

^ I ■ who

were

be

in

of

sure

ing druggists everywhere, show
tluit the people have an abiding confidence

Saturday morning.

Snnrloi.’ mnrniiur \Ti<

present.

proved by

^

tion. She returned to North Ellsworth
yesterday to cont inue her labors there a
week longer. Miss Burdette, on account
of illness, Iihs been obliged to rest for a
few weeks.

ligion

insan-

Degen-

Great

spoke to a crowded
house both Saturday and Sunday evenings. Her simple,'straightforward talks
were
very
helpful, and tiie audience
showed its appreciation by close atten-

V.yI

and

Htbrrtisrmrnts.

Washburn

jest will
sleeper?”

genius

the uuiuor •>!
eration,’ “the lunatic is, at least,
and
his board
clothes.”

day. flis remarks on missionary work in
the State were very interesting.

The county commissioners last week
transacted considerable routine business.
It was really the first regular meeting of
the new board. Perry W. Richardson is
the newly-elected chairman, and Nahum
Hinckley, of Bluehill, and John P.

7 50
138 85
45 50
7 00

1

Kmluraiice of Horses.

decide

liked

Nordau to define

asked Max

one

“Well,” said

ity.

A large audience greeted Rev. David
Hatch here and at North Ellsw’orth Sun-

County Commissioners.

27 75
20 75
21 00

The mere fact that your room is ill led
j
with hooka is a good kind of influence, ; Electric
light, Ellsworth Electric Illufor there is something in the mere prox- |
104 75
minating Co,
unity of books that makes a chap serious Fire
James F Davis.
1 50
dept,
occasionally, and induces him to sit and
Hose
155 00
City
Co,
ponder once in a while in the midst of
L H Cushman,
25 00
ins grind, his sport, his daily work, and
valuaoie triends at
his oilier and less
Martin E oellison,
25 (0
school or college.
John E Doyle,
74 oo
Then, too, in these days, when there
P W Scott,
In 00
are so many hundreds of hooks a year
E E Doyle,
30 75
and so many millions already publisUed,
Frank
S
24 00
Lord,
it is utterly impossible to try lo read, as
John Sllvy,
46 50
Police,
tneold fellows in the later Middle Ages
It
used to, everything that is published.
46 50
Timothy Donovan,
is far better to re-r»jad some good familiar Rock crusher, Morrison A Joy,
40 (K»
tiling.'! again and again. They are good
Ullil,
l.J
i
are
favorites,
?I,POO
your especial
books, tuey
and you will seldom fail to tind someAid. Brown called for the report of the
read
each
time
in
them
you
tiling new
committee
appointed to
investigate
them. It gives you a little idea of how
must
have Mayor Gerry’s highway bill.
much the writing of them
meant to theirauthor if you can read t hem
Aid. Campbell reported for that comsay. twenty times, and still go on finding mittee that the men who worked on the
something you had nut succeeded in disin
tuem
before.—Harper's roads under Mayor Gerry’s orders were
covering

llound Table.

would

and well

Funeral services

CHURCH

or

government.

175
41 00

j

50<\

obliging neighbor

who knew her.

6 00

Henry Graves,
A H Norris,
L B Wyman,
L W Hodgkins,
A C Hagerthy,
E E Brady A Co,
11 8 Jones,
Josiah Williams,
L W Hodgkins,

it
it

39
59

103 25
1 00

Roderick McDonald,
A M Hopkins,
C M Wit ham,

it

there

then

4

James T Cushman,
Ellsworth Water Co,

read

particular

never

it, and that

Contingent,

once

moment’s notice in any

Indeed,

can.

now

all

Some

the difference bet ween

A large portion of the following births,
the voting resulted 35 to 40 in favor
marriages and deaths are printed for the
of the negative.
They will
The principals in the discussion were first time in Tim AMERICAN.
Misses ltay Whiting and Maude Smith appear next week, or the week after, in
The American is
our contemporaries.
on the affirmative against Whiting and
the only paper printed in the county
Whitmore.
They all had well-written
which systematically collects the vital
arguments, but the committee appointed
of county; the others sysfor the purpose of selecting tlie side statistics
which was presented in the ablest man- tematically steal thorn.
ner, awarded the palm to the young
liOlt.N.
ladies.
West Brooksville, -Ian
to
Miss
Salisbury, Miss Roberts and BAMrItlUIMiK-At
ami Mrs Charles Babbidge, a son. [James
Louis Cook were the judges.
ExtempoTap ley.]
raneous
remarks were made by Miss BLODGETT—At Bm-k-p<>rt, Jan 20, to Mr and
Mrs Benjamin I* Blodgett, a -on.
Miss
Miss
Mullan,
Wiggin,
Friend,
Ellsworth. Jan 27, to Mr and Mrs
Echenagucia, Charles W. Campbell, Dunn, HIGGINS—At
A. Higgins, a d tughter.
Charles
Howe, Albert Stock bridge and Grows.
Other features of the afternoon’s uro- LORD—At Ell-worth, Jan 28, to Mr and Mrs
Harry C Lord, a son.
were declamations by Albert
gram me
At Bluehill, Jan 20, to Mr and Mrs
Stockbridge, Henry Campbell, Charles MARKS
Charles Marks, a son.
W. Campbell, Miss Tower, Miss Brady,
POWERS—At
Deer Isle, .Ian 25, to Mr and Mrs
Arthur Alley, Echenagucia, Dunn, Cox
Charles T Powers, a son.
and James Stockbridge; and music by
PERRY -At Gouldshoro, Jan 28, to Mr and Mrs
Miss Grace Lord and Miss Walker.
George H Perry, a daughter.
Next Friday the lyceum debate will be
SAUNDERS—\i Surry, Jan 28, to Mrand Mrs
the
of
the
red
treatment
upon
respective
Hollis E Saunders, a daughter.
men and the black
the United States

$220 00
117
34
117
2

“Yon wants ter '>e alio’ y > » g
mgs
“De
in de right place” said Uncle Kneii.
funnies’ story d it eber was aiu’ gwineter
be ’preciated ef yoh stops in (•■ middle o*
kyahvin’ de tu’ky ter tell it.”

but

AMOUNT.

Thorp A Martin Co,
Wellington llaslam,
John 11 Patten,
Hancock Co Pub Co,
Silver, Burdette A Co,
E F Rohinson,
I II W WharlT,
Hancock Co Pub Co,
Frank S Lord,
I L Hodgkins,
F H Gould,
Edward Brady, jr,
Calvin P Joy,
Burrlll Lumber Co,

as

and read it.”

for

as

12.

Stiver, Burdette & Co,
American Book Co,
DC Heath A Co,
Ginn A Co,
I II W WharlT,
E I* Grindell,

c

library

passed

was

NAME.

not

attributed

out of the

;

NOTES.

broad-minded enough to vote
the
women, it was expected that

gallant
school

Textbooks,

origin of t lie Christnecessarily con 11 set
item previously printed, w hich
of the

version

tree

voted to allow the bill of
stone, and it was added to

FUND.

so, it is necessary to read it at
If you can buy it,
return it.
what portion satisfies your

pair

SCHOOL

held at the house

was

ROLL OK ACCOUNTS NO.

that if you own books you do not have
to read them. That is, if you hear of a
certain book, you say, “1 must get tiiat

•~>!)c. jut

HIGH

he roll.

priate the best.
mas

for

Roll of accounts No. 112
follows:

branches, which, however,

in tin*

were

It

the

50

A Few Words on Hooks.
A good remark somebody made once is

1014 Blankets,

and

State

on

cussion.

t

they did to the spirits or gods
with which their superstitious imagination peopled the trees.

AT COST.

Alderman

reported elsewhere,

the

During the past week a large number
Higgins and Mayor Gerry represented the
of letters has been mailed to graduates
at the hearing when the county comcity
Monday evening the tirst talk was given
and ex-members of the high school askmissioners viewed the alleged defect.
to the unconverted, and when the invitaing aid in establishing a school library.
The county commissioners ordered the
tion was given, some thirty-five arose to
The school needs a much larger library in
in
drain.
The
make
alterations
the
to
city
express their desire to become Christians.
order to fit for college with as much
whole
matter cost the city something
Among the number were some of the
thoroughness as other schools having
like |50.
business
men
of
the
town.
strong
this
will
advantage.
Subscriptions
In the discussion
Monday evening
Mr. Evarts sings with autoharp acbe received by Mr. Moore, who will be
Alderman
intimated
Higgins
strongly
like
seems
to
companiment. Everybody
guided in his purchase of books by the
that Mayor Gerry, instead of acting in
He has a muchthis Boston evangelist.
trustees of the city library. The letters
the city at the hearing
the
interest
of
needed quality of leaders of the public—
are meeting with
liberal response.
before the county commissioners, acted
gentlemanliness and common sense. He
Capt. Dunn of the ball team is looking
in direct opposition to the city’s interests,
never suffers the interest of his audience
casting opprobrium on the city govern- forward to the base-ball season, when he
to flag.
ment and doing all in his power to have intends to have his team in condition
Mr. Evarts expects to hold meetings
to tackle any strictly high school nine of
the city indicted, and put to the expense
during this week and next.
of making changes in the drain which he the State. None of the old players exOrigin of the Christmas Tree.
[Higgins] thought the city should never cepting Phillips has left school, and .there
will probably be a hot race for his posihave been compelled to make.
A subscriber who saw in The Ameriulainlir uhniroH tlx. Htu.
tiuu » iicii me ncwBuii upeiis.
can some weeks ago the item regarding
under the pointed
There is little fear that there will be no
the origin of t he Christmas tree, sends the comfit ure he felt
following clipping from the Sunday thrusts of Alderman Higgins,and for once foot-ball eleven to represent the school
seemed at loss for words to meet the ac- next fall, although several of last year’s
School Times:
He made but slight pretense team will be unable to play the
'I he old Teutonic aim Saxon races In central cusations.
game on
of denying the alderman’s charge of un- account of absence from town. Hut there
ami northern Kurope, before the Introduction
faithfulness to the city’s interests.
and spread of ( lirUtlaidty, had a great venerais material for a light eleven, which, on a
tion f<»r trees.
THE MEETING.
They would never widingly
dry field, often proves a match for one of
damage them. Ui der large trees, especially old
When the meeting was called to order, greater weight.
Foot-ball would be a
oak*, the great councils were held and judgment Mayor Gerry, Aid. Norris, Higgins and
drawing card for the county fair.
given, and the graves of this people were found Brown
were
Aid. Campbell
LYCEUM.
present.
in groves —they always being buried under the
his
made
“Should Maine allow woman equal sufappearance a few moments
This was the result of ilie su
roots of a tree.
later.
frage with man?” was the question
per-tlilon that their g<*ds lived in those trees
The Water street cross-walk which was debated in the lyceum Friday. The re-ult
In the limb'll tree.lt rrhta, dwelt a benign spirit
taken up by Street Commissioner Eppes, was a surprise.
With a
who took eiiarge of the babies and rocked their
much larger
cradles when the nurses fell asleep; In tin- oak, and to which E. E. Brady <!& Co. claimed
number
of
girls than boys in the
l>onar. the thunder god; in the willows, all
ownership, was the first subject of dis- lyceum and with a few boys who were

Christ

2Urfjrrtisnnrnts.

COMMISSION-

length rather than the volume of busineaa transacted.
A little wordy
encounter
between

hear, non-professors have been getting a pretty good

by

j

The meeting of the board of aldermen
Monday evening was characterized by

needed to

art*

J.

ERS’ REPORT.

Mr. Evarts evidently considers that the
Lord has no use for the too prevalent
type of half-and-half Christian—half for
God and half for the devil.
While Christian people have been hear-

which

cussed

was disMEESMOIM'II FA EDS.
board at some length.
C. Gordon was allowed $5 for damage
Mr. him! Mrs. ('. A. Higgins are the
*
to wagon caused
by defect in Boggy parents of »t girl buby, which arrived
Brook road.
Wednesday nigh!.
C. I. Welch was allowed |5 for damage
J. O. Whitney returned Monday from
to wagon by his
horse backing off an | a week’s
visit to the lumber camps up
embankment on South street near the | river.
carriage repository of S. L. Lord & Co.
Mrs. Jesse Moore died at h**r home on
Street Commissioner Eppes submitted
I he Shore roan Wednesday night, of heart
a report showing the amount of
money
failure.
Mrs.
Moore was
sixty-nine
expended on sidewalks, bridges and
She had been in failing
years of age.
for
the
highways
year to be $8,833.58, as
health for some time.
Mrs. Moore was
follows:
Highways, including crusher twice married. Her first husband was
and crushed rock, $7,198.59; sidewalks,
Everett Mcdown, the second Jesse Moore.
$807.22; bridges, $827.77. This does not
Mrs. Moore had two children by her first
include the new Doyle bridge or the work
husband, Oscar and C’assman, t he latter of
done on Main street bridge.
whom is living.
She was kindly cared
The report was accepted and the meetfor during her last days by Mr. and Mrs.
ing adjourned.
Henry Hatch. Mrs. Moore was a kind

ALDERMEN MEET.

SUPREMK
JUDICIAL

15 lbs. Salt Pork for.$1.00
15 to 2o lbs. Corned Beef. LOO
\ barrel of good Apples from.$1 Onto f 1.25
Pure Lard, in tubs..0 l->c. per lb

Fall

189(f.

Arrangement.

Two

Trips Per Week.

REMEMBER,
THESE AKE

CASH PRICES.
Turkeys Constantly

on hand

during the winter season.
We also have a good supply of

GrPLOCEFlIES
always on hand.
They are lirst-classin quality and reasonable
in price. Look at our bargains In
CANNED

GOODS:

3 cans Peas for .25c
cans Corn for.
25c
2 cans Peaches for.25c
leans Bean-* for .25c
We

Canned

Salmon, Corned Beef,
Tongue, Pincnople, Damson-*, Apricots, Egg
l• • uin -, dv-t'T-,
s«ups, itluehcrries, Squash,
Pum|»ki"S, etc etc.
Try he new cereal, PoSTPM, a sub-tltute
f..r coffee, al-i.our Golden lava and Mocha Cotcarry

fe-, in 1-lb and 2-lb cans, the best in the market-

On and after Dee.
tills line will leave
and Thursday hi H

10,

one of the steamers or
Ellsworth every Monday
in., for Bluehill. South
Bluehill, Brooklin, -■edgwlck, Deer Isle, ^arDark
gentvllle, Little Deer Isle,
Harbor
(Isleshoro), arriving in Rockland to couuect
with steamers and rail for Boston direct.
RETURNING.
Will leave Rockland every Wednesday and
Saturday at 0 a m or on arrival of steamers
from Boston, touching at above points,
arriving
In Ellsworth early saun afternoon. Through
tickets sold on board Baggage checked through.
Fare from Ellsworth to Boston, $4.75 until close
of navigation.
>». A.

a

CKOt'KKTT, Manager, Rockland.
<»

Hot

W. HKdilNs, Agent, Kllnworth.

Water Bottles

At REDUCED PRICES.

I. 2,

CHEST

it

ml 4

LUNG

or

Quarts.

PROTECTORS,

A GOOD ASSORTMENT.
Flour. Lime, Cement ami Hair will go cheap i
for cash.
Fresh Providence River Oysters always on
hand.

OSGOOD & DRESSER.
2S

WATER

STREET.

Prevent Colds and Pneumonia.
Lowt

r

price-

S. P, WIGGIN.

h

n

ever.

DRUGGIST,

MAINE.
ELLSWORTH,
Opposite Post-office

rTY NEWS.

CO
ffb-

A

’r<

ether

>■

ieyes.

§ftl^u

M KMORI AL

RESOLUTIONS.

following resolutions were adopted
S. C. E., Sedgwick, at the
buxine*** meeting Jan. 15:
Whereas. God in His infinite wisdom
has cal ten from our society two of our
active members. Brother Groves Parker,
and daughter, Mrs. Lowell Grindie, causing deep sorrow to our community but
Y. P. S. C. E.,
more especially to our
that
can
is
the
it
be. but
prop- therefore
only paper
as
a
we
the
That
all
Resolved,
society express
erly be called a COUNTY paper;
and
The circula- to the bereaved families our deep
rest are merely local papers.
them of our
and
assure
loving sympat hy,
tion of The American, barring the Bar heartfelt prayers for their consolation in
Harbor Record's summer list, is larger t his great sorrow.
That in the death of our
Resolved.
than that of all the other papers printed
the
Brother Parker, the community,
in Hancock county.
church and the Y. P. S. C. E. have susor
I tained a loss which cannot easily be made
West Franklin.
up, as he was always at his post, through
Mrs. Josie Darling is ill with
pneu- storm or sunshine, and now goes to reThe American has subscribers at 70
:-offices in Hancock county;
o/ the 11'
all the other papers in the county combined do noi each so many. The American :'.i not the only paper printed in
Hancock county, and has never claimed to

John P. Gordon
buying quite
of stave-wood.
is

large

a

amount

The iii>ii who have been at work at
Winn have returned home.
Maconiber Bros, are doing their usual
of lumbering this winter.

amount

The church bell arrived last week, and
will be set as soon as the weather permits.
Helen Clark has been ill with lung
fever. She :s improving, and it is hoped
will ere 1 .mg fully regain her former
health.
Last week as D. E. Smith, who was at
work at Bradbury’s quarry, was driving
up a line of wedges, the hammer rebounded. struck him in the face, and
broke his

past two weeks has

Thursday was by far
Huge
day for a long time.
drifts playfully tossed about by old Bonumerous as appropriation
reas are a*
bills before the present legislature.
been very
the worst

ad.

t

l^ast

George Si ringer and Charles Smith are
hauling on at the head of the meadow
Scammon Bros, at Bushy point, Warren
Clark at Southwest cove, George Dyer.
Watson Mi'down and llenrv Piper at
the inn! pv d cove, Eddy, Driscoll and
knr:

mill

...

“The lit

cgeiiog that

perched

was

upon

the poplar tree on the sunny side of
Burnt mountain prognosticating an open
winter” has vacated and gone into w inter
From present appearances he
quarters.
will not prognosticate again before the
last week in

April.
Ch’e’er.

Feb. 1.
Bloum

Ferry.

I»esert

Mrs. Luth-r Colby and Mrs. Luzena
Colby rt turned from Boston last week.
Flossie Colby has returned from
Cranberry Isles, where she has been teachMiss

ing.

her way

church.

to

Key. E. S. Drew,
Dka. William Means,
Mrs. F. 11. Smith,
Committee.

Whereas. It has pleased Almighty God
speedily invade our ranks and for the
second time within a few weeks, by the
hand of death, remove a respected brother
and patron, our brother, Augustus C. Peto

ters,a no has been recently called to take a
higher degree in the immortal grange
above, and who was a worthy and esteemed member of our order, be it therefore
or get iue
mat we win not
Resolved,
widow and fatherless in their affliction,
and with them bow in submission to the
dispensation of C»od who doeth ail tilings
well, and is too wise to unjustly afflict
any of his children.
Resolved. That in the death of our
brother, our grange has lost a worthy jvatroti. tflou member a friend, the family a
kind husband aud father, and the community an upright citizen.
Resolved. Tnat a- a tribute of respect
to our departed brother our charter be
draped in mourning for thirty days.
That these resolutions be
Resolved.
entered upon the minutes, that a copy of
the same be presented to the family of
the d--ceased, and that they shall be forwarded to The Ellsworth American
P. E. Allen.
for publication.
Robert BtrrrEL,
Nei.i.ie S. Friend,
Committee on resolutions.

were :n

town

yesterday.

The church aid society will give
tertainment

on

the

evening

an

en-

Washing-

of

Birthday.

ton's

Joseph
boy.

Grant

It is

now.

Yank a poo.

Mrs. WheeMen, w ho fell and sprained
her leg .not breaking it as reported1*. is

improving.
The Church aid society will hold a sale
at Union hall. South
Hancock. Tuesday evening. F'eb. 16.
Feb. 1.
Yankapoo.

and emeriti.ument

H an rock.
>*

A

session.

good

at-

reported.

is

Victor R. Smith has returned from Bar
Harbor, where he has been employed.
Ala^ter John Norris has gone to Bar
Harbor for a week’s visit with his cousin
D. Shirley Norris.
Mi»s Carrie Brown, of Franklin, was,
for a few days last week, the guest of
Mrs. Olive Marshall.
John Marshall, Irvin Bridges. Charles
and

st>vt>rAl

have

others

pfinp tn

No. 14. where they will be employed in
the woods.
C. H. Norris, Douglas Shirley, of Keutucky. F.«; Foster and D. Shirley Norris, of Bar Harbor,were in town last week,
the gc-sts of George E. Norris.
Jan. JO.
Sumac.

Eddy is quite ill with

Joseph

heart

failure.

Peters, jr..

A.

lost

valuable

a

cow

recently.
son was

born to Mr. and

Mrs.

Frank

Hancock Jan. 28.
Mis* Mamie Deslsles has returned from
Prospect Harbor, where she has been

Birch

George

Gault,
seriously
injured by the failing of a tree a short
time ago. is at this writing considerably
better, although not out of danger.
who

was

so

Feo. 1.

H.

aiuoim*.

School closed on Friday. It was taught
by Miss Nettie Richardson, of Joneeport.
Mrs. L.rsie Saunders, who has been
employed in Ellsworth, has returned to
Julia Graves' iu very poor health.
L rzie

Gertrude,
a

who

Bragdon
have

Franklin,

and

been

daughter
visiting rela-

returned

home

last

Capt. Arthur Holt, schooner “Helen G.
Mose!*> ". w ieb arrived in Lisbon, Portugal, Jau. 9. encountered on his passage
One of
a hurricane and very heavy seas.
the crew received a broken arm, and the
t urovrD over the wheel, but esmate v>
caped iihuu; serious injury.
Y.
Feb.

1._

West

be the popuMr. Gorlar candidate for postmaster.
don has many warm friends and if the

Henry D. Gordon

seems

to

people is heard he will succeed,
being aupported by a large majority of
voice of the

deni*

■PPHPH

This is little

Lindsty.

and he

term

nas never

Edgar

failed

Rice's
make

to

Hancock,
been the three
terms this year, twenty-six weeks, withShe said she
out being absent or tardy.
did not think there would be a storm so
but

Flossie

Miss

Bppe;ranct.
five years

has

old,

tough that she could not go to school, and
if they would not let her go she would
tear

house

the

down

and

to

run

the

Lola Hancock. Fannie
Lindsey and Frank Rice have not been
absent one half-day for the past five
terms.
Henry Crane, Ralph Temple, lister Crane, Shirley Crane aud Carlton Joy

school-house.

harp hppn

ai.«u>n‘

on

I

v

rnp

half.rifle

rinr-

The pupils presented
their teacher with a very pretty photograph album and a napkin ring, which
pleased her very much, and for which she
wishes, through The American, to exing

that

time.

press her t hanks.
As before

the

reported,

have

builders

cottage of
Frederick Law Olmstead. The building
is finished
with
whitewood, with oak
floors throughout. There are two bath-

completed

rooms

the

work

fitted with a'l

the

on

the

latest

proved appliances. Sunset
the building.
The cottage
The

owner,

is

and

proud of

cost

Mr. Olmstead, is

im-

en-

reputation. He laid
public gardens, Boston. Central
Park, New York, world’s fair grounds,
of world-wide

the

Chicago,
out

and his las: work

Vanderbilt’s

of

was

the

laying

in North

grounds

of the district .—Bar Harbor

Heavenly garden.

into the

her

hood,

Henry,

were

Carolina.

Augusta Scott is ill.
Guy Chick has gone to Great Pond to
work for the winter.
Mrs.

and

suddenly

called

away,

one

quietly
mystic

peacefully glided

and

Then,

river.

fortune left

who

recently

had

a

so

stant

t

road

for

hought
his

cheery,

and

alert

was

to smoot h

Spartan

by tire”, in
companion,
whose
the

con-

rugged

wife-, after

devoted

the

over

brief

a

struggle with pneumonia, followed his
daughter, and the bereaved wife found
indeed her “house left unto her desolate”,
yet

no murmur or

doubt

of

God's

curred which resulted in her

oc-

death, there

was not strength enough to enable her to
rally from the shock. In attempting to

rise and dress herself

customed

as

she had been

ac-

sustained a fall,
shattering the bones of her ankle, and
though attended by a skillful physician
and faithfully cared for by her daughterin-law. after teu days’ suffering hero-

ically
and

to

Jan. 28.

P.

of

look

a

prayer

rapture

on

her

on

her

lips

face

t> t.v*o' orcers on the road during the
>i-rn/
and Summer
c fiance for
dinner- and experienced men
W < want your help and are
willing to pay liberally for :: Write for full informs ion.
" HIUM,
MK'tKl U».,
4*7 ISIae Hill Are., !U>*Ton. Mass.

UaeqaalM

A
FPTP & c
AilL.JCAs

itl

a

year : 1.5C
ia ad ranee

the

Guagus

I he

funeral

services

were

E

j

sewing society was entertained on Wednesday by
Mrs. A. B.
Haynes. There was a large attendance,
Toe

ladle-’

Commenced
and will continue*

the afternoon was a plea-ant one.
William Peirson, who has been ill for
several ytars with hip disease, having I
sj t-iit nearly two years at the Portland
aim

hospital,

is

now

very low.

cared for at the home of N.

He

is

Douglass Shirley, the reader,'
traveling with James Whit|
comb
Mr. Shirley was with a
Riley.
p»arty of gentlemen from Bar Harbor, and j
will spend the week fishing at Middle
Branca pond.
who ha- been

Flossie.

from

Death
has

has
taken

again visited our
another brother

u«,

Resolved^ That in the death of Brother
Augustus C. Peters, Ira Berry lodge, F.
and A. M., has lost a faithful officer and
beloved member.

That the sympathy of this

Resolved.

be extended to his afflicted family,
that a copy of these resolutions be sent
to his widow, and to
The Ellsworth
American for publication, and that our
lodge room be draped in mourning for

thirty days.

J. O. Bowden.
Otis Littlefield.
W. M. Howard.
Committee.
F.

Jan. 18.

for both.

3fcijmismmt5.

than

a

hundred

years

the

Shakers have been studying the remedial
properties of plants. They have made
but their greatest
discoveries,
many
achievement was made last year. It is a
cordial

that
a

contaius

digester

of

already digested
food.

It is effec-

•*

|

ANCIER’S

There never has been such a step forin tbe cure of indigestion as the
Shaker Cordial.
Your druggist will be
g'ad to give you a little book descriptive
of the product.
Give the babies LAXOL, which is
Oil made as palatable as honey.

tor

Cas-

and Corsets, and other

floods.

We netMl not attempt by a long advertisement to convince the
public ..f the great ra!
la? offered
Hundreds of people watch for the-o sales—the gn at event ..f our business
year, because they have always received such satisfactory results. This sale should not be
confounded with so-called bargain sales which other dealers
continually offer, but which
never materialize.
We come before the public only once a year with n clearance sale.
During that time we gather all the odds and ends in the store and offer these at reduced
prices. No old or trashy goods are offered, for we do n.it have them. Neither do we offer
shop worn goods, for we do not allow any goods to remain in our ton* long enough to be
come such.
All the garments which we offer,
practically at your own price, are this sea-*
on’s production and of tin* latest style
Kvery garment will U» sold during this sale regardless of cost, and no reasonable offer will be refused. We have
placet the following prices
on the same

EMULSION

f2.99.
f7.50 to f9 garments at fl.98.
f 10 to flo garments at f7.99.
Fancy Silks, 50 cts. to 29 cts.; 75 cts. lo 39 cts.; fl to 79 cts.
Dress Goods, lot fancies, at 12b. cts.
Dress Goods, all-wool novelties, 50cts. to 29 cts.;
62b, cts. to 39 cts. All-wool Plaids, 50 cts. to 39
cts.; 75 cts. to 49 els.
High Novelties, fl to fl.50 goods to 79 cts.
Sheetings, bleached, all 30 inches wide, 7 cts. to 5 cts.; Sets, to 6 cts.; 10 cts. to S cts.
at

Quilts, white, 75

cts. to 69

cts.; fl to 79 cts.; fl 25 to 99 cts. We have about
fifty of
heavy Marseilles guilts which we offer at
$1.49; usually $2 goods.
Turkey Ked Table Linens, 50 cts. to 321*, cts.
\\ hite all-linen Table
Linens, 50 cts. to 39 cts.

feeds the starved tissue*, restores
plump and vigorous bodily conditions and helps the stomach and
bowels to digest other food. Unlike Cod-Liver < >il it is perfectly
agreeable to take. Invaluable in
cases of
scrofula.wastingdiseases
and impoverished blood.

very tine and

Oue

Pamphlet mailed
CO., BOSTOlf.

ANGIXR CHEMICAL

Caveats, an.1 Trade Marks obtained and a Pa
tent business conducted for Moderate Fees.
Our oftb is opi*osiie U. S. Patent Office. 'V.
have no *ut agencies, all bu-lness direct, henc»
can transact patent business In less time and a:
LESS COST than those remote from Wash

of

C. A. SNOW & Co.,
Save

.tsnlngton. D. C.

Other

I>argains

too numerous to mention.

If you want to
now

M.

is your

buy goods cheap,
chance, at

GALLERT’S.

Your Life

By using "The New Great

><»uth Americas
Thi* row remedy is a gre;.t
surpri-e on account of it? exceeding promptness
in relieving paiu in the Kidneys, Bladder and
It relieves retention
Back in male or fema-e
of water and pain in parsing it almost im
mediately. Save vour-elf by using this mar
velouscure. Its u-e will prevent fatai conse
quences in almost a’.! cases by It* great altera>\>ld by S. D. Wig
tive and healing powc-r*.
gin. Druggist. F.l'-w rth Me.

Kidney Ccre.**

GOLD CLARION RANGES
-AND-

HOT WATER

HEWING
APPARATUS,
NT-

\o
Pauj»**r
d hcreb»

iiT.

rPHE undersign
*cice mat ot
gives
X has contracted with t ^e < irv ol K isworth.for
the support of the poor during t*»e ensuing -ear
and has •:.» i- ample yr .v sioo for their support
He therefore forbids ail per* -ns from furrosrlng
supplies to any pauper on his account, a* wttltoat
his written order, he will pay for no goods sc
Harry S. JOMJ
furnished.

fl.50 goods.

Lot of Corsets at 39 cts. aud 59
cts.; reduced from 50 cts. aud fl.

ington.

Send model, drawing, or pnoto, with desertp
tlon. We advise, if patentable or not, free o
charge. «>ur fee not due till patent is secured.
A book, “How to obtain Patents,” with refer
ences to actual clients In your state, county, or
Address
town, sent free.

|

white aud colored Blankets at 39 cts.;
usually 50 cts. Higher priced
B ankets reduced from 50 cents to
fl.50 per pair.
Hosiery-one case of Ladles' Fleeced Hose at 15 cts.; reduced from 25 cts.
Men's Wool I'nderwear to close at 39
cts.; reduced from 75 cts.
Lot of Kid Gloves at 49 cts. and 69
ct-.; the usual
and

case

fl

PATENTS.

W

t

Sheetings, unbleached, 5 cts. to 4 cts.; 7 cts. to acts.
The most popular and best unbleached Sheeting 36 inches
wide, we will sell by the
yard or piece at 5b, cts and S', cts. for 40 inch. This is
a reduction of 2 cts.
per yard.

ETROLEUM

>

ward

Goods, Hosiery and Underwear, (tloves

$5 garments

Half the chiidrer. die before the
age of five years; the result in
many cases of being left to out*
grow a puny, emaciated, bloodless condition.

distress after eating,
appetite for more food so
that eating becomes a pleasure. Pale,
T. F. Anthony, ex Postmaster of Promise
“I bought one bottle
f
thin people become plump and healthy City. Iowa. *avsCure” for Rheumatism, and two dose“My-tic
under its use. It arrests the wasting of of it did me more g
1 than a y medicine I v-r
took.” Sold by :» L>. WiGailx. druggist, Ellaconsumption.
worth.
an

Silk'. Blankets and Linens. Sheetings and Printed

-1

pUNY CHILDREN

Opposite Patent Office.
more

BARGAINS

ues to

ears of corn
the visitor’s arm and
demand money for his ransom. This hap- j
pened to Prince Bismarck and his sen, and, i
es the old statesman has a great reverence
for old customs, he cLeerfully paid tb*

free.

during the* month.

Ladies'. Mi;—es and Children's Garments. l)rt—Good'and

<

few

ransom

4.

-IN-

The writer had the pleasure to-day ot

Jan. 31.

January

WONDERFUL

being j

R. Collar.

meeting

Druggists 50c. and $1.00.

MEMORIAL RESOLUTIONS.

Whereas.
lodge and

QALLERT.

Wed-

have been in town tlii- week.

home of her soti

but tender memories of her unselfish life
must console and comfort all who called
her mother.
Feb. 1.
J. M. M.

Little Pills.

They also relieve Distress from Dyspepsia,
Indigestion and Too I Icarty Eating. A perfect remedy for Dizziness, Nausea, Drowsiness, Bad Taste in tl.c Mouth, Coated Tongue
rain in the Side, TORI’II) LIVER.
They
Regulate the Bowels. Purely Vegetal !e.
Small Pill.
Small Dose.
Small Price.

Whitn»y, George Lowell. J. Cook,
Austin and Howard Moore, of;
h-worth, and James Bice, uf Bangor,

held at the

William, with whom she
had lived since widow hood. Three of her
children, William, Edward and Lzzie
Palmer with their familes, also her sonin-law, Edgar Hinckley w ith his motherless children, were present.
One son.
Joseph B. Mason, of Southwest Harbor,
and two daughters. Mrs. Fannie Far well,
of Malden, and Mrs. Emily Bell, of Boston,
by reason of illness were unable to see tbe
loved form laid away in Seaside cemetery,

Positively cured by tlicso

mi

as

tive in removing

Warred
coming

to

before.

and creates

NURSERY
AGENTS

crew

SICK HEADACHE

J. O.
J

though to the spiritual eye had been revealed angelic visions, she went forth to
the glad reunion with loved ones gone

food and is

sllmntisnnnUs.

a

aWjrrtisrmcnta.

nesday.

she

do,

with

borne,

a

For

E. J. Jordan goes to Bangor. Feb. 2, as
one
of the grand jurors.
George F.
Archer, jr.. was drawn juryman for the

Archer took

over-

Thus when the accident

heart.

en

M.

John Laughlin has recently put a crew
men at Partridge
brook, and Albion ;

Itismarck Paid.
ruling love fell from her lips; only the
pathetic cry: “I am all alone,” revealed
In the duchy of 1-auenburg, from which
the grief so bravely hidden.
Bismarck takes his title, it is a custom
But this double blow loosened her hold during the harvest time, when a person
on life, and her sorrow, t hough borne with
passes through a field where the corn is
patient submission, weakened the strick- being cut. for the reapers to stop, bind a

him. has bought the late H.

G. Doble state.

Tmk

out
that

courage must be tested “as
less than two weeks, the aged

was

Sunday.
Byron Purinton,

if

as

of

How to VVmsIi Chinn SIIU.
should be washed ns rapidly as
Examine the articles to be
possible.
washed, ami if there are any parts esjHH'ially soiled clean wi* h a little benzine
or gasoline applied with n ilannel cloth.
Then prepare n soapsuds of lukewarm
water and plunge the garments in it,
sousing them up and down and rubbing
them thoroughly in this suds.
Rinse
them into a water a little cooler, and
into a third water still a little
then
cooler, and so on until the final rinsing
I)o not blue
water is perfectly cold.
them.
Wring them out as dry ns possible wit h a machine.
I^ay them in sheets
roll them as hard
or heavy cloths and
Put them away
as you can in firm rolls.
for an hour, and at the end of that time
iron them on the wrong side.
Silk

3tibrrtiscmnU6.

Klisworth, were guests of Mrs. Ezra
W:: h
from Friday till Sunday of lH-t
week.
of

man-

Mark

able to be moved home
He has been very ill in Brewer.

Fred Grant

early

sons,

drowned, the other losing life
through an accidental gunshot wound.
One beautiful daughter. Oars, left her
home for a distant «. ty, tilled with high
hopes and ambitious plans for her future,
and in a few short months, stricken b\
fever, she was brought, still lovely but
lifeless, back to her sorrowing home circle.
In the twilight of old age. her
youngest born, Ada, herself a devoted
wife and mother, slowly wasted away in
spite of love's tender ministrations, and

lodge

Clifton.

In

eldest

two

found

$12,000.

civil

a

next term of court.

Wredue*day.

res

Hancock. Ralph Temple. Fan-

absent one
Lindsey, Carlton Joy;
half-day—M-utv Crane,' Eugene Petite,
Pearl

strings and taken loved ones from her.
She was the mother of eleven children.
In her early married life a cherished boy
of less than two years was transplanted

always

nie

Miss Annie Burke and Miss Julia Sullihave been visiting
van. of Ellsworth,
William Coughlin.

the

quite ill

been

C.

and Flossie

out

tives

has

Harbor.

gineer

Mrs.

ho

The school closed Jan. 22. after a pleasant term of eight weeks taught by Ella B.
Tracy. Pupils registered. 39; average attendance, 3-4. Those not absent one halfday were Nettie. Emma. Shirley, Lottie
and Lester Crane, Ned, Cuabel, Frank,
Cecil, Lula and Edgar Rice, Blanche, Lola

teach. :ig.

North

w

Su nm.

East LAtnoinr.

A

E. Sylvester

is convalescent.

h;s

nool is in

tendance

J.

from

5, Brooklin, Monday, Feb. 1.

trict No.

fir^t

JoruAn

season.

home

Jan. 31.

Mrs. Josephine Grant is quite ill.
Ruth Kearn has returned from
Boston.

High

arrived

district No. 7. BrootThe high
lin side of the village, taught
by N.
Mr. Siprelb
n
ed Friday.
commence a term of town school in disA.

smiles blandly

Jan. Ho.

West

time this

for the first

Roland E. Carter
Shirley, Jan. 2o.
school in

Mr. and Mrs. Elwyn Wilbur, of East-

brook,

v

ceased

Sleighing

Mrs. Mary Wheelding fell and sprained
her kg quite badly yesterday while on

'■

the reward promised to those who
••have fought the good fight and finished
their course".
That in the death of our
Resolved.
Sister Grindie, we lose sight of our own
loss in our sympathy for the family left
without a mother’s care, and commend
them to the loving care of the All-wise
Father whose eye pities, and whose ear is
She
He cannot hear.
never heavy that
was always ready and willing in every
good work, and especially among the sick
will she be missed.
Resolved, That we bend to the will of
our Heavenly Father, believing that He
knows best, although we in our shortsightedness fail to perceive it.
That a copy of these resoluResolved.
tions be spread upon our records and also
sent to the bereaved families of the de-

nose.

The weather for the

a

The

by the Y. I*.

ceive

monia.

•••••Hit t»»*er |ol«*
\ Story of Theodore Roosevelt.
Mi**- Xngeline Robbins left for Boston I
Theodore Roosevelt was not always the
Harry Hinckley was in town Sunday.
Nahum Hinckley returned home Satur- Thursday to spend some weeks with fU'Uiit orator and ready extemporaneous
friends.
speaker that he is to-day, but this is not
day.
a matter of surprise, as precocity is never
W.
v
Row
C.
R«
Mr.
assisted
Folsom,
by
Miss Lina Morton arrived home Sutureit has in
Ryder, is holding a series of revival meet- proof of greatness, although
day.
many noted instances characterized those
at the Landing, which are said to be
H. H. Harden, of South Surry, was in ings
who afterward became great. Theodore
very interesting.
town Monday.
Roosevelt was a
wide-awake, hustling
The \\ C. T. C. met with Mrs. May
Rtev. Mr. Evans preached in the Conat his books, but better at
Robbins on Wednesday and bail a very youth, good
gregational church Sunday.
his sports, a lover of all out-doors and a
Several questions
interesting session.
Albert S. Hinckley and Moses Ralph
healthy, hearty, sturdy American boy.
manwere discussed,
including morals,
were in Ellsworth Saturday.
At school he was required to write esners and history.
says, deliver orations, “speak pieces” just
Dr. Bunker and wife went to Trenton
The mails here have been quite upset as are all
schoolboys in these modern
Saturday and returned Sunday.
the past week by the various kinds of
and his old playmates still delight
Schooner “Stephen Bennett*’ will sail I weather and other causes combined. The days,
to relate how “Ted” brought the house
from Bluehill granite works for New j “Vinalhaven” was off for
repairs, and the down by his method of rendering that
York this week.
was
on
as
a
substitute.but old
“Florence”
put
stand-by, “Marco Bozzaris.”
Feb. 1.
K.
could not make the trip in such stormy
Everybody knows, at least, the beginweather; so the mail which was due on
IN MKMORIAM.
ning of the stirring poem:
Entered into rest at Bluehill, Jan. S, that route was delayed till Tuesday. The
"At midnight in his guarded tent
; Eliza Grindle
Mason, aged eighty-one storm last Thursday blocked the roads
The Turk lay dreaming of the hour
land
years, widow of the late Robert Peltiah and stopped all communication by
When Greece, her knees in sup pi lance bent,
or water for that day.
Mason.
Friday, however,
Should tremble at his power.”
Born in Brooksville, Oct. 16, 1815. j the roads were cleared sufficiently to
When young Roosevelt's turn came to
daughter of Ichabod Grindle. and one of ; allow the overland mail to get through, speak he rose with all confidence and beten children, the adverse circumstances of and the boats will probably be ready for
gan :
life early tested the sterling qualities of their regular trips on Saturday.
"At midnight in his guarded tent
Ego.
Jan. 29.
a naturally quiet and reserved, but exThe Turk lay dreaming of the hour
ceptionally strong character. Left moth- l.ittle lleer I*le
When Greece, her knees—"
erless at the age of ten years. Eliza took
At the home of Hon. Charles Hopkins
Then his memory failed him and he recharge of her father’s household affairs, in Brooklyn, N. Y., at noon on Dec. 31,
peated :
with a brave self-reliance remarkable in
"Greece her knees—"
Miss Faith Love Hopkins and Norman
one so young, and giving to the father
A proBennett Millard were married.
In vain his memory stubbornly refused
and numerous brothers and sisters the fusion of roses and carnations decked the
to work. Once more he shouted despercare and loving solicitude of the home
house. Only relatives were present at the ately:
whose
vacant
she
so
worthmother,
"Greece her knees—"
place
ceremony, which was performed by Rev.
ily and courageously tilled. Her self- R. R. Meredith, 1). D. Mr. Hopkins, the
The old professor looked over his specdenying services were in no degree les- father of the bride, has spent with his tacles and
encouragingly remarked:
sened by the advent of « step-mother, for
family several summers at Little Deer Isle “Grease her knees once more, Theodore;
a new and growing family claimed every
and Sedgwick, and
they have many perhaps she'll go then.”
moment of her time, recreations and girlfriends in that vicinity who will no
Cream Chocolate Caramels.
ish privileges being an almost unknown
doubt congratulate the young couple and
Two pounds of granulated sugar, half a
in ua uiMuii,
wish them a beautiful home lire.
They
After marrying, she sett led in Bluehill.
pound of glucose, two ounces of p ratline,
will spend two years in travelling.
where her own rapidly increasing famtwo ounces of butter, one pint of cream,
one-fourth teaspoonful of cream of tarily called forth a continuance of the same
tar, four squares of melted “frosting”
Monroe Frost, of Mariaville, has moved
self-sacrificing devotion. The last surchocolate; mix together and cook over a
into the Jackson house.
vivor of her father's family, with the exslow tire, stirring every instant until the
Gen. C. W. Huberts, of Bangor, is at
ception of one half-brother, she was well
candy is brittle when dropped in ice
water.—Ladies' Home Journal.
acquainted with grief. The death angel Alligator lake fora few days* fishing.
had often touched the quivering heartT.
Cushman
and
Miss
Mattie
J.
Moore,
Hl'iehtll

Irk

ELDRIDGE'S.
Crocker?
V

1c great

variety.

‘

xj

Izaak Walton would have gone into ecA MAGIC GIFT.
over the exciting struggles of the!
rses *u Uncwlf• *s nie finders sent him
IV.
speckled t rout, w hile Nimrod, t he mighty in gratitude for a r< i.wi.ig h»* had given in aid
INACCESSIBLE I hunter, would have died for joy amid of a charity.]

ALMOST

the

stacy

such

MOUNTAINS OF WASHINGTON.

,

A PARTY OF EASTERN SPORTSMEN
ARE ROUGHING IT IN THE

HOW

a

j

FAR WEST.
BY RAYMOND

[Continual

OOl'LD IIOPI'KU.

I rum

last

week.]

appearance.
It is surprising how many fine farms
with good improvements are located
around Lake Quinault. The farmers were
invariably hospitable and did everything
in their power to give the visitors from
the other side of the mountains a good
time. It was with regret that the party
got ready to leave and embark for its ex-

One day after this [the elk hunt] Reid
and
and Muuii were out on the mountain
black bear asleep at the
came upon a large
Reid stopped short and
base of a tree.
As
threw a shell into his ride chamber.
with a grunt
he did so Mr. Bruin awoke
a
and made off, only to fall dead with
bullet in his head. The same day Hunn
killed a line specimen of the fisher.

citing trip through the rapids of the
lower Quinault river.
Before going, one morning was spent
in watching the Indians catch salmon. It
is claimed that the Quinault salmon Hie
superior to every other variety of salmon
known, except those taken in one part of
Scotland. They do not exceed seven
pounds in weight, their flesh is very red,
oily and rich, and of fine grain. They

and

very plentiful,
Game
there was not much effort needed to keep
of grouse and
on hand a constant supply
Mountain marmots abounded,
pheasants.
and one night Hopper’s prowess made one
This ended the
less wolf in those parts.

birds

were

the divide. Of fishing there
Lake Marmot furnished an
was none.
abundance of frogs’ legs, but ns fares the
a
not
was
party could ascertain there

hunting

surroundings!

It took four days to reach Lake Quinault,
beautiful body of water five miles long.
The journey would have been made in
much shorter time, but the pleasure of
spending a halfday upon the banks of such
a
could not be packed. There were
signs of cougar,bear, and elk everywhere,
hut the actual game did not put in an

—

oil

called

are

bluebaeks.

AN EXCITING TRIP.
iey waters.
The trip through the rapids is certain
Stanley Hopper’s experience a year preto become famous within a few years.
vious will not be amiss, since it illusbe- There are fifty shoots, and in many cases
trates yet more strongly the dangers
life is in danger.
The waters roar, foum
setting hunters. He was up on a snowand bubble, and switch from one side to
clad mountain, only a few miles from his
Pushing to the other, as if in a mad race to reach the
own cabin, in search of deer.
coHst. Sharp rocks show themselves in
the extreme end of a high hog-back
it requires all the
which ended In a bold promontory, he every direction and
skill of the most experienced pilot to
gazed for several minutes upon the counagain.
of locating avoid a wreck time and time
try lamesth him in the hope

single

fish in the

low the danger is lessened considerably, because upset occuWhen the water is

gs me.

Tumi .g to back-track, a noise starlit d
him nu t something jumped into the
bushes
Coming upon prints in the snow
brsid*-

■

iis

f

rva

iiif

For

ion.

tie Im

leri

1-art

asls

so

,!i

of

a

lie

n

Hopper was fortunate points
lightning.
'shoots
turning just whi n he did; perhaps it

v.as

not

second

a

OFi

nil-:

have been wrecked

and his

over

i;i>•

PACIFIC.

is where the

journey

in the

I’li** water-'

too soon.

!'v)U

left

down the river.

boat

to bits, for he has never been
of, despite a protracted search I y
his neighbors. One of the most exciting

e

i.i

of the old settlers

short

a

heard

victims

their

one

small.

art*

smashed

Stealthy and noiseless

tiny pounce up*

inir out

trip
acquainted with the dangerbut notwithstanding this,
course,

he must

ns

a

well

was

ous

No ani-

cougars, and
he alone when it conns

much fi-arvd

spring

Lust

have

canoe

home to make

mile these

tracked him.

hati

encounter.

cats,

as

quarter

a

should

outers

t..

A

followed him to Ins place of ob-

v.tang,

a

chances ot Pitt

great size bad, witii her

cougar of

ns

ii..

tracks, he learned enough

own

fear to tlie stoutest heart.

(lri.f

to

good chance of
reaching shore. If they happen to strike
a rock, or get
caught on a slide-shoot, the
pants of

fall

a

of

about

approach this drop

rate, and

t be

as

canoe

three feet.
at

a

ter-

shoots into t lie

canoe

air, a person not accustomed to the novel
> cam]) was
An ii’t
in .filing <-t
and exciting adventure thinks that bis
to previous araccord
anil,
ing
broken,
II** feels like a person
Iasi day has come.
'I
(
r Lake C us li- |
u
n start
M
u
rangement,
1
suspended, in midair, bis stomach exman with the ven is mi, In>:>• s and surplus
the sensation familiar in the
Keni, Hopper, and Church periencing
camp out til.
sudden drop of the up-to-date elevator.
each took a sixty-pound pack and started
When the came finally takes its course
for t lit* l'acitie ocean. The tirst object of
once more through the water, he wonders
interest v\as the Lindsley glacier. It is a
bow the guide can keep it right side up.
high mass of ice easily discerned from a
This was especially true with our hunters,
long distance, and rivals in grandeur
now transformed into shooters of rapids.
It
many of the already famous glaciers.
I he Their estimation of George Underwood,
river.
to
the
rise
C^uinault
gives
flows the Indian guide, who nonchalantly sat
it
and
is
1

Oil the

although

white,

water

in the stern of the canoe,

with great rapidity, it is not very difficult to cross because of its narrowness.
The hunters soon discovered that the
•O’Neil trail was overgrown, and that the
blazings on the trees could be found only
by the closest scrutiny. Indeed, it would
have been

a

difficult

eral

Such slow
a

loaded, and how

that

made

was

policy,

as

well

frequent

intervals

extended course,

u wouici

attempted to make his way over a
moderately rough trail with a fortypound j»ai'k on his shoulders, cartridge
his

recognize the actual hardships
by these hunters. They saw a
bear that day, but be was some distance
will

endured
off and
go after

they did not take the trouble to
him.

At night they slept by a small camp-tire
rolled up in blankets, and after the trials
of the day they were not troubled
by
sleep-disturbing dreams. Their sleeping
blankets, or bag*, as they called them,
are worthy of note.
Ordinary blanket*
had been folded lengthwise and then
sewed at one end and up the open side.
To creep in and pull I be upper edges close
around the neck is easy, and thus warmth
is insured where the ordinary covering
frequently exposes the sleeper to the
elements.
A

On

FISH STORY.

the second day the fishing

menced to be

good;

in

fact, they

com-

did

not

have tackle strong enough to hold the
trout
that
were eager to grab the fly
which struck the ripple or eddy. Tin
stream had never had a fly in it as high

Hopper
up, and tbe trout wete greedy.
got fa„t to a rainbow that be tbought
would have weighed fully twelve pounds.
He played him for about an hour anil had
him on his side; t ben t be line took a half
hitch on the tip of his rod and away went
fish and leader.
The other fish ranged
from one to seven pounds.
There, within these secluded recesses,
the silvery denizen has unrivaled sway.
Undisturbed and unpersecuted by
foe, he bus never learned to beware of the
fly, nor taught to distrust the perilous
human

hook, and

in his great simplicity, mistaking feat hers and silk for gadfly and
miller, he precipitates his own destruction. Have you ever watched him, reader,
as ttie fly
skimmed like a living insect

along

the

place

anil

surface,
rush

dart

upon

from his hiding
the

tempting

but

bogus morsel? Have you watched him as
he bent your slender rod like a reed
shaken by the wind, iti his efforts for
freedom; and t ben have you reeled him
to your hand and put him safely it your
creel? In that wilderness, the venerable

somea

rock

ami
as

ns

if

it

came

volley

nearer

it

after

volley
immense

which must

sooner or

later lx* thrown

open for settlement to the white people.
The next day the hunters walked six-

lias

hand,

battle,
seemed

of

suautmv

rilie in

miss

to

building was placed at the disport
boys, and they were well taken
One day was spent at tin* resercare of.
vation, the hundreds of fertile acres

stop in tiie midst of some dense thicket
against a windfall. Any hunter who

a

managed

ment

or

belt around bis waist and

sev-

heavily

of the

would lead into new feeding grounds.
On many occasions when the trail appeared to bo clearly defined and certain
ol an

up

was

fined
from
being
The grandeur of the distant Olympics was equaled by the unseen traged.\
On reaching
of sounds in the distance.
Quinault Indian reservation, a govern-

tracks

cross

went

guns.

kind of a road that they
was to this
trusted their footsteps. There was great
difficulty in keeping a straight course, beat

he

was

it

as ex-

pediency, to resort to another method of
reaching the lower lands. The forest was
literally covered with elk trails, and it

cause

canoe

here, gracefully skirting a curve there,
and then heading through a sen of foam.
Ten miles from the ocean the sound of
At first it ret he surf could be heard.
a
from
the sound
sembled
great

matter to follow the

progress

matter of

The

every obstacle to a safe journey is
thing to he wondered Ht—avoiding

trail ut all had it not been for the knowledge of Church, who was one of the
O’Neil party. The party worked along
for a considerable distance through dense
thickets and over large windfalls.
became

points.

|

always believed the fairy tales,
For with < v< ry y ar I gr« w
I found that more and n.«-rc of them
Were the truest kind of true.
I

And of all the tales I knew and loved
In the clays when I was small.
You have chosen, to prove its truth to me,
rine prettiest* one of ail—

Why shouldn’t it happen to girls and boys
In the day s when fairies flew,
Since a few poor latter day words of mine
Have been turned into flowers by you?
—H. C. Funner in Scribner’s.

STORY.
Wilson joined tho battery nfc Fort Cnnby
little while before tho territory of Washington became a state. He had enlisted
at $eattlo us n recruit and was therefore
classed ns a “prairie chicken,” ns soldiers
then were who “took on” anywhere west
of tho Mississippi.
We all had a good
many reasons for believing, however, that
Wilson was not quite so much of n recruit
as his Seattle enlistment record showed on
its face. None of us could remember having soldiered with him anywhere, and his
face was unfamiliar to all. Nevertheless,
from the day he arrived atCanby in charge
of tho Seattle batch of recruits—of which,
according to tho list ho handed to tho olllcerof tho day, lie was one—ho carried himself too much like a soldier to fool thoso of
us who had been in the outfit a long time.
Old Sergeant Fisher took the recruits
a

to

tho

parade ground

the

morning

after their arrival, to begin to lick them
into shape in tho awkward squad. Wilson
was among them. Ho tried hard to assume
the recruit's clumsiness, but we could see
that the job was a little too much fur him.
lUUUlllilY

Villi

<»

I.IUII

III

his carriage for that and his shoulders
At tho command of exwere too square.
ecution he forgot himself every time and
stepped out with the left foot. A recruit
d< < s that.
It takes at least six
never
months to teach a recruit that he is possessed of a Jolt foot. Old Fisher gave “To
the rear, march!” suddenly, and it caught
Wilson napping. Alone of the squad, he
whirled on the I all of his left foot and
took a stop rearward, while the rest of tho
squad igiu r.iiitly plowed on. It was a
had give aw; y, and Wilson’s dark, hand*
some face lit. !ad.
Old Fisher’s eye was
sharp, if ho had been canteen sergeant for
six years.

“Halt!” he commanded the squad of recruit'-1, and, in t..eir own time, one by one,
they baked. “Wil.-on, fall out.” Wilson
fell out and for a time stood I v watching
old Fisher drill the rookies in the facings.
After awhile the sergeant, having brought
the squad to a rc^t, walked over to Wilson,
looked him over for a minute with a sort
of half smile, and said, “What's the use?”
“None,” said Wilson, probably seeing
that the game was up so far as old Fisher
was concerned.
All the same, not to make tho officers
suspicious, the drill .-ergeant took Wilson
out with theawkwurd squad every day for
It was a lino thing to see \\ ilson
time.
handle his rihew h- n the guns were dished
A
out. to the t-. on i. s .or tho lirst time.
young lieutenant, Iresh from West Point,
happened to dn p into the day room, and
lie sioppt d n.r awhile to watch the new
a

tr\ing to get through the manual.
Ills eye naturally drifted to Wilson, who
would have arttat ted attention in tho middle rank of a regiment, lor ho certainly
was a line h < king chap.
Wilson was trying to handle his gun as if lie had never
e before. We couldn’t help but grin
seen
jaekassieally as we stood around, although
we were careful n< t to let the little West
Point shave tail see us do it, for wo all
lik» d Wikon and didn’t want to see him
get into any trouble. Wilson tried so hard
to make it apj ear t hat he didn't even know
what a ritle was made for that he dropped
it while the squad was standing at a ritlo
parade rest. It made the devil's own clatter, and the lit tie lientenant’seyes snapped.
“Gawk!" 1.(3 muttered, while Wilson,
red and inrvi.us, reached out and picked
men

the gun.
‘‘Attention !’’ shouted the drill sergeant.
II *
R III. 11 IU
III'
".I
Ill'll III 1 it'* t» lUllg
Wilson alone of the batch was like a ramriver where the Indians ferried them
rod before the echoes of thu command died
Herons.
They camped on tlie ocean beach away in the day room.
that night and along towards morning
"flight six ulder—hums!” Wilson’s gun
were awakened by a tierce light close to
came to his shoulder with a snap, the three
their camp-fire.
Grabbing guns they movements icrfect, while the other felrushed forth, only to find that a lot of lows <if the squad were sluggishly coming
to a port, a
present, u carry, everything
Indian dogs had stolen all the bacon.
but u right si oulder.
AN OCEAN TKII*.
‘‘Fix—bay-o-nets!” Wilson’s was fixed
They pushed twenty miles more up the with the tapiiiity and precision of an exfine
where
the
sand
made
lieach.
walking pert.
"Well!” said the little lieutenant under
easy at low tide, but the shore is a very
rough one and at high water the many his breath, as ho turned away with a kind
of
puzzled twinkle in iiis eye.
rocky promontories gave great trouble.
Wilson was put to duty thu next day and
They crossed the Raft river, and by night
got to the lloh river, where they found caught commanding olliecr’s orderly the
an Indian family of thirteen, which was
first time lie went on guard. All of us
about to start in a canoe to Port Angeles,
who occupied bunks in tlie old timers’
Arrange- squad room had to confess that Wilson was
away around on the straits.
ments were made with the head of the
as lino a soldier as wo hud ever seen.
family to go along too. The canoe was
None of us ever asked him wliat outfit
forty-two feet long and six feet wide. It
lie had been in before lie came to our laywas one of the best of its kind, capable
under Indian guidance of riding a severe out as a recruit. Wilson was a very quiet
storm.
man, well educated—we used to see him
The weather was fairly good, though reading queer looking books in foreign
Tlie
at times the seas ran pretty high.
languages, as lie lay on his bunk on rainy
experience t wo and a half days later of afternoons—and wo didn't cure to bother
going outside Cape Flattery in rough
him witn questions.
It was none of our
weather was novel and exciting, and they
blasted business, anyhow. A young whelp
were glad enough to get into Ncah hay
of a rookie was watching Wilson daddyack
on the straits of Juan de Fuca. away from
t he big rollers.
They had been out of his cartridge belt one day, and, like the
a
and
had
to
of
land
dozen
times,
sight
pup that lie was, ho said so that the other
do much rowing and paddling, becauseof follows in the room could hear him:
a
One
vts-el
winds.
adverse
day
sealing
"OiiU, but hasn’t Wilson d< no that a
was sighted and the canoe ran out to her
lot of times I ('fore, I'd just like to know!”
Her crew said they
for some hard-tack.
One ol us reached over, caught the cub
had lost their hearings, w liich the Indians
by the scrulf ol the neck and dropped him
gave them. They offered t<» take the hoys
the banisters of the double decker
over
where
were
all
right
aboard, but they
they were, barring Church, who felt a quarters. Wilson said nothing, although
That nigln there was an odd sort of gleam in Ids black
little under the weather.
rlhero ware no allusions to his past
tliey put in at La Push, at the mouth of eyes.
the Quilliuie river, and during another, after that,
you can bet.
camped hack of theOssette islands.
Fort
Cun by is a Leuutiful, gloomy post.
They finally reached Port Angeles, from It is at the mouth of the Columbia
river,
whence boats run toSeattle. The Indians
under the shadow of the mountain that
gave them a fatewell dinner of salmon,
hard-tack and whale oil, after which forms the extremity of Caj e DisappointOh, hut the Pacific tatters wildly,
they traded in their cooking utensils for ment.
baskets, paddles, &e.; then tney went up wildly at these black rocks! In the quarAs tlie “Philadel- ters we coulu
to see the little town.
always hear the roar of the
phia”, “Bennington” and “Monadnock’’ sea. '1 lie sound used to break some of us
of our navy, were stationed there. Port
up a little, kind of, at night, after the
Angeles was having quite a boom.
lights went out. I don't know why. The
By the next night the sportsmen wer*
seals 11.( undid auyho.v, 1 toink. A hunin Seatl le, and truly no tougher-look in c
struck there for some tmi*
dred salmon fishermen from Astoria and
trio haI heir w hiskers and tattered clot lies m ■
il Waco gi t upset and drewind on that
la bar while we were there*
the police additionally suspicion*.
wicked l (dot
of
the
heroes
theg»e*ia couple of days
Well, unvi.i w, Wilson used to spend
est hunt ing trip on record in Washing
nearly all < t ii.ctime that 1.(3 wasn’t cm
ton, had a glorious t ime wit h I heir man
the sea
Hu had a big
duty down
Now they are back m
S« a* I le friends.
d on his knotty left arm
dragon t..
their respective ranches fully prepare
I
a
mo
in
Hire
and
c-dors on his
for w inter’* fiercest storms.
i'i s,
bo ki.cvv a great deal
Lrc«»st. D
11,, v\ easterners would enjoy such »■
...ii fuiit.i rti..u
about .b
out ing, ai d wiser aud stnmger w
.as some
t without being
of us b ui d
they he after partaking of the hospital
inquisitive,
forests
of
those
primeval!
ities
->

uu

ugly lacking

lot of

were a

The tale of the maid whoso lips dropped pearls,
And roses and all things sweet,
Because she was simply civil and kind
To a fuiry she chanced to meet.

out

i wo knew Hint ho hail keen to soa,
when, how or in what capacity wo had no
lint ho was fond of tho sight of the
idea,
sea.
Only once in awhilo did he join in
the football game with the gang on the
parade ground. When ho did, he always
On pay days some of us
kicked a goal.
used to go across the trail from the post
to 11 Waco, three miles a wav—and there
an

black bears

on

that trail, too, 1 can tell you—and, well,
we’d load up on Jawbones’ barharotis
SI wash whisky. Jawbones was tho half
Wilson never
breed Siwash who sold it.
went along with us. He didn’t drink. Wo
kind of liked him for that, too, for, with
big heads and sore stomachs, wo were all
swearing off every pay day—after our
money was spent at Jawbones’
No, Wilson put in his off duty time
tramping through tho pinoand spruce forests along tho beach, with a stick in his
hand, always alone. One day the tide
rushed in suddenly and caught him at the
foot of the cape.
He had to climb tho 000
foot rock, which was almost perpendicular.
I wouldn’t have tried it fur a million, oven
to save myself from drowning. Ho smiled
him so. He’d been
a littlo when I told
aloft on ships, you know’.
Well, this is tho linish. It has been a
long time in coming, but you had to understand what manner of man Wilson was.
One bright day the sentry up at the
lighthouse yelled down to tho sergeant of
tho guard that an American man-of-war
was coming over the bar. Canby is a saluting station, so that men-nf-war are always
reported by the guard. Wilson was walking No. 1 post, in front of the guardhouse,
and lie repeated tho lighthouse sentry’s
When tho old
call to the sergeant inside.
guard was marched off, relieved by tho
new one, Wilson went up to the lighthouse
with one of us to have a look through tho
glass at tho man-of-war. He grow a little
palo as he made her out through the coast
guard s binocular, but said nothing. She
was one of the old black ships of tho old
navy, and had dropped her mud hook off
Astoria, ten miles across tho bay. Her
steam launch, dancing on tho rollers way
off in tho (1'stance, was heading our
y
vs
as Wilson looked through the gluss.
m
tho launch began to come near W.
'1 ho
wont down to the littlo dock alone.
<
of
f
throe
men
tho
officer
tho day and
guard wi re on tho dock, waiting to receive
tho na\nl officer in the launch, who carried
tho comj iiironis <-t too commanding officer of ti.o ship to too commanding officer

Care of a Dottle Raby.
A good plan in caring for a bottle baby
Is to give it, three or four times a week, two
tablespoon 1'uls of oatmeal gruel in i’. s milk
ami occasionally a little lime water. The
former will prevent constipation, the latThe oatmeal
ter sweetens the stomach.
should be e<x)ked in water until creamy
(about two tablespoonfulsoatmeal and one
pint of water, with one-quarter teaspoonful salt; boil slowly in a double boiler one
hour, then rub it through a sieve).
The bottle should lx; k-'pc scrupulously
clean. It is advisable to have two or three
bottles on hand, and as soon as the child
has f«il clean the bottle with water, adding either a little borax or salt; then rinse
well and fill it with cold water, letting it
stand till wanted again. The nipple should
be cleaned each time, them put in a glass
with cold water until to lie used again.
When the child is a year old, farina boiled in milk, rice, oatmeal and wheat preparations may bo given to it once or twice
daily; also baked apples in small quantiThe main food for chilties occasionally.
dren up to (5 years old should be milk,
homemade bread, graham bread, cereals,
fruits, light pancakes made of eggs, milk
and flour.
Eggs should be given sparingly and meat not at all.—Exchange.
A Peacock Mantel.

“Cover the mantel lxmrd with peacock
blue velours,” writes John Sparrowhawk
In The Ladies’ Homo Journal. “Takepeacock feathers of equal length and sufficient
in numlter to go nrouud the edge of the
board, placing the reed or quill part of the
feathers about one inch apart. Tack them
oil to the board with straw matting staples, and afterward cover with a jeweled
gimp. The feathers may 1x3 secured at the
center and ends by weaving through them
some strands of silk of peacock blue color.
Receptions and Teas.
At teas and receptions guests are not expected to take Lave of the host and hostess when depart ing, a card left on the table covering the point of civility. This
arises out of the fact that people come and
go constantly lx'tweon the hours prescribed by invitat ion, keeping the hostess
occupied in receiving from first to last.
These affairs- afford, opportunity to entertain twice the number of guests without
the discomfort of a crowd when the service
in the dining room is continuous.

nur i,

pulled

right

with his great too. Ho
tin* face, but smiling.

was

trigger

treat them rightly you will hear from
t hem.
They have a language of their'own/this
is how they tell you:
RlLlPsfc
When you work too hard, what follows?
You are tired, aren’t you?
It’s just the same with the kidneys,
they get tired, they have so much to do.
You stoop over at some occupation.
You strain yourself lifting.
You walk too far, or ride too far.
You call this over-exertion.
You canmu sleep when night comes.
Your head aches,
Your l ack aches.
often you ache all over.
Oh, you say, it’s because I'm tired.
Now, this isn’t right, it’s because your
kidneys are tired.
They can only do just so muc h, and the

very white in

said in a low voice as we
examine him, “you fellows
around the stove and have someabout
on rainy afternoons
to
talk
thing
lint it’s all right—all right”—
now.
Just then the young naval officer pushed
through the crowd of us around the bunk.
When he caught sight of his brother’s face,
lie reeled, and one of us had to catch him
to prevent him from f illing.
“Jack! Oil, my (led !” was all the young
fellow with the silver anchor could say. It
was easy for us fellows standing around to

“Well,” ho
stooped over to
can

see

sit

how his heart

was

aching under his

blouse.

lifting, stooping, straining

clogged.

The little lieutenant of our battery went
in. In a few minutes lie came out, just almost carrying the young naval oil] cor, a
man about twice as big as ho was.
Wo all volunteered for tlie firing party,
and the four young wind pushers who
f..r the batteries

quarreled

t llHt follow.

Nothing starts the kidneys working
quicker than Dohii’h Kidney Pills.

It is useless to lake them for any disorders of the stomach or derangement of
the liver.
Indirectly tbey will help such troubles
by throwing off some of the effete <>r
waste matter of the body through the
k idneys, but t hey won't cure liver complaint any more than they will cure con*
su mpl ion.
They are non-purgative, easy to take,
convenient to carry; they produce no react inn; and eatt l e given to the weakest
child.
Doan's Kidney Pills for sale by all th alers.
Price 50 cents. Mailed by PosterYnlburn ft*., Buffalo, N. Y., sol** agents
lor the United Slates.
lb member the
name, Do AX’S, anti take to other.

over

which of them should blow “taps” over
the grave.
We’d all spent many an after
noon cleaning our guns after firing volleys
j to those passed from our outfit over the
; divide, but that certainly was the—well,
I the break ingest up funeral that Canby ever
! saw.
Wilson s brother was there, in full
dress.
Put the name that was printed bv
the post painter on Wilson's
headstone
was not Wilson.
It was the same name as
| that of the \oiing naval ol'icer. Toe cemetery lit Can! y is only a couple of hundred
! feet from tl.e. r. arii.g sea. In a few weeks
two ladies, one quiic old and white haired,
the ether young, pretty, but sad looking,
came to Canby in mourning.
They had
; “Wilson’s” body sent somewhere back to
the states.
It was a long rimo before we got at the
inside of the story. Then we found out
that \\ ilson” had got his commission at
West l’> int and had resigned a year after
his graduation on account of some diliicully, lie had shipped in the navy as a
bluejacket. After ids iir.-t cruise lie had
been drafted to a ship on which bis brother, who had meanwhile graduated with
distinction at Annapolis, was serving as a
The humiliawatch and d:\ision olli er
tion of it had Uen too ^uch h r him, and
“Wilson” bed promptly deserted. Then
we got him.
He hud probably been meditating suicide fur a long time, and the final
i'1 iher’s
ft ght of his
face in such an oil
us port Canby wrougut
t .e earth i 1. <
upon him
working of a fate thut
i.i bo crushing.
Biemed to h
Thus the
rifle b..II
i..1 not talk of him around
the stole it
Put bis gun was taken
out f till
•icikand slowed away out
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“Johnny,” called b»s
using that bad language.” “Why,” replied the boy, “Shakespeare «nid wi»»f, I
just did.”
“Well, replied the mother,
growing infuriated, “you should stop going with him—he’s no tit companion for
you.”
10c. BUYS enough of Ad ai...-on’s Bo
tanic. Cough Balsam to convince the most
skeptical that it will positively cure the
cough or cold of long standing, after all
other so-called cures have br.icd.
Larger
bottles, 35c.

ILctjal Kottccs.
To all persons interested in either of the estates hereinafter named.
At a probate court held at Ellsworth., in aud
for the county of Hancock, on the thirteenth day of January, a. d. 1897.
PT1HE following matters having been pre1
sented for the action thereupon hereinafter indicated, it is hereby ordered that notice thereof be given to all persons interested,
by causing a copy of this order to be published three weeks successively iu the Ellsworth American, a newspaper published at
Ellsworth, in said county, that they may appear at a probate court to be held at Buckaport, on the tenth day of February, a. d.
i897, at ten of the clock in the forenoon, and
be heard thereon if they see cause.
Flora Gould, late of Ellsworth, in said county, deceased, a certain instrument purporting
to be the last will and testament of said deceased, and petition for probate thereof, presented by Clarence M. Parkman. the executor
therein named; also another instrument purporting to be the last will and testament of
said deceased, and petition for probate thereof, presented by Aaron L. Simpson, the exector therein named.
Elisha Soper, late of Buck-port, in said
county, deceased, a certain instrument purporting to be the last will and testament of
said deceased, and petition for pi.unite thereof, presented by Helen s*. Buck, the executrix
therein named.
William Clement, late of Penobscot. in said
county, deceased. Petition thn; William B.
Clement may be appointed administrator,
sen of
presented by William B. Cl >ei
said deceased.
ut
county, deceased. Petition f- :•
of personal estate of said d<
d. filed by
Mabel B. Gould, widow of s:.n. deceased.
Ezekiel Pierce, late of
rt, in
said county, deceased.
account of
William 1’. Foster, executor,
Leamon S. Orcutt, late of
hi said
Account < 1
iiam W.
county, deceased.
Bragdou, executor, filed.
Andrew H. Haynes, late of
d, in said
Accoum
CL.tiles E.
county, deceased.
Haynes, administrator, file t.
aid
Susan C. Austin, late of 1.1.
J
X.
county, deceased. Final aceMcG.iv.-m, administrator, !i:<-.:.
••• ,: h,
in su’d
Dwight S. Rowe, late of i.
i'l
."ce
COUnt>, deceased. First a
A. Um\e, administratrix, filed.
in said
Elnathan Tinker, late of 1..
First
J.-siah
county, deceased.
Tinker, administrator, tiled.
Maria R. Stubbs, late of id,
in said
.ir.ai P.
:
county, deceased. First area
Stuobs, administrator, tiled.
Arthur Drinkwater, minor h ir m Arthur F.
m rmaity,
Drinkwater, late of Ellsworth, t:.
cl'
deceased.
Fifth
account
C.
Hiram
Vaughan, guardian, filed.
William Drinkwater, minor h ir of Arthur
F. Drinkwater, late of Ellsworth., in said
county, deceased. Fifth account of Hiram G.
Vaughan, guardian, tiled.
George A. Lake, an insane per son. of Bucksport, in said county. First account ot Zenas
Homer, guardian, filed.
Caroline A Parcher, late of Ellsworth, in
said county, deceased. Petition tiled tor appointment of some suitable person as trustee
under will and codicil thereto of said deceased, George 1*. Dutton, trustee under said
will and codicil thereto, being now dead.
(). P. CUNNINGHAM. Judge of said court.
A true copy of original order of court.
Attest:—Chas. P. Dokk, Register.
...

person's interested in either of the estates hereinafter named
At a court of Insolvency held at Ellsworth in
amt for the county of Hancock, on the lourt« 4 mil day of .January, a.d. Iv7.
F< >n praE
>.
following matters ha
i
seated for the action thereupon hereinafter imliruled, it is lierei-y ord» red that notice
thereof Ik; given to all person-, inten-ted, by
causing a copy of this order to be published
three weeks successively
in the
Ellsworth
American, a newspaper published at Ellsworth,
in said county, that they may appear at a
court of insoheney, to be held at Lucksport,
on the tenth day of February, a. d.
is;*7, at
eleven of the clock in the forenoon, and he heard
thereon it they see cause.
George A. Green, of Deer Isle, in said county, insolvent debtor. Appointment of second
meeting oi creditors of said ucb.or filed and

To all

rptl

approved.
Juliett Nickerson, of Eden, in sai
county
insolvent debtor.
Appointment id second
meeting of creditors of said debtor filed and
approved.
Howard G. Spofford, of Deer Die, in said
county, insolvent debtor.
A| mu. mm.t <-f
second meeting of creditors m said debtor
tiled and approved.
Eri L. Bunker, of

Mount

1>

ert, in said

county, insolvent debtor. Pt.hion for discharge from all debts provable against his estate under
the insolvency la..s if Maine,
filed bv said debtor.
l>. P. CUNNINGHAM, Judge of said court.
A true copy of original order
e.wirl.
Attest:—(’has. P. bniin. Register.
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subscriber hereby g
m.i.ce
that
he has been duly appointed administraof the estate of Niche,
late
Hass,
of
d
Sullivan, in the county
Hancock,
deceased, and given bonds as the law directs.
All persons hav ing demands
estate of said deceased are desired to present
the same for settlement, and :: 1 indebted
thereto are requested to make p-.yment im-
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1

tor

mediately.

Alexander'

Kilsworth,

subscriber hereby
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m.

January 13, u.d.l-.
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31, 1830.
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commissions,etc.,

Manning block.
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perm
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of executrix of t.
l
of
Lottie
it.
i!
h!Kue:th, in the county
ceased, te• bond being re,paiu •; l.\
of s-ii
will; she therefore
sons
who ate indebted to
m
a
estate, to make immediate
whoh ,'I .ti" demands tin
sail e for settlement.
M\u
j.
January 13, a. d. 1897.
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a last Mlitr hereby pi.
r|'hi.
1 tv* all concerned, that he
appointed a.id has taken

a..-

executor of
of
Samuel

t
e
,>lack.

a
notice
been duly
the

the last wid and testaat
of
Herrick,
Sedgthe county of Ham
deceased,
directs; he
by giving bond as the i.w
therefore requests all persoi
who are indebted to said deceased’s e.-im
to nmke immediate payment, and thus- who have any
!■*
demands thereon to exhi! it
‘or settlement.
Fn: n S. Hi u«ick.
January 13. a. d. 1897.
trust
ment

••

Notice of Assrgnee of l!ls t|i;m utmeiit.
At K1 ls\v ort h, in the county
u k, and
State oi Maine, the fourteen
*a., el .i^uu iry,a d. 1897.
IH
undersigned hereby ■.< es notice of
his appointment as a-.:. ,.ce ■»: the es1
tate of I’.dg
A. Lewis and !
:\
1> Friend,
*
of Hucksport, in said county.
individual#
and as members of the firm ot M. A. Lewis A
Co., insolvent debtors, who
iv* been declare,! insolvents upon the ir e c m--it ion. hr
the court of insolvency for
..id county of
Hancock.
Charles A. A
v, assignee.
-*

..

,.

of Assignee of lliw \ ppointiiient.
Ellsworth, in the county of ii meock and
of
State
Maine, the fifteen.: day of October. a. d. 1898.
undersigned hereby gives notice of
his appointment as
1
of the
O.
A.
estate of
Soper, of 'Fremont, in
saiii county of Hancock, insolvent debtor,
who has
i n declared an inupon hi#
own petition, by the «ourt o.
my. tor
said county of Hancock.
Charles H. V
a:. .:*c.

r|MlK

223,136 10
1,891,11642
140,26999

■■<•

■

>

Notice of Assignee of His. A pointinent.
At Ellsworth, in the county ot I' .ncoc' and
State of Maine, the fourteen! i: day. v>t January. a. d. 1897.
undersigned hereby rives notice of
his appointment as ns-.
A
of the es34 j talc of Parker L. Saunders. «.f Waltham, in
said county of Hancock, insolvent debtor,
i
who ha- been declared ins
m upon hi#
own petition by the court of insolvency for
said county of Hancock.
I
L>. E. Hurley, assignee.
I
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ASSETS DE( KMItKIt, 31, 1890.
ileal estate owned i»v the com$ 91S,303 03
pany, unineumhercA,
Loai•*• mu bond and mortgage
Ih 't Mens
Shirk- .ml bonds owned by the
rompany, market value,
1,5*3,777 50
Loan- Heeureil by o!laterals,
( a-b in tie- c*inip.in\’n principal
oilier ami in hank.
505,061 S'*
I h rr-t dueand aecruetl,
22,795 81
1 ‘r* iniums in due course of collertion,
361.489 52
< M her assets,
26,283 O.t
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me-
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LONDON, ENGLAND.

111 corpora ted in 1m; 1
( onuiK-med business in 1801.
IJ. S. 1871.
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of h
ton r

exerting

or

has retarded their action.
The heart has pushed the blood into
them faster than they can filter it.
The filter is
overtaxed and becomes

“It’s all right, Ed; all right”— We all
! sneaked away then. Well, no, I can’t say
I that any of i:s lilt very hilarious just then

trumpeted

in
of

<

A hanging bookshelf may he rendered
more ornamental if made wit h the lower
the
The launch puffed up alongside
(lock, ; shelf extending on chir r side so as to
and as 11.*• gr.rrd came to a present a fine j form a brae! t »' r a vase or piece of bric1
lookin'.; y unrig naval uffinr stepped ashore.
a-brac. It is also easy to construct one
He wa-i t!a> living image of V.'iEnn, only With a small cap'-oard iin-i ing the two
Allot' the !.glows of the guard lower ski-h s or with .. m.s of two
younger.
noticed the rcsemhlawe instantly, hut Shelves ignKrly rain'doff to hold curios.
sac Wilson, who had hurriedthey did
ly left ?: i' d- ': wiien his counterpart with
The fashion of sw 'll worn :t going into
the sw; vd and t!:e silver anchors on his trade ori hna .d in 1 aie!a: <i, win re well
blouse e> i'..r si; pond In.in the launch.
1 a. a- .s on bonknown wna.cn place t o
flic young naval officer and the officer net
shop signs. In 'o .v York there are
of the day gut into an ambulance and were two l.aiics who have op:
1 a tearoom, a
driven to the commanding officer's quarcouple of others have a Purist's shop, and
a
few
Mess
call
went
in
ters.
inimir.es, still others are at the head of a private
and we were all marched in to dinner. The
family hotel.
mess hall was on the floor below the sleepMunicipal suffrage in England is not
ing quarters.
We had scarcely sat down and begun to confined, as many suppose, to a few rich
bully the kitchen police before we heard women. The property qualification for
a loud shot from the floor above. We made
both sexes is small, and more poor women
a rush for the stairs to find out what the
than rich ones possess the franchise.
matter was. As we scrambled up, the ambulance carrying the young naval officer,
2lSbcrtismunta.
returning to the launch from his mission,
drew up out in front of the quarters. The
sea officer had heard the shot and was hopping out of the ambulance to investigate.
VVo found Wilson sitting on the edge of
his hunk in his shirt sleeves. His shirt That Will Well Repay Our Citizens
was soaked with blood, and there was a
to Carefully Consider.
big hole in his right breast. His iifle lay
Ho had takon the floor beside the bunk.
Kidneys can’t talk, but if you don’t
the
en off his
shoo and
(if
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Ada Parker, accompanied l\\ her
<>n
from
liroige, :im
Dauversport,
M »ss., Suturdax, to attend her father's
funeral. Tiny remained through the late
Mrs.

CASH AND GiVEfs FREE
FRIZES EACH MONTH

Cash and Prizes given each month

Whew!
This must

praying
in

$3,400.00

U AlU

TA

WRAPPERS
BULFS.

TUP IUI

AnTAIhl

of the

Fvorv month during 1MS*7 in each
prizes will be awarded as follows:

1.

Competitor* to nave a* many SUNLIGHT
SOAP Wrapper* a* they can collect, t at

district*

4

The 1 Competitor who sends in the
oil the top portion of each r—
-"nNr’ ■ms top POHTKHH
Largest Niumber of coupons from
w rapper, that port ion containthe district, in which he or she resides
Inn the bending “SUNLICMT
hA,will receive V 1(H) I'ixah.
.1
SOAP.” Tlie*e (called “t on- |Ky
The 5 Competitor* w ho send in the
17«/.fVT-.(v%.vl
are to he -eat, po-tuge
J
Next Largest Number* of coua
j;
ally paid, enelo-ed with
from tne distrct m which they
ihijrx-'f''i poni
whect of Paper -miinn Compelreside will Knob receive at winner’s
»v.‘
|ior> tall name and addre-*
J
option a Indy’s orgetirenian’s Pierce
and
the number of Coupon* ;
i0 M
y
Special hi eye e. price #Um,tiO. in the
*ent In, to Lever lire*., I.td.,
The IO Competitors who send
New York, marked on ont*ide
Next Largest Numbers ot coupons from the dis,-.»r*rr> wilhNI MBhli
Wrapper
trict in which they reside will Fnch rvoeiveat winner a
of t heJMSTIMCT Competitor live* In.
opt ion a lady's or gent leman's Cold Watch, price
No.
name of district,
2. The Competitions will Close the Ln«t l»«f of
Kaeh Month during 1SP7, Coupons receivedtoo late
Ni .v York ( llv, Kronkl.n, l.onn
for on© month’s competition will be put into the next.
and
Staten l*lantl*. New Jersey.
■|
Jt. Competitors who obtain wrappers from unsold
New York Stntc to-mil* »««• Si. r,i/|r»
Fmployees
aoan in dealer’s stock will ls» disqualified.
Q
/
»; •«•' * >'»■»''•*
of tjover Brothers, Ltd., and their families *r© debarred from competing.
i*enn*y|y unia. Delaware. Jlnry-I. A print ed list of Winner* in Competitor’s district
land, Wewt Virginia and Dtw3
will be forwarded to Competitors in about ill days alter
trie! of Columbia._
each competition chose*.
Tlie New Cnglnnd State*._
4
it. I .ever Brothers, l-td will endeavor to award the
•Tin' B
Yclrts vn> t he celebrate 1 Pierce Special,
nnzes fairly to the best of their ability and judgment,
of Buf1*»T Pstteru. tnT.l by lb-.'. N Pierce .t Co
it is underst.vod that all who compete agree to acbut
falo. B .ton and Now York Fitted wth HarlforYl
cept tlie award of l.ever Brothers, Ltd., as final.
.e» Niok e
l-anio. New Departure
Tires, I trst
I.KVKR IllIOS., Ltd., New York.
Bell. Standard Cyclometer, and ilunt Live Saddle.
—-—-
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West Frank:

its roH-ca’I y,

and wife

left

for

New

Haven. Conn., last week. Mr. Tapiey will
join the steamer "Resolute".
Mrs. Julia Carl ton Moore, formerly of
this place, died at Yeazie la>t week.
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Surry

G.
>

Stewart, lias been

Art bur

gue*t at the Stuart for

a

days. Mi**
Stewart is a charming story-writer and
poetess. Her debut in the literary world
has elicited many flattering tributes totln
gei-in* of the young lady.
There i* » vi-

to

s*

veral

ly a very bright future before her.
Prof. Siewart is regarded as one of the
ablest aut horities on vital statistics in t he
l nited States.
He ha* made three trips
around the world, returning from his last
trip about three weeks ago.
Mrs. Stewart
will remain at Thomasville for her hea th.
with Miss Stewart, while the Mr. Stewart
will \ :sit the Pacific coast on business.”
|
South GonhUiioro.

In-

N.

F. Bunker has purchased J. M. Bun-

Miss Sadie Sperry, of Ashville, is stopping with Mrs. J. H. Hammond.

Rich and wife are home from
Belmont. N\ H., where they have been
Mr. Rich is principal of a
teaching.

School closed Jan. 28, taught by Miss
Capt. Thomas Tapiey. who has been se- delegates, and yet the absent members
Maleen Hicks, a student of Bates college.
riously ill. is improving.
would outnumber those who were presschool of 130 pupils, and the term just
Mrs. Fitz Henry Smith.of Sedgwick, is ent.
Mr. and Mrs. G. F. Hooper and daughThe dinner was a rare combination
visiting her {‘Hrents,Capt. and Mrs. Thom- of good tilings, and though cold without, closed is the ninety-ninth term of school ter Doris, of West Sullivan, spent Sunday
that
he
has
taught. Mrs. Rich teaches uit with Mrs. Hooper’s parents.
as Tapiey.
ail within was cheerful,
and we may
intermediate grade. They have been reM. Belle Lord and Helen Hill, of Fast
Capt. and Mrs. Ira Farnham have re- add hilarious when the little folks took elected to t heir
respective positions, and Sullivan, have been
the floor.
turned from a visit to Long Island light
May they all live to celebrate
spending a week
to return in April.
Mr. Rich has
expect
here, the guests of Mrs. J. C. Hammond.
station. of which Capt. Levi Farnham is their four-score birthday.
and
may
been invited by the \Vinnepesaukee teachFeb. 1.
Grandpa Noyes’ future years be extended ers'
S. M. S.
keeper.
association, of Laconia, to prepare
Schooner
Mildred May,"Capt. Augus- and as agreeably observed as was the a
on “Professional Improvement”,
Fast Franklin.
paper
gathering of 1>V7.
us Condon, has just landed a
cargo of corn
to be read at a
J. H.
O. L. Tapiey and the grange

Feb. 1.
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horses from Ellsworth not being
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through

on

time.

K. A. bnetid is
H. A.

deck

Chicken pox is prevalent.
Mrs. K. C. Robbins has been
visiting at
Northeast Harbor.
Rain is home from Northeast Harbor for a short visit.
Mr.

at

Grindle returned home Wednes-

Farnsworth company is shipping
goods to Rockland this week by sailing
The

H. Vernier has not returned from his

trip through adjoining

Bartlett's lslamt.

vessel.

towns.

The

W

Don. w ho has returned from
the
Maine general
hospital, is still a
great sufferer.
Calvin

Our

fishermen

complain

of

the

ladies* sewing circle of the Union

church met

Tuesday

afternoon with Mrs.

J. H. Mason.
avouu?

high

and

were

uiocaeu

ijuilf

l>huiv rriuBV,

being employed all day
Friday making Mam street passable.
men

transportat ion. since they have to
send part of the way by rail.
rates

Norwood has entered the academy
Houlton.

Seth

again.

day.
O.

Tompson.

on

of

Walton will

meeting to be

Feb. 26.

teams

to

West Sal 1 i-

started

for Amherst

move

next week.

A number of

men

last

Monday morning to haul bark.
Death has again entered our little community and removed one of our oldest
citizens, Simon B. Gordon, aged nearly
seventy-seven. Mr. Gordon was ill about
one week.
He died sitting in his chair.
The heartfelt sympathy of all is extended to the sou and sisters.
Feb. 2.
--

Seawall.

inspect these goods. \
feature of this line is the

MATCHED SETS.
The patterns arc all desirable, and some of them ;

itivelv elegant.

We need
advantage
in having insertion and several widths to match.
You
not

point

out the

must not overlook our

:

which is a special few
this year of our 1 lam:
line—all cutout, and i:i
continuous length

are

j
j
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aioTurs.’,
**r .r stricken.
I was
Cold jvrsi iration
str- a, *i from a.! o\« r nn*. M
!
•,:«
*d
•<1
Ui- iv s:ij j**»
erect, and u.y 1
me.
With a l.dg: *y
r:
I -h
k v
if tos. !:*
u. t
t k:
gether. a" iring
only
a more real: v* i!lu-:*>n than th-others.
Ib lining my walk I arri\ed nf tin* binna- le. aval as 1 ginne« il oj to s*-o if tin1
d.ip
•“
v
g >ing “co
the man at th wheel
Mid. “I thought 1 heard someone hail us.
sir.
I was surpri.Mil. but only more mystified
than 1 fore.
Could it have Ixvn areal
hail? I In .-diaUd to appnuch tin* rail, uncertain what fresh terror I should encounter
I asked the men forward if tin y had

W

e

have

just opened

a

t.o

HEMSTlTuIlSU
AND

:s—which

selling
price of
are

•••-

we

at the very i iw

25 CENTS.
Here is

a

great

bargain.

We have the famous

hoard the hail
They answered that they
had. but each one thought that it came
from a different direction.
Then* was
nothing in sight, and all felt that someEvery pair warranted; if one
9
thing very strange had happened. As we
breaks, we will replace it at no
eagerly strained our eyes t*» pi»*ree the gloom
cost to the purchaser.
1 heard the hail again, apparently from under II1V feet. “Golden Scud, a—!” The last
word was cut off and ended in a gurgling
While our line of Dry ti iod*
laugh, which sounded fairly diabolical.
is better than ever,
The captain was called, and the watch
please don't
below came tumbling out of the forecastle.
overlook our
I explained the matter as best I could, interrupted every once in awhile by the deDIPT.
moniacal hail.
A flashlight was shown.
It revealed nothing, but only added to the
Everything in this line at lowest
weirdness of the scene, and all of us felt
market prices.
relieved when it was extinguished.
Some
->f the hails were distinct, but muffled.
and SHOES.
Others ended in that awful gurgle which
Some special bargains to close.
shilled our blood.
We searched in groups, bring afraid to
FEED.
separate, and gathered courage from each
Mixed; shorts; middlings, gray
other's prvs'iHv.
Kvery horror that the |
and fancy white.
imagination c mid concoct was suggest* d j
by different individuals as a solution.
A
Norwegian na:md Johnson c*>llaps«*d under
ihe strain, and we were forced to secure
Main Street,
him.
Ellsworth.
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and dour for
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dent

rooms.

W. W.

ben. West Gouldsboro and Franklin sent

*11 »

Mi's t'orii.n-

homestead bury-

ing ground.
Jan. 29.

Steu-

Il

nnviti.

had walktd the dtvk trying to calm
my excited mind, and after making a
search of the sea with the glasses, and having seen that every sail was drawing to
the U*st advantage, 1 leaned over the quarter rail trying to compose myself by
thoughts of home. My brain, however.
wa< in an unman.' 't able state and refun d
to obey me.
It would not Betti** on any
tangil le horror, but stvmed to roam over
a wide field of horrible thoughts, in which
corpses V.." r b«** koning to me from the water. and t hen. of ening their inout hs as if to
steak, would disappear, only To W* followed by others t*f even more hitleous
shape and ap; a ranee.
I turned away with loathing, knowing
II
rest-on .«
h fai
I should 1 re cue a giMvrin-.r Idiot. I walk<il forward to tin* break of tin* p*»op and
found tie* w.-.* h drow>ily walking to and
fro or*..
li sleep laden ry* s at the
sails and ri
1 turned to go aft, and
*
as I dal s
I
inetlv In art! in a mu filed,
jh.*
words. “GoMen Send,
urv.ivvy
ahoy'" Th <—v evidently came from el* >•=••■»
I
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seven were
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Billions

The Daily Timcs-Enterprise of Thomasvdie, Ga., says "Prof. W llliam 1*. Siewart,
accompan i t by his w ife and daughter,1

and

were

of

Feb. 1.

cling to his yearly custom of
Christmas tr<e when the
wt

resident

eitpilnl

exceptionally

number of deaths in 1S9<>
of which was not a resiOne

stile

Hamburg

of

one

Surry.

of

eighty,

public-

watch and discuss every measure adopted
for the public weal.
11 is love of children

tions

grandchildren
of Nathaniel Noyes, of Hast Sullivan, in
s

number

died in another town. Both were young
ladies who were visiting friends and both
died upon the same date, June 26.
Two of deceased had passed the age of

spirited interest in the nffairs of Ins
native town kept him briskly alert t"

terment

dinner

tlie children and

honor of h

deacon.

whole

sixteen,

dent

Vinal led in the services, with
prayer, with a glimpse at
Deacon (.'lark's home life and Christian
activities. Rev. (J. H. Heftlon sketched
his general life in relation to his neighbor and the public interests, believing he
had fulfilled the greatest commandment
as defined by the Saviour. Beautiful selec-

the

r.-T

good

ttie

reading

to haul

bark.

gavt

The
was

Kev. Mr.

Hal

and

whole

tin-

result

elegant

tideates here were married in other towns.
The whole number of children born
during the year was twenty-two, of
which sixteen were boys and six girls.
In 1S95 the number of births was twentytwo, of which seven were boys and fifteen

commu-

face

mense

irk.

Amher-l

G.

marriages in
Surry in 189t) was eight. Only four of
the couples were residents of Surry.
Three who procured their marriage ccrThe

The funeral services were held at the
Island house Sunday morning, Jan. 24.
and in spite of the severe cold an im-

pulpits

ai g

Sunday

love, but the whole

providing
whole neighborhood
was
participate in its pleasures.

(deorge

boll

Feb. 1.
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Surry.

old
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some

and young, as well as the hosts
strangers who have sojourned within

of
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vmout

tierr >h

from
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a

Mrs.

1

of noble
he <1 iff.-ri inv l.e,
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Refreshments were served. Mr. and
Hunker were presented with a hand-

ing.

Master’s harvest, it has left s void
community which will long be

his generous

nity,

apt. Fdward lKer is building
Point avenue.

at

i. ioe<

I

*■

Mr. and Mrs. Augustus Hunker very
pleasantly entertained a party of young
people from Franklin Wednesday even-

journeyed by his side since the early wedding day, helpmeet indeed in all its
j beautiful
meaning; by his children and
grandchildren who knew and realized

inter.
Arthur

Iter

in Prospd t Harbor, with t he fe..ow ;ag
officers:
sup-.-: mtendeut, Mrs. M. V- naaw ;
e
Mrs. At
scrti.-a,
Ham. ton;
first vice-presitrea>u..r, id-.est Cole;
dent, N<i
Noonan; seco d \;ee-prt sident; Fanny Cole ; third \ .ce-president,
Charlie t'ocweil; fourth v tee-pre.- ideiit,
Edna Hamilton.
Feb. l.
Pax.
Maurice

Boston

is in

the

visiting

There is an ice bridge across the nay at
Crabtree’s wharf and it makes business
from the ottier side in wood and lumber.

He will be greatly missed not only in
own home by the companion who has

to teach eloculion,

ils.u! Y.
Phe

Springer

H.

years’steady work
blacksmithing.

tlve
and

favor-

and

is

Mrs. Hannah Doyle and son Elery, of
Franklin, visited Justin Doyle recently.
Will A. Clark is taking a vacation after

building.
well

n

infirmity

nf

Over f20.000.na) tin been
expended ,,rl.
the life whieh t
d—lonely, moy 1
‘■Hun*ry IIJkkIiih?” raid the kind
silent
hut
awful
of
the
f’
!l
ami
notonous
“Of
count t lint ii lint your
i
;
rent i„„
'eri-ais iH’ean.
lntluen.vs of •, h
•Nome.” Hlmweren Mr. mounts
u «
It was wl n I was llr-t mate of the wot llii({ht lie CHlled h empty tin, :
Golden Sm ml that I was perhaps more forcibly impn-<ed with this great fact than
2Uiumisnnriits.
It was one of those calm,
ever lu fore.
v».
dark nights which bring out allthedorBiant sujH'rstit ion that has lain awaiting
NEW STRING LINK uisuch an opportunity to torture your mind
with horrid fancies and hideous semidreams until you are in a fever.
Every
familiar coil of rope becomes a hidden
fiend ready to seize and carry you to its
hIkhIo, where horrors reside t«x> great for
the imagination to picture.
1 had the midwntch, and a light, quartering air gave the vessel storage way,
Then* was a heavy
hut nothing more.
swell setting on the port bow and causing
the ship to rise and fall with a regular,
Wc have just received
easy motion, yet it was heavy enough to
an
make the stern settle, as the lxnv rose,
line,
than
with a doleful swash, whieh seemed the
ever
ukuI for such a night.
before, of
] rojH'r and fitting
The sky was overcast, and thick, heavy
embroideries. This line inclouds slow ly i a~~ed athwart the moon.
cludes some very fine and
The air was heavy and oppressive, and
faint smell of sulj hur scorned to taint the
desirable patslow breeze whieh fanned our brows.
Orterns, and our customers
dinarily I am most matter of fact and
throughout the county are
could not 1h* cmlitcd with a lively imagination, yet tonight I was a prey to sujktspecially invited to call and
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from

la-t week.
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home t here.
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The wife of Joseph Cameron died here
Sunday morning after a brief illness.
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Bunker is visiting in Port-
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wit It a gale of wind
few, but, strange to say,

Jov

R.
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in

land.

cold

extreme

made the dancers
the

ball

quarterly

for the

day.
Alice Vorana

Henry Hall, of Harrington,
his brother, Zemro Hall.

everybody

busy gathering
in
the sheaves, on Thursday evening,
Jan. 21,
bore from earthly scenes the
freed spirit of a highly-respected citizen.
Deacon H. H. Clark, and though in this
instance it was well-ripened grain ready

Frank F. Blaisdell leaves for Boston to-

GonhUltoro.

H.

The silent reaper,

Krniiklin.

ether j^ige*

see

this

on

s.

The

! htnomnce

i
r>i

Louise Murch is visiting her two
in Har Harbor.

sons

for snow, and the went her elerk,
haste to grant the petition, has

his

Miss Clara

—

fbr additions! County JWirs

whole

the streets.

ably known here, entered the Maine
general hospital several weeks ago and is
serving an apprenticeship which will
probably result in her taking the full
course to tit
her for a hospital nurse.
She writes most interesting letters to her
friends here respecting life and duties in
her new Held of experience.
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on

result of

the

progress of work
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woman

overdone t he job.
Odd Fellows’ block is overlooking its
neighbors at the corner even now wit bout
its bonnet on.
When that is in place,
Tremont hall and the stores under its
shadow will feel small. Cold snaps and
blizzards interfere somewhat with the

12
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As follows:
4 Firs! Prizes, eaoh o! $100 Cash
$ 400.00
20 Second
$100sfpicf>u-Bicyc!es*2.000.00
40 Third
"$ 25 Gold Watches ^ 1,000.00
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Mrs. Samuel Moore spent last week at
uu*.-* miui
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Bass Harbor light-station.
minds must either give way or resume
M’.ss Georgia Winslow* made her young
:heir
normal
for sixteen
functions.
The
oa| tain was
John Dolliver. jr.. returned to Oak 1
:he first to rextove-r and calmid u. by his
girl friends happy by an afternoon tea on commerce and enterprise save us from Point last
rero.
where he has been j
Tuesday,
the seventh anniversary of her
terror
sample. We were organized into small
birthday, another sad winter of isolation.
There was a sociable at the hall Wedliving since last spring.
squads and distributed uhout the vess 1 to
Saturdav. Jan. 3.A
»»f»»Mnrn 4
\Yhere, oh where, on the known eart h is
f
Feb. 1.
! asce rtain the- exact les-ality of the hail.
nesday evening. L was a fancy dress
Dolly.
conTiie death of Mrs. K za J. Bracey,which the Southwest Harbor literary circle?
affair, and some of the costumes were
The squad which was stationed aft soon
Shall we allow ourselves to be beaten in
reiiorud that it came front under the counAfter games, a basket occurred Jsn Cl, removes an esteemed
g.
ittrtjrrtisnncnts.
very af
:er
We' ail rtish-d aft. gathe
friend, a beloved
:
ring courage
upper w s> served.
neighbor, a kind literary aspirat ions by such p!ace> as EllsJan. 27.
■torn our number, and waited si!,
R.
worth and Boston?
It is a disn al fact,
mother.
Mis. i>ra< r\maiden name was
ritly to
tear the next one. whieh came
soon." alHerrick.
Sue wa- t he daughter of Amo#
apparently, that tbe merry dancers have
; stares a
lhough it was rathe r feeble. The captain
3ft5rTtisnnrnts.
Herrick, of Br«x*k in, then Sedgwick. more energy and push than our literary
answe'red
the
mmtdiately
Is especially true of Hood’s Pills, for no medihail with a
critics.
For
dance
tne
She was horn December 31, ISIS.
winter
they
long, cine ever
She
Hoarse bellowing "Ahov!"
of
man
As the stern
contained so great curative power in
It you (?/> pa rt tcuht r to married Janies Bract
while our literary friends hope and wish
mice rose on \ swell the answer came:
y. by whom she had
so small space.
They are a whole medicine
and
do
hart your
Send me a line 1 Quick!
eight children, six of w hom are still livnothing.
pc<
Feb. 1.
A bowline was made on the tail of the
F
The oldest son. Char es Wdied in
ing.
j
p t
go to the United Stales strv.ee.
main I rave and Iowa red over the stern,
South Kruoktvillf.
reir a short time it
hung limply from the
and
F»h 1.
(i. B. A.
Herbert Bates has returned to Brewer,
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